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IN THE 90-YEAR HISTORY OF DOWNBEAT 
magazine, the term A.I. never appeared. And 
now it’s been on the cover twice in consecutive 
months. Such are the times we live in, where life 
moves lightning-fast and is getting faster. You 
either enjoy the thrill ride, or try to go off the 
grid. I, for one, still enjoy the ride.

For example, hearing Kenny Garrett doing 
the most Miles-like thing ever in his career: look-
ing at the future and diving right in. His new 
offering, Who Killed AI? with electronic musi-
cian Svoy, is an unadulterated trip worth listen-
ing to and reading about. (See page 24.) Garrett 
learned from the best about not looking back, 
and his eyes are fixed straight forward, almost 
daring his fans to come along.

The same could be said for last month’s 
cover subject, vibraphonist Stefon Harris, whose 
live show at the Apollo in New York incorporat-
ed artificial intelligence with wild results.

Folks, this is the beginning of a whole new 
world for music, with change we haven’t seen 
since the advent of rap, since the advent of fusion, 
and maybe even bigger than that. Who knows?

On the other hand, we have artists who are 
leery of the role technology plays in our lives. 
Composer/bandleader Maria Schneider has 
certainly made her voice clear on the subject, 
speaking out on Capitol Hill against illegal 
online streaming and illustrating how it hurts 
musicians, and creating Data Lords, her mag-
num 2021 opus that was named Album of the 
Year in DownBeat’s Critics and Readers polls.

Our feature on Schneider (see page 32) 
looks back at that recording as well as her entire 
30-year career as she releases the lush three-
LP boxed set Decades, a beautiful collection of 
music, photography and memories document-
ing the the Maria Schneider Orchestra from its 
first album release in 1994 to today.

One of the many interesting aspects of the 
piece is Schneider’s savvy choice to be the 
first artist on ArtistShare, crowdfunding her 
recording projects before that was even a term. 
That DIY move has offered her a level of artis-
tic freedom that few large ensemble composers 
could command up to that point.

While we’re looking into the future, take a 
look at the DownBeat Student Music Awards. 
This 47th annual edition keeps chugging along 
for a great reason — it gives much-needed rec-
ognition to young artists as well as jazz educa-
tion programs around the globe. A “DeeBee” 
win has been used more than a few times by band 
directors to bolster, or outright save, their music 
programs. And quite a few young artists have 
been inspired to greatness after receiving the 
recognition.

Maria Schneider is one of them.
“My hopes for having a career started with 

the DownBeat award I won back when I was in 
grad school,” she said about her 1984 DeeBee. 
“When I was an undergrad, I would see those 
DownBeat awards and think, ‘Wow, I can’t 
even imagine ever winning one of those.’”

The same year she was honored, a young 
high school tenor saxophonist named Donny 
McCaslin — who would later become a long-
time member of the Maria Schneider Orchestra 
— won an Outstanding Soloist award. The year 
before, Rick Margitza, another historically 
important group member, won a soloist award 
while in college. So did future MSO saxophon-
ist Steve Wilson and, a few years later, saxo-
phonist Dave Pietro. 

So, if you want an encouraging glimpse of 
the future of jazz and improvised music, read 
through all the pages of the magazine — and 
pay particularly close attention to this year’s 
SMA winners, starting on page 75.    DB

First Take    BY FRANK ALKYER

Peering Into the Future
The Maria Schneider Orchestra with the great 
multi-reedist Scott Robinson, left, soloing.
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Chords  Discords 

Editor’s Note: Our April issue’s 90 Greatest 
Jazz Artists of All Time feature has generat-
ed a massive outpouring of comments from 
readers adding their favorites to the list. We 
love it, truly expected it and continue to run 
your letters. Here’s to our favorites!

Dreaming of Holland
A strong list! But here are some more names 
that I believe you should consider in April of 
’34 when you are (hopefully) compiling your 
list of the 100 Greatest Artists of all Time. You 
included Charlie Haden, which was excellent, 
but how about Dave Holland? Holland played 
with [Anthony] Braxton and Sam Rivers in the 
’70s and has been on many fine  recordings 
(like his Conference Of The Birds) on ECM.

I was happy to see Albert Ayler and Sun Ra 
on your list, but how about Sam Rivers, Julius 
Hemphill or the AACM Chicagoans: Braxton, 
Abrams, Mitchell, Threadgill or Smith?

Finally, I believe there is a case to be made 
for Kenny Wheeler, who was a fantastic impro-
viser and is one of my favorite jazz composers. 
I always come back to Wheeler’s unique and 
beautiful music.
BOB ZANDER 
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Wishing for Weston
I once asked composer/pianist Randy 
Weston why he did not receive more top 
billings. Weston looked at me straight with 
those huge honest eyes and said, “You know 
why, so why not say it?”

When my response was, “Because you talk 
about Africa too much,” he just nodded. Then 
we spoke of other things like Creed Taylor forc-
ing him to use an electric keyboard instead of 
concert grand for his composition Blue Moses.

Please don’t ask me who I would take off 
the list, just change the number to 91!
LAURENCE SVIRCHEV 
WRITER-PHOTOGRAPHER 
WWW.MISTERIOSO.ORG

90% Credible? We’ll Take It!
I challenge that list in the April edition of 
DownBeat. Carmen McRae not listed? And 
some of the others, I won’t mention who, are 
not only questionable, but more contribut-
ing than McRae? I’m in a jazz DMA program 
in school, and I can’t imagine this list being 
more than 90% credible.
ROCKY GORDON 
VIA EMAIL

Off With Our Heads?
As I enter my fifth decade of jazz listening, 
what I gain the most pleasure from is “dis-

covering” artists I’d previously overlooked. 
This year, so far, it’s been James Moody, 
Sonny Criss and Perry Robinson. Sad to see 
DownBeat, inventor of the TDWR (Talent De-
serving Wider Recognition) category, focus 
on the (cheap and easy) greatest. Afraid to 
stick your necks out?
TOM HUDAK 
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO

Pepper to Baker to Zawinul!
Selecting the 90 greatest jazz artists of all 
time was always going to be a risky business 
fraught with the sins of omission. I person-
ally regret the lack of Chet Baker and Art 
Pepper in your list.  But I am baffled by the 
absence of Joe Zawinul, composer of three 
definitive jazz anthems: “Mercy, Mercy, Mer-
cy,” “In A Silent Way” and “Birdland,” and 
founder and leader for 16 years of the iconic 
jazz-rock group Weather Report. Jazz is more 
than a number. Now, who to drop?
PAUL KELLY 
POOLE, DORSET, U.K.

Editor’s Note: Not including Joe was serious-
ly painful. One of my personal favorites, for 
sure. Good call!

… And Furthermore!
No Bobby Hutcherson or Mal Waldron?????? 
??????????
JAMES HUSSEIN CATCHPOLE 
TOKYO JAZZ SITE 
TOKYOJAZZSITE.COM

One Last Jab!
Wynton Marsalis is the Lance Armstrong of 
jazz.
MARK CORROTO 
DELAWARE, OHIO

Editor’s Note: From one Ohioan to another, 
that made me chuckle, but I am still a devot-
ed Wynton fan!

Have a Chord or Discord? Email us at editor@downbeat.com  
or find us on Facebook & Twitter. 
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Jackie Terrasson has always gone his own 
special way, finding expressive routes to 
accommodate both deep musical tradi-

tions and sometimes sly innovations. The 
French piano virtuoso’s personalized bal-
ancing act is fully present and impressive-
ly showcased on his new album, Moving On, 
a relevant title on multiple fronts. His first 
post-pandemic release — and the first on his 
new Earth-Sounds label — arrives five years 
after his previous album 53 (yes, he is 58 now) 
on Blue Note. During that time between the 
two releases, Terrasson found himself moving 
from his long-time adopted home of New York 
City back to France to ride out the pandemic. 
Then, he decided it was time to settle back into 
his homeland.

Career and discography-wise, after bat-
tling frustrations in trying to get a new proj-
ect out on a major label, Terrasson took the 
plunge into the self-determined, self-run label 
route: a path more easily navigated than ever 
before in the digital/social-media age. 

Having long pent-up musical ideas and 
tracks finally go public is a cathartic moment, 

he admits. Those creative urges “were trapped 
inside for a long time,” he said. “This is the 
moment for all this energy to come out. I 
can’t wait to bring that repertoire on stage in 
live settings. It’s gonna be fun. Practicing is a 
great thing at home. To try to write is great, 
but my love is, well, being on stage and play-
ing and sharing with other musicians and the 
audiences.”

Among other virtues, the new album 
boasts some of this jazz season’s most cre-
atively — and lovingly — deconstructed ver-
sions of “Bésame Mucho,” “Misty” and Michel 
Legrand’s “I Will Wait For You.” The var-
ied 15-track album also showcases his gift for 
infectious originals, including a title track red-
olent of the ’70s work of Keith Jarrett, a musi-
cian with whom he has often been compared.

Has it always been his goal to bring a fresh 
approach to well-trodden musical materi-
al? “Absolutely,” says Terrasson, on the phone 
from home in Paris. “Even if I’m gonna 
approach traditional material, I really take a 
pleasure in taking a melody out of its origi-
nal context and putting it in a totally differ-

ent environment. I like changing the colors, 
flavor, even the tempo, say, transforming your 
ballad into something speedier and vice versa.

“I’m really into cooking, and once you 
learn the recipes, you can allow yourself to 
take some freedom and change a little bit. I 
like to do it with standards or themes from 
movies or from folk or from the street.”

He also abides by the idea of bringing an 
open, improvisatory spirit into the studio, 
within some structural guidelines. “I like to 
be 65% prepared,” he says, “but not more. You 
have to let some stuff happen.”

Moving On was fittingly recorded in both 
France and New York, with his French trio 
allies Sylvain Romano and Lukmil Perez on 
bass and drums, and Americans Kenny Davis 
and Alvester Garnett, with cameos by drum-
mers Billy Hart and Eric Harland. Distinctive 
vocals are provided by Kareen Gulock and 
Camille Bertault (on the serpentine “Are You 
Following Me?”), and chromatic harmoni-
ca master Grégoire Maret joins in with empa-
thetic depth on “Happy” and on Terrasson’s 
sensuous, simmering original “Enfin.” 

Hello, Paris (Goodbye, New York) 
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Terrasson said about finding his own voice.

Taylor Eigsti, Grace Kelly, Bright Dog Red, 
Giorgi Mikadze, Albert “Tootie” Heath R.I.P.

The
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With an African-American mother from 
Georgia and a French father, Terrasson’s 
familial roots provide a groundwork for his 
layered cultural direction as a musician. 
After heading to the U.S. to study at Berklee, 
Terrasson quickly found his way into the 
ranks of respected new jazz figures in the early 
’90s. Along the way, he has done more than his 
part in bringing French music into the discus-
sion of jazz, throughout his career and espe-
cially on his 2000 album A Paris. 

Beyond Terrasson’s ear-grabbingly rein-
ventive standards, surprises await on Moving 

On’s track list, including a festive version of 
the Pharell Williams hit “Happy,” laced with 
the pianist’s own wily and most dissonant 
lines on the album. “I was not sure if we were 
gonna do that,” Terrasson comments. “But 
with Eric, the energy was just there, and we 
kept the first take. Boom. It’s a punchy one. It’s 
basically three chords, maybe four. But I like 
that the harmony and form is pretty easy — 
but now let me just try to blow as much as I can 
on this,” he recalls with a laugh.

Off in its own conceptual corner, his piece 
“Edith Piaf” nods to the legendary French 

chanteuse in a unique way, transcribing 
the sophisticated melody of a bird captured 
when walking through a jungle in Borneo. 
He points out that the bird (who deserves 
co-composer credit) has a melody that “is 
almost like serial music. You never repeat 
one note before you’ve done a whole 12-tone 
cycle.” To demonstrate, he plays the circu-
lar melody on his piano. “This is almost like 
[serial music architect Arnold] Schoenberg. 
I recorded it with my iPhone, and I was like, 
I’m gonna use it later.”

He also pays homage to his Paris-New 
York twin residency on the brisk, post-bop-
pish “AF006,” titled after a popular transatlan-
tic flight number. “I probably took that flight 
more than anyone in the world,” he laughs.

Capping the album off with a romantic 
and subtly metaphorical touch is a teasing-
ly brief run through “Theme From New York, 
New York,” fading into the distance, like a 
departing plane. He confirms that the 53-sec-
ond end track serves as “a symbol: We’re leav-
ing, but we’ll be back. It ended up being faded 
out. I thought that a minute of that was just 
enough to leave you hungry.”

Circling back to the subject of finding new 
angles on familiar themes and performance 
modes, Terrasson does admit he “was kind of 
on a mission from the beginning. There’s only 
gonna be one Dexter [Gordon], one Bill Evans, 
one Thelonious Monk, one Ahmad Jamal, one 
Bud Powell. When you start out, it’s great to 
try to copy these guys. But eventually, you 
want to really try to present something. 

“All the musicians I admire are the ones 
that sound like their own vocabulary after a 
certain time. And in terms of pianists, I like 
to use the word ‘eloquence.’ They really have 
their own way of freedom, you know? That’s 
really what it is. And, and picking out the right 
notes of the right words, or the right expres-
sions, that’s a lifetime of work.”

Moving On also moves on from the stan-
dard definition of the time-honored piano trio 
format, with a structural freedom and collec-
tive heat-sensing impulse reminiscent of one 
of his true heroes, Jamal. In a piano trio, he 
notes, “the combination of the instruments is 
quite flexible. And there’s still enough space 
and enough material for more ideas to be 
found, more notions of space.”

With his impressive and long-awaited new 
album, and a new label to tend, Terrasson at 
58 is embarking on the next phase of a long 
career as an important jazz voice. He’s emerg-
ing from a dark period over the past few years 
that many musicians and listeners alike can 
relate to. In this unfolding moment, Terrasson 
says, “It’s like more doors are opening. It’s also 
like jumping from a plane and saying, ‘Hey, I 
know I’m gonna land. I don’t know how, but 
I’m gonna land.’”  —Josef Woodard
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IT’S EARLY MARCH IN CAMBRIDGE, 
Massachusetts, and a local, classically trained 
instrumentalist is astonished as she learns about 
Taylor Eigsti’s many musical associations while 
hanging around after the pianist/composer’s 
Regattabar bandleading debut. 

Yes, it’s not uncommon for a working jazz 
musician to maintain gigs concurrently 
among several collaborators — with trum-

peter Terence Blanchard, vocalist Lisa Fischer 
and tenor saxophonist/multi-reedist Ben 
Wendel in Eigsti’s case. But the 39-year-old 
has garnered a reputation among his peers for 
nourishing those relationships.

It’s at the heart of his latest album, Plot 
Armor, which was released in March by 
GroundUp Music. And by pure chance, it was 
also reflected in the pair of album release dates 

Taylor Eigsti’s 
Puzzle Mastery
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“I tend to love that type of challenge,” says Taylor Eigsti of bringing together  
20 musicians for a live performance of music from his new album. “But it involves 
a lot of poster board and graphs to figure out who’s soloing where.”

that the Bay Area native booked at the Regattabar 
and also the prior night at Le Poisson Rouge in 
Greenwich Village.

Aside from keyboardist Maya Kronfeld, he 
fielded two entirely different bands that played 
in distinctly different settings. The patrons 
were mostly standing, with many active musi-
cians in attendance in New York while a decid-
edly older crowd were seated in Massachusetts. 
Eigsti, the 2022 Contemporary Instrumental 
Album Grammy winner for his Tree Falls, man-
aged to feature half of Plot Armor’s 20 musicians 
between the two gigs, plus Nasseem Alatrash 
(cellist for the Turtle Island String Quartet), tenor 
saxophonist Walter Smith III (Eigsti’s former 
bandmate in Eric Harland’s Voyager group) and 
drummer Mark Whitfield Jr.

“It was a real puzzle putting it all together,” 
Eigsti reflects, by phone from his home base in 
North Carolina. “I tend to love that type of chal-
lenge. But it involves a lot of poster board and 
graphs to figure out who’s soloing where.”

Following the release of his sixth studio 
album, 2010’s Daylight At Midnight (Concord 
Jazz), Eigsti spent nearly five years touring with 
trumpeter Chris Botti’s large ensembles as well 
as playing in bands led by the likes of vocalist 
Gretchen Parlato and drummer Kendrick Scott. 
After a more than decade-long break, he then 
released his two most recent albums in the span 
of three years.

Both Plot Armor and Tree Falls feature 
Eigsti’s original compositions save one stan-
dard on the former (“Skylark”) and two 
on the latter (“Bewitched, Bothered And 
Bewildered” and, as a bonus track, “Nancy 
With The Laughing Face”).

“You can still hear progress when he plays, 
and that’s very rare for somebody who already 
started at such a high level,” remarks bassist 
Harish Raghavan, who’s known and performed 
with Eigsti since their Southern California days 
at USC and plays on five Plot Armor tracks. “And 
he’s just as natural a composer as he is a pianist. 
He can write a memorable tune on the spot if you 
asked him.”

“Let You Bee” opens with guitarist Charles 
Alutra’s amber tone and sleek lines before the 
session leader’s dramatic chords and a layered 
string trio’s playing further animate the titu-
lar insect. “Fire Within” is an emotive trio piece 
with Fischer and guitarist Julian Lage, a fellow 
former child prodigy who grew up and per-
formed with Eigsti in California. It features lyr-
ics that were compiled from lines written in his 
late mother Nancy’s journals and is her first offi-
cially published work.

“Look Around You,” with vocals by Becca 
Stevens, is taken from Eigsti’s 2022 Hewlett 
Foundation 50 Arts commission in which he 
took music, photography, text and video submis-
sions from 100 local students in Silicon Valley 
and composed a multimedia suite. The five-year 
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project was performed with a 12-piece band that 
included Fischer, Wendel and flutist Rebecca 
Kleinmann.

Long-form pieces often come later in a jazz 
artist’s career. Eigsti wrote and performed his 
first, a trio-plus-orchestra symphony with 

Raghavan and drummer Aaron McLendon, in 
his mid-twenties. “I started getting these oppor-
tunities with Peninsula Symphony. And Mitchell 
Klein (the symphony’s long-time music director 
and conductor) would ask me if I wanted to play 
Rhapsody In Blue or whatever. And I’d say, ‘Yes, 
but I’d like to premiere two of my pieces while 
we’re at it.’” 

He later collaborated with another local 
orchestra, the innovative Oakland Symphony 

(under the direction of the late Michael Morgan), 
as well as the Bear Valley Music Festival Orchestra 
in Northern California. Through his new works, 
he was able to bring friends such as Lage, Stevens, 
Parlato, Harland and tenor saxophonist Dayna 
Stephens to the concert hall and onto the stage 

with him and has compiled four hours of origi-
nal symphonic compositions. “It makes the expe-
rience more memorable,” he says, of sharing the 
soloist role with friends. “And all of them add 
something unique to each situation, musically.

“My journey with any of that really started by 
going to shows when I was a kid like when 
David Benoit would play with the San Francisco 
Symphony,” he recalls. “That concept of com-
bining classical instruments with things that are 

more jazz got instilled in me early on.”
A full orchestral album may be in Eigsti’s 

future. In the meantime, he’s gotten a lush sound 
on his past two albums by having the string sec-
tion replay parts from different areas of the stu-
dio. The multiple recordings are then mixed 
together for a fuller sound. And with Blanchard’s 
E-Collective band frequently partnering with the 
Turtle Island String Quartet, he’s regularly play-
ing with string excellence on the road. “To be able 
to improvise with them on the highest level, it’s 
wild. I feel very lucky to have that unique oppor-
tunity,” he says.

While Eigsti’s gigs and own recording sessions 
and concerts have involved scores of collabora-
tors, some of his most recent live performances 
have been in intimate duo settings. In addition to 
Fischer, he’s also performed with Kleinmann, jazz-
schooled singer-songwriter Erin Bode and vibra-
phonist/multi-instrumentalist Christian Tamburr. 
“In a duo context, my number-one goal becomes 
how to make the other musician sound as good as 
possible,” he reflects.

Mentally surveying this plethora of perform-
ing and recording opportunities, Eigsti cher-
ishes the many different settings he’s enjoyed as 
both a leader and a sideman. “Variety is essen-
tial,” he concludes. “It both creates new land-
scapes and puts you in closer touch with the pres-
ent moment.”  —Yoshi Kato

‘That concept of combining 
classical instruments with 
things that are more jazz 
got instilled in me early on.’
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GROWING UP NEAR BOSTON, 31-YEAR-OLD 
saxophonist-singer-songwriter Grace Kelly had a 
Friday night tradition with her family. They’d eat 
at their favorite Chinese restaurant, then rent a 
movie at Blockbuster and watch it together.

Kelly first laid eyes on actress Grace Kelly 
during one of these family movie nights. 
Immediately enamored, Kelly, who at the time 
still went by her birth name, Chung, declared that 
she was “Princess Grace Kelly” at school the next 
day. Luckily, her stepfather’s last name was Kelly, 
so, her dream came true when she took his name.

“Some people think it’s a stage name, but this is 
for real. It’s even better than a fairy tale,” said Kelly.

These coincidental and nostalgic ties to the sil-
ver screen, and a longstanding love of Charlie Parker 
With Strings, are Kelly’s inspiration for Grace Kelly 
With Strings: At The Movies. The project features 16 
renditions of movie classics, freshly arranged for 
Kelly, who sings and plays alto, tenor, baritone and 
soprano saxophones, as well as a string ensemble, 
rhythm section and special guests. 

The repertoire for Grace Kelly With Strings 
includes childhood staples like the swoon-wor-
thy “True Love,” from the 1956 film High Society 
and the only song Princess Grace Kelly ever sang 
on screen; a jaunty rendition of “He’s A Pirate” 
from Pirates Of The Caribbean (2003); a funky 
cover of Quincy Jones’ “Soul Bossa Nova,” which 
appeared in Austin Powers (1997); and “Power Of 
Love” from Back To The Future (1985). 

The record also honors Kelly’s longtime love 
of Disney with a five-song medley that includes 
an iconic version of “When You Wish Upon A 
Star” from Pinocchio (1940), an epic rendition of 
“Go The Distance” from Hercules (1997) and a 
cheeky vocal rendition of “Wanna Be Like You” 

from The Jungle Book (1967).
“We have these timeless songs connected to, 

for some people and for myself, emotional stories 
and movies. But I don’t want to stop at just play-
ing it as it already was; we have to do something 
different,” Kelly said.

Kelly shaped her own approach to these iconic 
melodies using Parker’s elegant, melodic approach 
on Charlie Parker With Strings as her muse. Bird 
has been Kelly’s musical idol since she was 10, 
and she’s always especially loved the lyricism and 
romance of his landmark 1950 recording. 

Kelly, in working with her arrangers, intend-
ed the record to merge traditional jazz influenc-
es, like Charlie Parker With Strings, with sounds 
and approaches from the contemporary era. For 
instance, the first track, “James Bond Medley,” 
begins with the quintessentially jazzy 1962 theme 
song then transitions to a cover of Billie Eilish’s 
“No Time To Die” from the 2021 Bond film by 
the same name.

“I feel it’s really important … to have that nod 
to the tradition,” said Kelly. “I always say to my 
students to learn the history, learn where this 
music has come from. And from there, I think 
that the responsibility of an artist is to then cap-
ture culturally where we are now.”

As for Kelly’s decision to do a full album with 
strings, that’s something she’s wanted to do 
more of since playing with and arranging for the 
Boston Pops Orchestra when she was just 13.  

“I remember when I was performing, there 
was this moment of, ‘This feeling on stage with 
the orchestra is incredible.’ I felt like I was floating 
on a cloud,” said Kelly.

Kelly has continued to chase that string- 
induced dreaminess ever since, perform-

Grace Kelly’s Grand  
Movie Entrance
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we have to do something different,” Grace Kelly said 
of reinterpreting classic movie themes with strings.

ing as a soloist with the Boston Landmark 
Orchestra, Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra, 
and the Kammerphilharmonie Bodensee and 
Philharmonie Konstanz in Germany. Still, she’d 
never done her own orchestral project. 

In 2022, when she was given the opportunity 
to present a new project at The Barclay Theater 
in Irvine, California, she conceived Grace Kelly 
With Strings. With the theater’s thumbs-up, 
she brought on her old friend, Grammy and 
Tony Award-winning drummer, vocalist, com-
poser, arranger, orchestrator and bandleader 
Bryan Carter, as musical director and produc-
er. Carter recruited Grammy and Tony Award-
winning arranger Charlie Rosen and Grammy 
Award-winning arranger Steven Feifke, as well 
as some up-and-coming millennial arrangers, to 
contribute. 

They also brought in violinist, composer and 
arranger Eli Bishop as concert master, and hired 
12 string players from the L.A. area. Grace Kelly 
With Strings also includes Bishop on violin, 
nylon string guitar, tenor banjo and mandolin; 
John Shroeder, Shaun Richardson and Pasha 
Riger on guitars; Cooper Appelt on bass; Tamir 
Hendelman on piano; Jake Reed on drums and 
percussion; and Adam Bravo’s additional synth 
programming. Jazz trumpeter Sean Jones and 
electric guitar colossus Cory Wong appear as spe-
cial guests on “Soul Bossa Nova” and “Power Of 
Love,” respectively.

Kelly and the ensemble performed Grace 
Kelly With Strings for a live audience at Barclay 
Theater in November 2022, before going into the 
studio with the project the following day. This 
tight timeline was necessity, as Carter, co-pro-
ducer of the Broadway musical Some Like It Hot, 
could only take one day off from the show to go 
to L.A. and record. 

The timeline meant everyone had to be on, 
especially Kelly, who learned each arrange-
ment like the back of her hand. But there were 
moments when the musician was unexpected-
ly challenged by the record’s scope. Particularly, 
works by John Williams like “The Flying Theme 
(From E.T.)” required her to hone her classical 
saxophone chops, a totally different animal from 
jazz saxophone.

 “I just wanted to play the beautiful melody as 
close as I could to [the] recording,” Kelly said. 
“But that’s really tricky. On the saxophone, there’s 
a lot of weird leaps, and playing in tune with 
strings I found to be hard … because it needs to 
be so precise.”

As she navigated making the record, Kelly’s 
artistry has expanded, further cementing 
her love of large ensemble playing and movie 
soundtracks. A Grace Kelly With Strings: At The 
Movies Part II may soon be on its way, she said.

“There’s so much to grasp onto with the 
dense, beautiful arrangements,” said Kelly.  “I feel 
like it’s this bigger playground [with] that many 
more colors.” —Alexa Peters
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IN A PRIOR LIFETIME, BACK IN THE 1990S, 
Joe Pignato was a dedicated record company guy, 
first as the U.S. rep for Kurt Renker’s German-
based CMP label (’90–’93) and then as right-
hand man to Manfred Eicher at ECM Records 
(’93–’98). He later had a brief stint as consultant 
for Larry Rosen’s N2K label before going into 
education, earning an interdisciplinary master’s 
degree in music composition, cultural studies 
and cultural theory at New York University. Now 
a full professor and department chair of a vibrant 
music program at SUNY Oneonta in the central 
part of New York, Pignato leads a double life apart 
from the world of academia as drummer-concep-
tualist-bandleader and elder statesman of Bright 
Dog Red, an edgy intergenerational collective 
whose members were his former students. 

The Albany-based band defies easy categori-
zation by fusing funk, rock and free improv with 
socio-politico-cultural poetry/rapping in an 
audacious manner that is certainly au courant, 
but also has a precursor in the ’80s group Jayne 
Cortez & The Firespitters (led by the poet-social 
activist and former wife of Ornette Coleman and 
backed by Coleman’s Prime Time band mem-
bers Jamaaladeen Tacuma on electric bass, Bern 
Nix on guitar and her son Denardo Coleman on 
drums). The group’s avant-funk edge also brings 
to mind other ’80s bands like Defunkt, The 
Contortions, Bill Laswell’s Material and the orig-
inal Golden Palominos (with Laswell, Tacuma, 
Fred Frith, Arto Lindsay and John Zorn). 
Meanwhile, BDR’s facile, politically charged rap-
ping recalls the ’80s Brooklyn-based, Afrocentric 
hip-hop group X Clan.

“Sometimes we hear from radio or press peo-
ple or bookers at venues that our music is com-
ing out of left field,” said Pignato. “But there’s a 
long history and precedent for what we do.” With 

Bright Dog Red’s two simultaneous new releases, 
Bad Magic and Hegemonitized, the group’s sixth 
and seventh outings on Ropeadope, Pignato and 
his young charges take things up a few notches on 
the intensity scale with some overt political mes-
saging and hard-edged free improvising.

“I think of these two albums as a hybrid,” he 
said. “Hegemonitized may be more of live energy, 
where we’re starting to move into this angry music. 
Bad Magic shows more of the sheen of production.” 

Those two outings follow on the heels of 
Bright Dog Red’s pandemic project, 2022’s 
groove-oriented Under The Porch (recorded with 
the players scattered in disparate locations) and 
2021’s In Vivo, a completely improvised live out-
ing from Brooklyn’s Shapeshifter Lab, the group’s 
home away from their Albany base.

“On the new albums, I credit myself with 
drums and concepts,” said Pignato, who teach-
es music industry courses, digital music and 
beat production at SUNY Oneonta and also 
directs student ensembles that perform experi-
mental music and improvised rock. “And what I 
mean by that is just that we’re improvising music 
with the idea that we want to think about stuff 
that’s important to us. And so prior to record-
ing these two new albums, we were having con-
versations about the role that misinformation is 
playing in everybody’s life and how quick people 
are to believe things that fit with what they want 
to believe. Or how people feel like they’re chang-
ing the world by being social media warriors. It’s 
almost like a strange allure for them. And that 
got me thinking about the people in the shadows 
manipulating things, whether it’s manipulating 
an election or manipulating people to buy prod-
ucts. So we start with concepts and talk about 
them, and then we go from there.”

On tunes like “Thoughts And Prayers,” a 

Bright Dog Red’s Double Release
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From left, BDR’s Cody Davies, Tyreek Jackson and Mike LaBombard. “There’s a long history 
and precedent for what we do,” says drummer/bandleader Joe Pignato.

rumination on school shootings, and “Bone To 
Pick” (both from Bad Magic) or “Free America, 
My Contradiction” and “Hope Is Bleeding” (from 
Hegemonitized), poet-rapper Matt Coonan, an 
Oneonta alum who graduated in 2014, spits 
rhymes with a stunningly virtuosic flow while 
bringing pointedly provocative messaging and 
thoughtful verse to the table.

“He’s a really talented poet and was part of 
the slam poetry team at Oneonta,” said Pignato. 
“He eventually joined one of my student ensem-
bles, and I just was amazed at how versatile he 
was in that group, so I eventually asked him to 
join Bright Dog Red. Now Matt has been on every 
project we’ve done since our third album.”

While Philly-based tenor saxophonist Mike 
LaBombard brings a robust, jazzy edge to 
the group, alternately sounding like Stanley 
Turrentine and Manu Dibango on the urgent 
numbers like “Up From Under From Up” and 
“Dustpan,” electric guitarist Tyreek Jackson lends 
a chopsy, fusionesque quality with his screaming 
distortion-laced solos on “Bone To Pick,” “On 
(dis)Information And (dis)Belief,” the raucous 
anthem “Free America, My Contradiction” and 
the edgy title track to Hegemonitized.

Trumpeter Martín Loyato, who lives in 
Spain, added his heavily effected, electric Miles-
influenced parts in three days of overdub sessions 
at Pignato’s home studio near Albany. And col-
oring it all is sonic explorer Cody Davies, who 
brings a painterly touch to the proceedings.

“He’s been such an important part of our 
sound,” said Pignato. “What he’s doing is basical-
ly live sample manipulation, and he’s extremely 
skilled at it. He also has a completely idiosyncrat-
ic approach to it. He’s comfortable with disso-
nance, he’s comfortable with consonance, and 
he’s just endlessly inventive.”

Rounding out the current lineup are acoustic 
bassist and BDR charter member Anthony 
Herman and the highly in-demand electric bass-
ist Tim Lefebvre (currently the only non-Oneon-
ta alum of the band). Lefebvre, who has appeared 
on more than 150 recordings ranging from David 
Bowie, the Tedeschi Trucks Band and Jamie 
Cullum to Wayne Krantz, Donny McCaslin and 
Bill Evans, first appeared with Bright Dog Red on 
their 2020 COVID album, Under The Porch.

“Tim has been an early and incredibly gener-
ous supporter of this band,” said Pignato. “We 
connected on social media and it led to us doing 
a double bill with his trio with Jason Lindner and 
Zach Danziger at Shapeshifter. And as a seasoned 
musician who has played with a veritable Who’s 
Who, he is really changing the possibilities for the 
group, which is exciting.”

For Pignato and Bright Dog Red, it’s been a 
gradual progression since the band formed in 
2015 and first played in public in November 2016. 
Now with Bad Magic and Hegemonitized, they 
are poised to take it to new heights. 

 —Bill Milkowski
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Final Bar 

Albert “Tootie” Heath, 1935–2024: 
Albert “Tootie” Heath, a drummer of impec-
cable taste and time who was the youngest 
of three jazz-legend brothers from Philadel-
phia, died April 4 at a hospital in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico. He was 88. 
     His wife of 47 years, the former Beverly 
Collins Flood, told WRTI radio in Philadel-
phia that the cause of death was leukemia. 
Heath was the last survivor of the Heath 
Brothers, which included bassist Percy 
(1923–2005) and saxophonist Jimmy 
(1926–2020). Though substantially young-
er, Tootie cut his teeth along with them on 
the Philadelphia jazz scene. He regularly col-
laborated with both, joining them in 1975 
as the Heath Brothers. 
     Heath cultivated a sound that was in 
some ways the Platonic ideal for modern 
jazz drumming: carefully tuned, neither 
overly loud nor understated, with a loose 
attack but tight time (positioning himself 
just at the leading edge of the beat) and a 
ride cymbal sound that was both whispery 
and resonant.  —Michael J. West

Michael Cuscuna, 1948–2024: 
Michael Cuscuna, 
perhaps the leading 
record producer of jazz 
reissues over the past 50 
years, passed away on 
April 20. He was 75. 

Cuscuna’s body of work includes produc-
tion credits on more that 2,600 LPs and 
CDs, many of them reissues, including a 
series of definitive box collections released 
on the Mosaic Records label he founded in 
1982 with Charlie Lourie.  
     “It’s simply too limiting to call him the 
leading jazz reissue producer of the past 50 
years — which he certainly was,” jazz 
journalist Ashley Kahn wrote after 
Cuscuna’s passing. “He was much more: as 
a producer of new jazz, R&B and rock 
recordings, as co-founder of a leading 
reissue record label, as a historian, journalist 
and DJ, and as the man who singlehanded-
ly kept the Blue Note label on life support 
when no one else was paying attention or 
knew what to do.”  DB

Michael Cuscuna
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Albert “Tootie” Heath

GIORGI MIKADZE, A VIRTUOSIC PIANIST 
and composer, possesses an extraordinary talent 
shaped by his heritage and diverse musical expe-
riences. Born in Tbilisi, Georgia, Mikadze’s for-
mative years coincided with the collapse of the 
Soviet Union. In a discussion, he reflects on his 
youth, offering insights into how these experienc-
es influenced his musical and personal journey.

“April 9, 1989, was one of the most devastat-
ing days in Georgia, when several people died in 
a massacre,” Mikadze says. “It’s considered the 
day in which the Soviet Union started collapsing. 
I was born right in those hard times. What’s hap-
pening now in Ukraine was a lot like what hap-
pened in the ’90s in Georgia.” 

Despite the turbulent political environment, 
Mikadze was able to develop musically, his moth-
er, a vocalist, ensuring that he had top-flight 
teaching.

Classically trained, the pianist has always had 
a curiosity for improvisation. “When I was a kid, 
my mother was making sure that I was practicing 
the music of composers like Beethoven or Mozart, 
but as soon as she would leave the room, I would 
start improvising, and she would scream, ‘Don’t 
change what’s in this score!’ Jazz music was con-
sidered taboo in the Soviet Union. I didn’t know 
jazz music until I met my composition teacher, 
who showed me recordings of Oscar Peterson, 
and I was like, ‘This sounds completely different 
from what I listen to every day.’ Then she showed 
me Ahmad Jamal. I was working on Beethoven 
while listening to Brad Mehldau. After graduat-
ing from the conservatory, I had to choose a clas-
sical or jazz path. I chose jazz, applied to Berklee 
and got a full scholarship.” 

At Berklee, he met the likes of Charlie Puth, 
Dave Fiuczyski and others, then went on to hone 
his jazz skills at the Manhattan School of Music, 
but the music of his homeland still rang in his ears.

While Mikadze enjoyed the versatility of the 

many impressive projects he has been a part of, 
including tours and performances with Jack 
DeJohnette, Roy Hargrove, Dave Liebman, Lee 
Ritenour, Meshell Ndegeocello, Chris Potter and 
others, his true passion are projects in which he 
incorporates music from Georgia.

“Georgian folk music is considered one of the 
world’s most advanced polyphonic folk music 
styles, as it has a microtonal direction and is not 
tempered. When I became a student at Berklee, 
I started digging more into the music of my cul-
ture. The idea of incorporating Georgian folk 
music with jazz language began when I attend-
ed the Manhattan School of Music for my mas-
ter’s degree. 

“I would go to New York Jazz clubs and hear a 
lot of American jazz standards, and when I would 
go home to Georgia, I would listen to local musi-
cians also playing American jazz standards. I 
eventually thought, ‘Why not use the Georgian 
melodies from my home?’”

Mikadze is particularly enthusiastic about 
his newest Gerorgian-inspired release, Face To 
Face (Vol. 1) on PeeWee! Records, and plans to 
create a second volume. The pianist reveals, “The 
new album was recorded in Paris with bassist 
François Moutin and drummer Raphaël Pannier. 
I have to say our connectivity in the studio was 
incredible. After the recording, we had some cel-
ebrated sold-out performances in Paris, and the 
French media is still talking about it.” 

Mikadze is currently working as an associate 
professor at Berklee and contributing to projects 
for others. Still, his main focus is on continuing to 
bring elements of Georgian music to the masses.

“I would like to share more of my music with 
this current project and make Georgian music 
more popular. Georgia has much to offer, yet the 
world doesn’t know it. One of the most important 
things is the freedom that jazz gives to musicians, 
and Georgians love freedom.” —Jay Sweet

Giorgi Mikadze’s Calling:  
Georgia, Jazz & Freedom
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“Georgian folk music is considered one of the world’s most  
advanced polyphonic folk music styles,” Giorgi Mikadze says.
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It’s 8:30 in the morning, and Kenny Garrett is  
walking. He does this most mornings, on  

a track near his home in Glen Ridge,  
New Jersey, about 45 minutes 
outside of New York City.

BY GARY FUKUSHIMA     PHOTOS BY JIMMY AND DENA KATZ 

“Hold on, let me find a spot 
that’s a little quieter,” he 
says over the din of traf-

fic. “It’s noisier than I thought it would 
be out here.” He normally begins his walk 
around 7 a.m., before the morning rush, 
starting later on this day so he can multi-
task his workout with this interview.

Perhaps it’s no surprise that Garrett 
is an early riser. He certainly was just 
that when he launched his musical 
career as a prodigious alto saxophon-
ist from Detroit. He joined the Duke 
Ellington band while still a teenag-
er, followed by stints with the Thad 
Jones/Mel Lewis Orchestra, Art Blakey, 
Donald Byrd, Freddie Hubbard, Woody 

Shaw, Cedar Walton and Wallace Roney. 
Garrett’s ascension became stratospher-
ic when he joined Miles Davis’ band in 
the spring of 1987. This all happened 
before his 27th birthday.

Nearly four decades later, that ongo-
ing trajectory has put Garrett into an 
orbit far above all except the loftiest of 
jazz icons past and present. At age 63, 
he isn’t showing any signs of slowing, as 
evidenced by his early morning exercise 
regimen and by his busy performance 
schedule, which includes a four-night 
run at the Blue Note in New York, fol-
lowed by a 16-day tour in support of his 
2021 album, Sounds From The Ancestors 
(Mack Avenue). 
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And Garrett is about to release his 18th 
album as a leader or co-leader, a collaboration 
with electronic music artist Svoy titled, provoc-
atively, Who Killed AI? (Mack Avenue).

“The title actually came from a friend of 
mine, Skip Pruitt,” explains Garrett, who 
had let his Detroit-born saxophone colleague 
listen to the new album. “I think he had 
watched something on 60 Minutes or some-
thing, and he’s like, yeah, man, you know that 
sounds like ‘Who Killed A.I.’” Svoy’s metallic 
percussion grooves and dreamy synth sound-
scapes could certainly evoke Brad Fiedel’s 
hauntingly dystopian soundtrack to The 
Terminator, the 1984 blockbuster movie star-
ring Arnold Schwarzenegger as the un-kill-
able robotic assassin sent by Skynet, that 
most famous of cinematic artificial intelli-
gence threats to humankind.

If any jazz musician could defeat Arnold’s 
T-800, surely it would be Kenny Garrett, who 
has over his long career obliterated any obsta-
cles along the way to his crowning as next in 
line to the storied pantheon of alto saxophon-
ists, after Bird, Cannonball, Ornette, Dolphy, 
Woods. There are others who have since toed 
that lineage: Steve Coleman, Greg Osby, Jaleel 
Shaw and David Binney to name a few. Yet it 

was Garrett who captured the love and admira-
tion of a new generation of jazz musicians in the 
21st century: Will Vinson, Jon Irabagon, Casey 
Benjamin (who passed away at age 45 at the 
time of this writing), Braxton Cook, Lakecia 
Benjamin and Immanuel Wilkins, the altoist 
who currently sits atop the DownBeat Critics 
Poll for Alto Saxophonist of the Year, a year 
after Garrett had done the same (the 14th time 
Garrett had won the award for alto in either the 
Readers or Critics polls).

Wilkins lauds Garrett as one of his earliest 
and most formative influences. “This might 
be a bold statement,” he offered, “but similar 
to the way that there was life before Charlie 
Parker and after Charlie Parker, in a lot of 
ways there’s life before Kenny Garrett, life 
after Kenny Garrett.”

Speaking to DownBeat by phone from his 
hometown of Philadelphia, Wilkins recounted 
his first gig as a leader there, performing a num-
ber of Garrett’s compositions. “I was a fanatic,” 
he said. “There was a certain immediacy to his 
sound that caught my attention, and I think 
he’s responsible for the new sound of alto sax-
ophone. It sounds like something that should 
have been around forever, way before Kenny. 
To arrive at something that is so blatantly  obvi-

ous in hindsight is actual genius.”
That huge, warm, undeniably expressive 

sound is still Garrett’s hallmark, but Who 
Killed AI? might challenge established percep-
tions of who Kenny Garrett is as an artist, even 
as he burns in typically spectacular K.G. fash-
ion over the robotic, futuristic synthetizations 
on the album’s liftoff track, “Ascendence.” This 
project, done entirely on a laptop without an 
actual band of fellow jazz musicians, seems to 
be a departure from every other album Garrett 
has done to date.

He disagrees. “To me, it’s not a departure,” 
he says. “My teacher was Miles Davis, so I’ve 
always been open to all genres of music, you 
know, playing with Peter Gabriel and Sting, 
doing stuff with Bruce Hornsby. I practice 
interpreting music … to put my voice on the 
music. So, I never think of this as a departure or 
anything, it’s just like a continuation.”

A continuing story that began 20 years ago, 
when a young jazz pianist and composer from 
Vladivostok named Misha Tarasov met Kenny 
Garrett. Tarasov, fresh out of school at Berklee 
College of Music, was basking in the glow of 
winning the BMI John Lennon Award for 
songwriters (and having the award handed to 
him from Lennon’s widow, Yoko Ono). He had 

‘There’s life before 
Kenny Garrett, life 

after Kenny Garrett.’ 
—Immanuel Wilkins
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adopted a moniker, Svoy, which can be loose-
ly translated from Russian as “self contained,” 
fitting for a solo artist who normally compos-
es and produces his music entirely by himself.

“I remember that that Kenny had initially 
spoken about me writing some tunes for him 
at some point, I guess in 2004,” Svoy says, on 
the same call with Garrett, speaking by phone 
from Parsippany, New Jersey, less than half an 
hour drive from Garrett’s home in Glen Ridge. 
“I could not quite believe [it], because it felt a lit-
tle bit unreal that someone, anyone, would ask 
basically a college kid to write some music. So I 
thought that I might have had a little bit of extra 
alcohol on that day — but I did not,” he quickly 
asserts, “I only had one drink.”

Svoy eventually ended up doing some work 
for Garrett, providing vocals on Garrett’s 2012 
album Seeds From The Underground (Mack 
Avenue) and a string arrangement on his next 
one, Pushing The World Away (Mack Avenue, 
2013). “He was actually in the studio a lot when 
I was recording,” Garrett remembers. “He 
would come by and visit, and there were some 
things that I needed — that was one of the ways 
we hooked up.” 

All the while, Svoy continued to work on 
his own electronic music career, producing a 

bevy of solo albums and collaborating with art-
ists ranging from Lenny White and Adam Levy 
to Claudia Acuña and Meshell Ndegeocello. 
Finally, the timing was right for both of them 
to realize their long-discussed project. “Tiny 
steps,” Svoy muses. “Kenny has been one of the 
people who I’ve really looked up to. Getting to 
meet him in person when I got to the States, and 
eventually working with him, it just means … 
well, I can’t really put it into words.”

That they lived not far from each other 
made recording the album quite simple: Svoy 
would put a track together, then bring his lap-
top over to Garrett’s house, where the saxo-
phonist would listen to it, come up with a melo-
dy and improvise to what he was hearing. “Yup, 
right in the living room,” Svoy affirms.

“Yeah, well, that’s Kenny Garrett’s studio,” 
says Garrett, chuckling jovially. “It was so free 
and so easy, you know? I think it’s probably one 
of the easiest records I’ve done, not having the 
pressure of getting in the studio … . There’s no 
stress to really have to perform, it’s just having 
fun.” In the capable hands of an experienced 
laptop producer like Svoy, it was a liberating 
revelation for Garrett.

“I got a laptop back in the early 2000s when 
I was still at Berklee,” says Svoy. “I’ve been 

making music in my bedroom since I was 15 
years old.” This places Svoy on the electron-
ic music timeline before the advent of Ableton 
Live and the many post-millennial artists who 
have used that digital audio platform to jump 
off into social media fame and fortune. Svoy, 
who recently turned 44, continues to use the 
time-tested Digital Performer, which he first 
learned while in college, later honing those 
skills when he apprenticed with television com-
poser Mike Post. “There is an audience in the 
studio, and you have to prepare and behave a 
certain way,” Svoy explains. “While you are cre-
ating on a laptop at home, you can just relax 
completely — you don’t [even] have to have 
your clothes on.”

Garrett isn’t confirming or denying wheth-
er he was fully clothed during his sessions, but 
regardless he appreciated both the comfort of 
recording at home and the authenticity of the 
electronic sounds his counterpart designed for 
him, sounds he’s always wanted to explore and 
emulate. He remembers, “When I was playing 
with Kenny Kirkland, Jeff [‘Tain” Watts] and 
Nat Reeves, we wanted to do drum and bass. I 
was like, ‘Wow, this is interesting, we’re playing 
what they’re playing, but it doesn’t sound like 
that.’ And then I realized it was the coloring 

‘Kenny has been 
one of the people 

who I’ve really 
looked up to.’

—Svoy
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of it, the drum machines they were using, the 
sounds they were using, we weren’t using them. 
It sounded more like fusion because it was more 
of an acoustic sound.”

Ironically, fusion was responsible for mov-
ing jazz from an acoustic to an electric sound. 
During his time with Miles Davis and in the 
immediate years following, Garrett himself 
used a number of electronic effects to enhance 
both his sound and the music he made, par-
ticularly on his 1989 album Prisoner of Love 
(Atlantic), but he switched to an all-acous-
tic paradigm on his next album for Atlantic, 
African Exchange Student (1990). That album 
was a catalyst for a shade of modern acous-
tic jazz that worked through Garrett’s albums 
of that decade, peaking with the 1995 mas-
terpiece Triology (Warner Bros.) and his next 
two critically acclaimed albums for Warner, 
Pursuance: The Music of John Coltrane (1996), 
and Songbook (1999), records which ultimate-
ly cemented his status as one of the most out-
standing straight-ahead jazz musicians of his 
generation. During that time, he recorded and 
toured with another leading electric jazz pio-
neer, Chick Corea, but it was for the pianist’s 
decidedly acoustic, bebop-oriented homage, 
Remembering Bud Powell (Stretch, 1997). It’s 
taken nearly 35 years for Garrett to don once 
again the electric colors he wore with Davis.

There are two tracks on Who Killed AI? that 
are in direct tribute to the Prince of Darkness, 
the harbinger of fusion. “Miles Running Down 
AI” charges out of the gate with a kinetic, indus-
trial beat, in contrast with the loping, slow-de-
veloping groove of the track’s namesake, “Miles 
Runs the Voodoo Down” from the ground-

breaking 1969 album Bitches Brew (Columbia), 
yet the wah-pedal effects, combined with 
Garrett’s emulation on soprano saxophone of 
both Davis’ and Wayne Shorter’s playing styles, 
certainly evoke that early era of free-fusion.

The second tribute is perhaps the most 
moving track on the album. Garrett, again on 
soprano, slow walks a mournful melody over 
a densely layered, rhythmically active but har-
monically static drone. It might take a min-
ute to realize he is playing the melody to one 
of Davis’ most iconic ballads over the poi-
gnant panoply of sonic colors and textur-
al rhythms. “You know, the thing about ‘My 
Funny Valentine,’” says Garrett, “it wasn’t real-
ly ‘My Funny Valentine.’ There was a vibe that 
I heard there, and I started playing that melody 
… . I just injected that melody in there.”

He elaborates, “I was with Miles for five-
and-a-half years, so the language is there. 
Of course, we were trying to get a couple of 
tunes to sound like that for sure. We definitely 
touched on some of the experiences I had with 
Miles, and other people.” 

The album, as fun as it was to make, often 
manages a seriousness and profundity that 
radiated from the core of Davis’ music. “Miles 
is always there,” Garrett says. “Not only Miles, 
but Freddie and Woody, all the elders are there 
because they shared their musical experiences 
with me. At some point,” he continues, “on cer-
tain tunes, Pharoah’s spirit will be there.”

Those who continued to trace Garrett’s 
career past the Y2K line would know that 
Garrett invited Pharoah Sanders to record 
together on Beyond The Wall (Nonesuch, 2006) 
and Sketches Of MD: Live At The Iridium (Mack 

Avenue, 2008), featuring some of Garrett’s 
most visceral musical statements on record. As 
he first intimated on Pursuance, the specter of 
John Coltrane can be readily heard in Garrett’s 
tone, his intensity, his passion. Yet Sanders, 
who helped Coltrane fully realize his ultimate 
potential on the way to his final transforma-
tion from jazz saxophonist to spiritual leader, 
appears to inspire Garrett to rise to a similar 
plane of enlightenment, in the process mak-
ing Garrett one of the few (if not the only) after 
Coltrane himself to play and record with both 
Davis and Sanders.

Perhaps Davis and Sanders can be seen 
through the reverse clairvoyance of history 
as kindred spirits. They were as enigmatic fig-
ures in jazz as have ever existed, men who could 
command authority without having to say 
much.

“Even though they weren’t speaking, they 
were speaking, you know?” Garrett offers. 
“They said minimum words, but they were 
speaking through their music, and I think that’s 
what pulled me in, from both of my mentors.”

And both of them, like Garrett, continued 
to find new expressions in music. Sanders’ last 
recorded work was 2023’s Promises (Luaka 
Bop), a collaboration with Floating Points, 
who, like Svoy, is an electronic musician and 
producer who desired to collaborate with his 
jazz saxophone hero to produce and introduce 
a synthesis of their music to new audiences. 
Younger musicians continue to seek knowl-
edge from their elders, crossing generations, 
cultures and genres in the process. Garrett 
was once the youthful apprentice; he is now 
the master, even a few years older than Davis 
was when the trumpeter first hired Garrett to 
play in his band.

Having arrived at that same life stage, does 
Garrett understand better where Miles was 
coming from at the end of his life? “You want to 
continue to grow as a as a human and a musi-
cian for sure, and I think if you have these dif-
ferent projects, that helps you to continue to 
try to keep on honing your craft,” he posits. “It 
might seem a departure, but it’s something that 
I need in life. I need to keep getting up every 
day, trying to get ready for the next chapter. 

“I now understand that at some point 
[Miles] couldn’t continue to do the same thing, 
because it wouldn’t allow him to continue to 
grow as a human. And so, it’s the same thing: 
I have to continue to grow, even though people 
prefer you in a certain place. I continue to grow, 
and I’m not departing. I’m still just playing 
music. I’m excited about life. I’m on the track, 
trying to walk, trying to get it together, trying 
to keep it together.”

With that utterance, Kenny Garrett laughs 
heartily as he continues around the track, step-
ping towards the next thing, not walking away 
from anything.  DB

“To me, it’s not a departure,” says Kenny Garrett, right, with Svoy at his side.
 “My teacher was Miles Davis, so I’ve always been open to all genres of music.”
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By Suzanne Lorge     Photo by Briene Lermitte

Maria Schneider opened 
the sleek black box and 

placed it on a coffee table in 
her Manhattan apartment. Inside 

lay the three vinyl LPs of Decades, 
her new compilation release, each 
record tucked into its own brightly 
colored jacket.  
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Trombonist Ryan Keberle, drummer Johnathan Blake, bassist Jay Anderson  
and other Maria Schneider Orchestra members at The Jazz Standard in 2009.

“I tried to pick things that were monu-
mental from each year,” the celebrat-
ed large-ensemble bandleader and 

composer told DownBeat. Schneider described 
how she and graphic designer Cheri Dorr cre-
ated the progressive timelines that grace the 
jacket covers — timelines that condense the 30 
years of The Maria Schneider Orchestra into a 
series of photos, album covers, gigs and award 
icons. The accompanying booklet — packed 
with more photos, big names, personal anec-
dotes — provides insight into the band’s land-
mark moments.  

A deliciously rich package, it only begins to 
tell the story of Schneider’s formidable contri-
butions to jazz — as the leader of a premier jazz 
ensemble, certainly, but also as one of the fore-
most exemplars of independent musicianship.

When Schneider released her first big band 
album, Evanescence, on the German imprint 
Enja in 1994, a jazz artist’s best option for a 
recording career was label representation. 
Under the then-existing business paradigm, 
her recording contract was a win. She soon 
noted, however, that at the center of the record 
industry’s traditional business model was an 
unfortunate compromise: The most successful 
artists didn’t necessarily receive compensation 

commensurate with their contribution to the 
label’s profits.

“My records were expensive to make, and I 
was at the point where I was helping invest in 
the making of them. But I wasn’t seeing the 
profit, and they were selling really well,” she 
said. “You know — I get it. I forget what the 
exact number is, but something like one out of 
12 record albums was profitable. So, of course 
[the record companies] have to make a lot of 
money on [that one] recording in order to pay 
for the 11 that are losing.” 

The encroaching digital revolution of those 
years only made it harder for musicians to earn 
fair compensation, Schneider explained, as tra-
ditional labels struggled to find new ways of 
monetizing their catalogs in an internet-driven 
world. Today, under labels’ third-party distri-
bution contracts with digital media, musicians 
make less via streaming than they did through 
in-person sales, and much of their music is 
given away for free.

Schneider readily understood the impact 
that further technological advancements 
would have on musicians’ livelihoods. After 
Evanescence, she released two more studio 
albums through Enja — Coming About (1996) 
and Allégresse (2000) — before swearing off 

traditional labels. She’d found another way 
to forge ahead toward a profitable career, she 
thought — if it worked.

Around 2000, Schneider began a partner-
ship with Brian Camileo, founder of 
ArtistShare, as the first musician ever to pro-
duce an album via the newly hatched alter-
native-finance platform. Through Camileo’s 
crowdsourcing site — something that hadn’t 
existed before — Schneiders’ fans would partic-
ipate directly in subsidizing her recording proj-
ects and receive not only the album, but other 
bonuses based on their level of sponsorship.

“I wanted to bet on myself, instead of being 
with a record company and [having them] 
invest in me and take the pot of gold if I do 
well,” Schneider said. “I was willing to take on 
my own risk, as opposed to having somebody 
take on the risk for me.”

Schneider’s partnership with ArtistShare 
would lead to several unprecedented career 
turns: Concert In The Garden, her inaugural 
release through the site in 2004, became the first 
online-only release to win a Grammy Award.   
Her next five ArtistShare albums earned her 
not only a half dozen Grammys and a finalist 
spot for a Pulitzer Prize, but the bulk of each 
album’s profits. And, most remarkably, she’s 

Clarence Penn breaks during  
a recording session.
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The trumpet section from the Data Lords sessions, from left,  
Mike Rodriguez, Tony Kadleck, Greg Gilbert and Nadje Noorhuis.
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used the ArtistShare business model to fund her big band record-
ings for the past 20 years, even when the budget rose to almost a 
quarter of a million dollars (for Data Lords in 2020).

“What is really incredible is how this whole ArtistShare thing 
has endured for me,” she said. “It’s still strong. It’s still enabling me 
to do whatever I want to do.”

While it’s impossible to know how Schneider’s career would 
have unfolded had she proceeded with a traditional label, suf-
fice it to say that she has built an unparalleled oeuvre without one. 
Unparalleled and important: Over the course of these last 30 years, 
she has managed to strike the optimal balance between creative 
freedom and financial innovation — and in the process crushed all 
notions of how a musician’s career is supposed to happen.

Faced with the task of curating her works for the new album, 
however, Schneider encountered unforeseen considerations beyond 
the historical heft of her catalog. Each track could run only 20 min-
utes before the audio quality would begin to deteriorate. The seven 
albums from which she’d culled the 12 selected tracks were record-
ed and engineered in different studios on varying equipment. And, 
technical problems aside, she wanted to honor her loyalists’ pref-
erences, her own feelings about the compositions and the many 
exceptional musicians who had played with the band over the years.   

The process “took me on a trip that I didn’t expect,” Schneider 
said. “It was almost like writing a biography. I really wanted to rep-
resent those periods. It is a pretty amazing thing: 30 years. And the 
band and my writing have morphed in different phases that I now 
recognize. In the moment, though, you don’t know the different 
forces that are changing your music.”

For the album’s initial track, Schneider chose “Hang Gliding” 
from Allégresse, her third studio album. This fantastical piece is 
her most popular, she reports — likely for the thrill of its swooping 
lines and insistent movement, so suggestive of cloud-bound flight. 
Released toward the end of Schneider’s first decade as a composer, 
the piece marks an epiphany in her writing.

“My first music was very earnest, and I love my first albums. But 
they’re intense,” she said. “I did have this idea that jazz had to be seri-
ous. And almost everything on Allégresse has dark tones. But then 
I [made my first trip to] Brazil and encountered this very sophisti-
cated music that was full of joy and beauty, with tons of harmon-
ic intricacy and masterful melodies. Just incredible rhythms. And I 
thought, I’m not going to be afraid of beauty and joy in my music.”

At the suggestion that her earlier pieces do convey a certain 
lightness, however, Schneider demurs. She rightly points to the com-
pilation’s next three tracks, all of which predated “Hang Gliding” — 
the pensive “Gush” from Evanescence, with its clashing chords, omi-
nous tensions and saxophonist Tim Reis’ plaintive improvisation. 
The title track from 1996’s Coming About, whose aching melodi-
cism cycles through unsettling shifts in tempi and mood, under-
scored by the late Frank Kimbrough’s tensile piano soloing. The 
subdued action of “Some Circles,” also from Evanescence, against 
which tenorist Rich Perry extemporizes feelingly. Even so, as with 
the black box that houses the collection, within the shadow of these 
compositions something glistens.    

“I like dark beauty. Not darkness just for intensity’s sake — there 
can be darkness in beauty,” Schneider said. “I don’t want my music 
to alienate people. That doesn’t mean that I’m trying to make my 
music simple. Music should have an inevitability, where you trust 
that the composer is going somewhere with an idea, and that when 
there are surprises, which there should be, you can go deeper in 
because you trust that it’s going to resolve.”

Entering her second decade with the band, Schneider again felt 
the stirrings of change. She’d become enamored with flamen-
co music, in all of its life-affirming drama, and wanted to write 

Ingrid Jensen (background) and the late  
Laurie Fink (foreground) in 2009.
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to that impulse. From this place she com-
posed “Bulería, Soleá y Rumba” for Concert In 
The Garden, an 18-minute opus in three dis-
tinct sections and the fifth cut of the compi-
lation. From the opening sequence in which 
the cajon delineates the bulería, through saxo-
phonist Danny McCaslin’s ferocious extrapola-
tion on the soleá, to Greg Gisbert’s deft flugel-
horn reaching toward the apex of the rumba, 

it’s a breathless ride — and a magnificent bit of 
writing.

“I became prouder of it than any other piece 
I’ve written,” she said in the album booklet.

By the time Schneider released her next 
record, Sky Blue, just a few years later in 2007, 
her impetus for composing had shifted yet 
again. As she reveals in the compilation bio, the 
mid-2000s were a time of heavy personal loss, 

even as her band thrived. David Baker, who’d 
engineered Concert In The Garden, passed away 
just days after its release. Schneider was also 
grieving a close friend who’d died from a ter-
minal illness, and she herself had recently faced 
down a medical crisis. 

Written during that time, the compositions 
from Sky Blue brim with heartbreak. The first 
of two, “The Pretty Road” leans toward nos-
talgic reminiscences of Schneider’s youth in 
small-town Minnesota; the result is a com-
plex anthem that spirals upward on trumpeter 
Ingrid Jensen’s extraordinary range as a soloist. 
The title track — inner-facing and lovely — 
pays tribute to Schneider’s lost friend, honored 
in Steve Wilson’s riveting display on soprano 
saxophone.

After Sky Blue, it would be another eight 
years before Schneider released an album with 
the band. She was anything but idle during 
this time, however. Two high-profile projects 
would introduce her talent to listeners out-
side of the jazz world: 2013’s Winter Morning 
Walks with opera singer Dawn Upshaw, which 
won three Grammys as a classical release, and 
2014’s arrangement of pop icon David Bowie’s 
“Sue (Or In A Season of Crime),” which gave 
Schneider a Grammy for Best Arrangement, 
Instrumental and Vocals. 

It was in 2014, though, that her artist’s voice 

From left, woodwind players Dave Pietro, Steve Wilson and  
Donnie McCaslin during a 2015 gig at the club Unterfahrt in Munich.
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found its widest audience with her 
Congressional testimony against music piracy. 
Within minutes of releasing Winter Morning 
Walkş  she told a House subcommittee, this 
protected intellectual property was available 
on file-sharing websites for free — a violation 
that she described as “devastating.” She then 

suggested changes to standing anti-piracy leg-
islation that would benefit content creators (10 
years on, this digital-rights battle still persists.)

By the time of this testimony, Schneider 
was solidly into her third decade with the 
band, though spending more time in nature, 
away from composing. The peacefulness of 
these pastoral settings made its way into The 
Thompson Fields, from which she borrowed 

two selections for Decades. The first, “Walking 
By Flashlight,” is an instrumental rearrange-
ment of a tune from the Upshaw collabora-
tion and one of Schneider’s most serene melo-
dies. The second, the 2015 album’s title cut, also 
builds on a soothing melodic construct, inter-
rupted only intermittently by harmonic dis-

tress — whatever else might transpire, in the 
end, order prevails.

Her last compositions in the compilation 
carry a different message, however. Pulled from 
Data Lords, these works explore the dialec-
tic between the natural world and the digital 
world, where order is disrupted by the ubiqui-
ty of technology. The whimsical “Stone Song,” 
with its glimpse into the composer’s sense of 

humor, stands in contrast with “Sputnik,” a 
sober ballad of large-scale motion and oth-
er-worldly imagery, and “Data Lords” itself, 
an exultant musical statement with menacing 
overtones and an implicit warning in its frenzy.

“My concern about big data really did 
become a center of my life,” Schneider said. “It 
was a pretty serious thing, and that came out 
in my music naturally. You start to realize that 
your music is like a barometer for your life.”

If so, Schneider isn’t quite sure how the 
weather will change now that Decades is 
launched. She’s working on new pieces, but they 
haven’t coalesced around a theme yet. Not that 
they have to; she’s certain that the music will 
reveal itself eventually and, at the same time, 
tell her what’s going on in her life. Meanwhile, 
the retrospective has afforded her the oppor-
tunity to appreciate the long-lasting bond that 
she’s shared with her band members — in per-
son, face to face, across all that time. 

“The biggest thing about this release — 
maybe it sounds kind of stupid — but it’s a 
love letter from me to everybody who’s ever 
been in the band. Hopefully, they value it 
as being an important part of their lives — 
socially, musically, everything,” she said. “I 
just wanted to create something, put it in a 
beautiful box, and say, ‘Look at what we did. 
Treasure those years.’”  DB

‘I JUST WANTED TO CREATE  
SOMETHING, PUT IT IN A BEAUTIFUL BOX, 
AND SAY, “LOOK AT WHAT WE DID.”’
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By Ted Panken    Photo by Mark Sheldon

Mid-morning on the first Wednesday of 
April, Matt Wilson was making his weekly 
75-minute drive from Baldwin, New York, 
a community of 30,000 near Long Island’s 
south shore, to the Conservatory of Music 
at SUNY–Purchase in Westchester, where 
he serves as visiting affiliate artist. Once 
on site, he’d give private lessons with five 
different drummers and attend an eve-
ning recital by a former student before 
driving home. Meanwhile, he shared many 
specifics of his cram-packed itinerary.
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Per his custom, Wilson, who turns 60 in 
September, had been up since 7 a.m., although 
he’d played the night before at an upscale 
Midtown Manhattan lounge with singer Anais 
Reno (a Purchase undergrad), after concluding 
the second of two full days at the New School, 
another weekly sinecure.

Before hitting the road, he watched a video 
clip of drummer Andrew Cyrille and reviewed 
the scores he’d written to frame 18 poems by 
Carl Sandburg — from Galesburg, Illinois, 
one town over from Wilson’s hometown of 
Knoxville — that became the basis for his 2017 
recording Honey And Salt (Sunnyside). He’d be 
performing that material Thursday and Friday 
at Boston’s Regattabar and the University of 
New Hampshire.

On Saturday, he’d drive four hours from 
New Hampshire to Sarah Lawrence College 
(where he teaches most Thursdays) for another 
student recital, before heading home, where, on 
Sunday, he’d fulfill his functions as a deacon of 
Baldwin’s First Presbyterian Church.

It’s the schedule of a full life and a successful 
jazz artist — Monday, the New School and fly to 
St. Louis to perform as guest artist,  Wednesday 
off to the San Francisco Conservatory of Music 
for a monthly three-day teaching stint and per-
formance, Saturday a cross-country swing to 
Chris’ Jazz Café in Philadelphia and Sunday 
back to Brooklyn to code-switch with Jane Ira 
Bloom and Mark Helias.

“After I taught at the New School on Monday, I 
rehearsed with Jane and Mark,” Wilson added. 
“That’s the way it goes. I love this.”

Thoughts of his impending night in Boston 
spurred Wilson’s recollection of a “life chang-
ing” lesson there in 1991 with Cyrille, in town 
for a concert with pianist Donal Fox. He’d 
moved to Boston after graduating from Wichita 
State University four years earlier, with his 
new bride, Felicia, a violinist. From then until 

moving to New York in 1992, Wilson worked 
steadily around Boston, forming friendships 
with kindred 360-degree spirits like key-
boardist John Medeski, saxophonist Charlie 
Kohlhase and bassist Bob Nieske, all mem-
bers of the Either/Orchestra, Russ Gershon’s 
accomplished left-of-center big band in which 
Wilson applied Cyrille’s observations on “the 
reinforcement of basics of movement, sound, 
stroke and also using your imagination on how 
to address the music,” establishing the mix-it-
all-up approach that still informs his musical 
production. 

“Andrew’s playing with Donal [Fox] was 
great accompaniment drumming, so inter-
twined in the fabric of the sound,” Wilson 
said. “It was the same when I saw Ed Blackwell 
with Dewey Redman in January 1988. Melody 
is rhythm, or sounds, or spaces. People often 
focus on the point of the beat — the striking of, 
say, the cymbal to start the sound — and not as 
much on the spread that results from the sound 
or the space that happens before you strike it 
again. If you’re aware of those three elements, 
you have a lot more ways of sharing the time.”

He recalled listening from the drum chair 
as singer Bill Henderson sang “Days Of Wine 
And Roses” a cappella at the Algonquin Hotel 
in an October 2001 revue titled, “Made for the 
Movies: A Hollywood Songbook.”

“Every night, I was infatuated by what he 
did with the ends of his notes,” Wilson said. 
“You can do vibrato or trail off with a voice 
or saxophone or trumpet. When we strike 
the drums, it lasts. So we’ve got to be aware 
of where that sound goes, and if we have that 
intention in our imaginations, we can do the 
same thing. I always assign students to listen 
to the ends of the notes when vocalists and 
saxophonists play ballads.”

Jaylen Petinaud, drummer on most of 
Herbie Hancock’s tours last year, testified to the 

efficacy of Wilson’s “the space is what matters” 
mantra. “Matt starts his lessons talking with 
you for at least 10 minutes, to figure out what 
you’re feeling and what you need,” Petinaud 
said by phone before attending soundcheck 
for a preview performance of Alicia Keyes’ 
Broadway musical Hell’s Kitchen. “He saw 
that I needed help in being creative and wide-
open. He showed me how to dive deeper into 
the drum set, to think about it as a blank canvas 
to which you’re adding the colors. It’s not just 
playing fast or playing different rudiments.”

He recalled witnessing Wilson at the Jazz 
Standard before the pandemic lockdown. “I 
couldn’t believe the different tones he got out of 
the hi-hat,” Petinaud said. “He’s not playing the 
hi-hat on 2 and 4, but you don’t miss it or notice 
it because of how powerful and intentional 
his ride cymbal beat is. He’d give me exercis-
es where the ride is consistent, but you’re think-
ing about playing a whole note or half note 
with your left hand. I still use the techniques he 
showed me to get a big, full sound.”

Wilson’s keen attention to the details of 
rhythm-timbre and his inclusive personality 
are two primary factors why, as his old friend 
Jeff Lederer said, “Any time Matt sits down with 
a group of musicians, whether or not they even 
know each other, they sound like a band — he 
brings everyone into the sound.”

Lederer and Wilson bonded on an initial 
1993 encounter in the East Village, when 
Wilson uncorked a surf rock groove midway 
through Lederer’s balls-out declamation on 
Albert Ayler’s “Universal Indians.” “I thought 
he’d brought to the party exactly what the music 
needed, and he does it every time,” Lederer 
said, referring to the variety of bands the two 
have played in together — from Lederer’s Ayler-
inspired Sunwatcher and Brooklyn Blowhards 
bands to Wilson’s Quartet, the holiday-inspired 
Christmas Tree-O, the Leap Day Trio and the 

The “Good Trouble” band, from left, Jeff Lederer,
 Tia Fuller, Matt Wilson, Dawn Clement and Ben Allison.
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Honey and Salt ensemble.
“Matt has a way of incorporating word 

structure into everything he does, but espe-
cially in Honey and Salt,” Lederer said, citing 
Wilson’s deep connection to Ed Blackwell via 
Dewey Redman, his frequent 1990s employer, 
and to West African drum-as-storyteller tradi-
tions. He also cited Wilson’s predisposition to 
apply projects playful, ritualistic frames that 
make the medicine go down smoothly, no mat-
ter how venturesome the musical flow. 

“In the Christmas Tree-O, we’ll do some-
thing that might feel odd or silly, or run the risk 

of being completely bizarre in a kitsch way — 
and then Matt turns it on its head, into a pro-
found musical gesture,” Lederer said. “The clar-
ity of his sound, particularly his ride cymbal 
beat, is unmatched. He doesn’t force your feel-
ing of where the time is, but connects to what-
ever your rhythmic feel is. For me, it feels like 
breathing together, and I’m sure a lot of people 
experience that with Matt. And he’s very aware 
of orchestrating on the drums. Sometimes he’ll 
stick with a clear, relatively simple texture for 
chorus after chorus; other times he’ll create a 
non-traditional texture, maybe keeping time in 

another component and using the cymbal only 
for color.”

For Wilson, the attitude implied in the flex-
ibility that Lederer referenced is what swing-
ing and orchestration is all about. “Swing to me 
isn’t a beat,” he said. “It’s a community feeling 
on a bandstand.” 

That spirit animates Wilson’s latest release, 
Good Trouble (Palmetto), by a quintet compris-
ing Lederer, alto saxophonist Tia Fuller, pia-
nist/vocalist Dawn Clement and bassist Ben 
Allison, who each have consequential histo-
ries with Wilson but had never performed as 
a unit until convening in 2022 at Galesburg’s 
Rootabaga Jazz Festival, named for Sandburg’s 
Rootabaga Stories.

As suggested by the title, the 10-tune album 
is built around Wilson’s three-part “Good 
Trouble Suite,” which begins and ends with 
tone-parallels to Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
(“RBG”) and Representative John Lewis 
(“Good Trouble”), sandwiching “Walk With 
The Wind,” named for Lewis’ memoir. 

Wilson also composed “Fireplace” (a con-
trafact of Geri Allen’s “Feed The Fire”) and 
the affirmative, highlife-tinged “CommUnity 
Spirit,” as well as arrangements of Gary Bartz’s 
“Libra,” from Max Roach’s iconic 1968 album 
Members Don’t Get Weary; Ornette Coleman’s 
ebullient “Feet Music”; and John Denver’s 
“Sunshine On My Shoulders.”

“Swing to me isn’t a beat,” says Wilson, shown here with Paul Sikivie and Lederer — 
AKA, the Christmas Tree-O. “It’s a community feeling on a bandstand.”
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“Matt sometimes shies away from calling himself a composer, but 
he’s one of the greatest jazz composers I know,” Lederer said. “He usual-
ly creates clear, not-complex structures. But in every song he does some-
thing special — maybe a slightly different phrase length, or making the 
‘A’ sections a little different. There’s always a twist.”

Wilson debuted the tunes in the suite a few days after Justice 
Ginsburg’s death, at a September 2020 outdoor concert performance 
in Central Park produced by Jimmy Katz’s Walk With the Wind series. 

“We read out the tunes, and then Matt and I had conversations 
about the idea,” Lederer said. “It sounds a bit nerdy, but at that particu-
lar political moment there was a need for music that felt patriotic. The 
germ of the Good Trouble group began with Matt’s impulse to write 
these songs that have, even more than a community feeling, almost a 
civic feeling to them.”

Following his preference for “always liking things to be an event,” 
Wilson decided to bring an expanded, Lederer-arranged version of the 
suite to an all-state high school band concert in Kansas that he was 
scheduled to conduct in January 2021.

“They rehearsed and recorded it online, and did readings from 
Justice Ginsburg and Representative Lewis,” Wilson said. “They worked 
so hard that I decided they needed other opportunities. I called Wynton 
Marsalis and asked him to talk to them. He said, ‘What day, what time?’ 
‘Saturday afternoon.’ So Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m., Wynton spent an 
hour-and-a-half online answering questions from these students. I think 
they had a way more powerful philosophical and cultural experience 
than if I’d flown out there and rehearsed some music for them to play. 
I’m in touch with these students a lot. It got a nice response, and I decided 
to do it with this band at the Rootabaga Festival and on the new record. 
The chemistry was great.”

During the 2022 Rootabaga Fest, Wilson and Lederer celebrated 
their long association by filming tenor sax and cymbal-snare drum 
duets at different local landmarks: the kitchen of the farmhouse where 
his father grew up, in the family since the 1850s; Maid-Rite, a sandwich 
shop specializing in loose meat sandwiches; the Coney Island, a hot dog 
stand; the Lutheran church he grew up in. “We called it the AgriCulture 
Duo,” Wilson said. “I want people to know my roots a little bit. I played 
on weekends as a kid with great musicians. When I’m at the farmhouse, 
I try to catch sunsets and sunrises, and I think how many people have 
looked out over that field to see it. I often think, wow, I’ve come a long 
way from here. But really, you create your community. You find things 
or do research, broaden your horizons, find out what’s new and not be 
closed off. My parents were like that. They loved the music that I do. My 
dad could fix everything. Until he was older, I never saw him take the car 
to a mechanic. He changed engines. He dug our well.

“I was born with a club foot. I’ve had three surgeries, and had 27 casts 
on my left leg. I have two different sized feet. My mother thought I had an 
affinity for the drums because, since I couldn’t move around that much, 
she’d stack up records on the stereo console, and as they dropped and 
played one after the other, I loved playing along with the songs. Also, my 
dad and my grandfathers were all blacksmiths. They weren’t drummers, 
but without a relaxed stroke, they wouldn’t last very long as a blacksmith. 
You wouldn’t have an elbow. When you watch a blacksmith, they let that 
hammer bounce. They don’t go boom.” 

Wilson had reached the Purchase campus, and it was time to wrap 
up. Before exiting the car, he mentioned that, earlier in the morning, 
one of his 22-year-old triplet sons had found a photograph of Lederer’s 
daughter holding him in August 2001, with Lederer holding her. “There’s 
a lot of connection over the years,” Wilson mused. “One day when Jeff 
and I were in Galesburg, I said, ‘The reason that we all came together 
is because of sound.’ All the people in all the bands, who come from all 
over the world, all kinds of different situations — we’ve all come togeth-
er because of sound and this music. 

“That’s powerful. I think, ‘Damn — these relationships.’”  DB
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Masterpiece ★★★★★    Excellent ★★★★     Good ★★★    Fair ★★     Poor ★

Bill Frisell
Orchestras
BLUE NOTE

★★★1/2 

Call it the lure of the large. From Charlie 
Parker and Miles Davis onward, first-rank 
small group leaders have often succumbed 
to the temptation of hearing their music per-
formed by an orchestra, while they sail over 
it all. Even Jimi Hendrix — the ultimate 
soloist — pined for backing from Gil Evans 
before his 1970 death.

Orchestras provides ample evidence that 
it doesn’t always work, although it can create 
a rich canvas for an expressive painter like 
Frisell.

Fronting the 11-piece Umbria Jazz 
Orchestra (directed by Manuele Morbidini), 

Frisell, bassist Thomas Morgan and drum-
mer Rudy Royston take great advantage of 
Michael Gibbs’ arrangements, using the 
darker-sounding reeds as a highly effec-
tive foil. “Lookout For Hope” showcas-
es the horns’ range of colors with charged 
interplay, including some call-and-response 
where Frisell’s tonal palette sounds extraor-
dinarily bright. 

On “Electricity,” the added instruments 
generate some expressive movement. 
Conversely, they fail to add much to the lead-
er’s “Strange Meeting,” but this half of the 
program ends on a high note, a dirge-time 
“We Shall Overcome” that allows Frisell to 
dig deep for some particularly emotive play-
ing and concludes with a rousing peak.

Things get a bit more leaden when the 
trio joins the Brussels Philharmonic, almost 

60 musicians deep. Several pieces, in par-
ticular “Beautiful Dreamer” and Frisell’s 
“Throughout,” offer so little interaction that 
it seems like the trio is playing over a pre-re-
corded bed. “Richter 858, No. 7” fares the 
best, shifting from a blurry introduction to 
lively, layered playing by the orchestra and a 
tart, aggressive performance by Frisell.  

 —James Hale

Orchestras: Disc 1: Nocturne Vulgaire; Lush Life; Doom; Rag; 
Throughout; Electricity; Sweet Rain; Richter 858, No. 7; Beautiful 
Dreamer. Disc 2: Lookout For Hope; Levees; Strange Meeting; 
Doom; Electricity; Monica Jane; We Shall Overcome. (45:49/40:16)

Personnel: Bill Frisell, guitar; Thomas Morgan, bass; Rudy 
Royston, drums; Brussels Philharmonic with Alexander Hanson, 
conductor (1–9); Umbria Jazz Orchestra (10–16).

Ordering info: bluenote.com
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Bill Frisell’s trio recorded Orchestras with the Umbria  
Jazz Orchestra and the Brussels Philharmonic. 
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Shabaka
Perceive Its Beauty, 
Acknowledge Its Grace
IMPULSE!

★★★

Shabaka’s new album picks up where he left off 
on his 2022 EP, Afrikan Culture, with the 
London-based reedist eschewing searing saxo-
phone riffs and multiphonic histrionics in favor 
of more serene, flute-centric abstractions. It’s 
more a showcase for his dexterity over multi-
ple woodwinds than for virtuosic acumen. And 
Shabaka wants listeners to take on the musical 
journey, at a leisurely pace.

The music retains a gentle, atmospheric 
quietude. Shabaka’s coiling clarinet filigrees 
or fluttery, invocational flute melodies float 
across celestial soundscapes, often accentuated 
by Brandee Younger and/or Charles Overton’s 
cascading harp accompaniments. Each song 
casts the lulling splendor of incidental score 
music for some lofty widescreen arthouse film. 

For all its rarefied beauty, it’s challenging to 
pinpoint any standout cut. Even with 
heavy-swinging drummers Nasheet Waits and 
Marcus Gilmore guesting, nothing thumps in 
postmodern bop fashion. It’s only on the pneu-
matic, African stomp on “Body To Inhabit” 
and the hypnotic “I’ll Do Whatever You Want” 
that the grooves hint at breaking a sweat. 
Noteworthy vocal appearances by Eska and 
Lianne La Navas seem to evaporate inside 
Shabaka’s sonic rainforest without leaving last-
ing imprints. This is an album that should be 
taken on its own terms.  —John Murph
Perceive Its Beauty, Acknowledge Its Grace: End Of 
Innocence; As The Planets And The Stars Collapse; Insecurities; 
Managing My Breath; What Fear Has Become; The Wounded Need 
To Be Replenished; Body To Inhabit; I’ll Do Whatever You Want; 
Living Breathing; Kiss Me Before I Forget; Song Of The Motherland. 
(47:06)
Personnel: Shabaka Hutchings, clarinet (1, 9), shakuhachi (2, 
7), flute (3, 9–11), bamboo flute (4), quena flute (5), svirel (6, 8), 
saxophone (9); Jason Moran (1, 10), Nduduzo Makhathini (5), piano; 
Floating Points, Rhodes Chroma (7); Surya Botofasini, synthesizer 
(5); Nasheet Waits (1, 10), Marcus Gilmore (7), drums; Carlos Nino, 
percussion (1, 5, 7, 10); Brandee Younger (2, 6, 8), Charles Overton 
(2–4, 6, 8, 11), harp; Miguel Atwood-Ferguson, violin, viola, cello (2, 
8); Moses Sumney (3), Saul Williams (4); Elucid (6), Laraaji (7), Eska 
(8), Lianne La Havas (1), Anum Iyapo (11), vocal; Esperanza Spalding 
(6, 7), Tom Herbert (7), bass; Andre 3000, drone flute (7); Dave 
Okumu: guitar (7); Rajna Swaminathan, mrudangam.

Ordering info: impulserecords.com

Fred Hersch
Silent, Listening
ECM

★★★★

As leader of his masterful trio, pianist Fred 
Hersch has honed an intimately lyrical style, 
producing finely wrought melodies that shim-
mer across the surface of his steady rhythm 
section, while also interjecting bursts of ener-
gy capable of changing a composition’s atmo-
sphere entirely. As a soloist, Hersch finds space 
to emphasize this dual quality of quietude and 
force, with his solo debut for ECM, Silent, 
Listening.

Summer Camargo
To Whom I Love
BLUE ENGINE

★★★1/2

In February 1938, this magazine did itself no 
favors running a story bannered “Why Women 
Musicians Are Inferior.” (Even after 86 years, 
the particulars are still too embarrassing to 
enumerate.) Yet a macho aura still clings to cer-
tain horns, especially the trumpet, despite a 
procession of lady notables from Valaida Snow 
to Ingrid Jensen.

So, Summer Camargo’s debut is, alas, no 
glass ceiling of gender imperialism. In show-
casing her range, she has fashioned a letter of 
appreciation to her past and a calling card for 
her present and future, which now puts her in 
the trumpet chair of the Saturday Night Live 
band — one that comes with many musical 
bases she seems well prepared to cover.

Camargo delivers a broad, bright sound 
and a light, medium-level energy. She presents 
herself in a somewhat incognito small-group 
setting without planting herself in any partic-
ular pot. On “Tears Of Joy” she and guest art-
ist Joey DeFrancesco (in his final session) stir 
swirls of lullaby, gospel and funk into a frothy 
sermon that teeters between pulpit and parody. 
(Think Lester Bowie’s “Great Pretender” with-

Across 11 tracks, Hersch performs several 
standards, highlighting his tone and stylistic 
choices. Opening with Duke Ellington’s “Star-
Crossed Lovers,” he emphasizes the song’s lilt-
ing melody, stripping away ornamentation 
and leaving only Hersch’s gentle phrasing to 
convey its plaintive emotion. 

Russ Freeman’s “The Wind,” meanwhile, 
luxuriates in a slow melodic descent to a dark 
and evocative sonic palette, leaving ample 
space between the notes to hold the song’s 
imaginative textures. 

This sense of resourceful minimalism also 
accompanies Hersch’s own compositions on 
the album. “Night Tide” unfurls with a dis-
concerting jaunt, leaning heavily on the bass 
tones of Hersch’s left hand, while “Little Song” 
twinkles through a sprightly dance that avoids 
neat resolution, and “Akrasia” develops via 
muted strings to evoke the sense of an uneasy 
realization. 

While Silent, Listening might seem to veer 
too far into softness and space, it is ultimate-
ly through the restraint of his sparse phras-
ing that Hersch attunes our ears to his emo-
tive message, as pervasive as it is ambiguous. 
 —Ammar Kalia
Silent, Listening: Star-Crossed Lovers; Night Tide Light; Akrasia; 
Silent, Listening; Starlight; Aeon; Little Song; The Wind; Volon; Softly, 
As In A Morning Sunrise; Winter Of My Discontent. (50:37)
Personnel: Fred Hersch, piano.

Ordering info: ecmrecords.com

out the slapstick.) More serious is her wave to 
Louis Armstrong, “Sunny Side Of The Street,” 
where she finds much of the Great Man’s spir-
it in a New Orleans front line with no rhythm 
section. “Tenderness” and “Good Times” are 
done with lyrical restraint. At 22, Camargo is 
a player of many voices and much time to find 
her own.  —John McDonough 
To Whom I Love: JP Shuffle; Girl In The Jeep; Tears Of Joy; 
Tenderness Within; Splanky; Exploring The City; Grateful For The 
Good Times; Sunny Side Of The Street; Dance Of The Merrymakers. 
(51:16)
Personnel: Summer Camargo, trumpet; Jeffery Miller, trombone; 
Veronica Leahy, woodwinds; Esteban Castro, piano; Joey DeFran-
cesco (3, 9), organ; Raul Reyes, bass; Varun Das, drums; Jamey 
Haddad (2, 4, 6, 9), percussion.

Ordering info: blueenginerecords.com
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Bill Frisell, Orchestras

Frisell’s double album of symphonic orchestrations explores the graceful capacity of his trio to 
fit in seamlessly with large ensembles. Highlights come on the sweeping woodwind textures 
of “Strange Meeting,” while the cinematic quality of “Throughout” sees Frisell’s guitar tripping 
lyrically over airy string arrangements.  —Ammar Kalia

Two contrasting contexts amplify the imperial beauty of Frisell’s statuesque guitar, whose 
authority relishes the flattery of the of the Brussels strings. Umbria chamber band provides more 
discreet support. Object is to revisit, refit and revise familiar Frisell favorites.  —John McDonough

Sumptuous and, at times, startling in its Mingus-like orchestral punch and flickering intimacy. 
 —John Murph

Fred Hersch, Silence, Listening

Rarely does a recording demand such close attention, and not many pianists besides Hersch can 
hold a listener’s ear this well with so little structure. Gauzy, yet expressive, Silent, Listening is a 
balm for troubled times.  —James Hale

Hersch gives us 11 spidery daydreams, each a still-life of emotional repose so soft, sedate and 
spacious, it seems too fragile to touch. Surprise becomes a sign of life (“Night Tidelight”); famil-
iarity, a compass of orientation. Music to sedate and empty the mind.  —John McDonough

Spellbinding solo piano outing that maximizes dynamic control, spatial awareness and crisp, 
poignant melodicsm.  —John Murph

Summer Camargo, To Whom I Love

Few young musicians create albums this fulsome. Fewer still go in a direction rooted in the cre-
ative music of the early ‘60s. At just 22, Camargo displays the tone and technique to mark her as 
someone to watch as she develops her range.  —James Hale

Deep swinging and eminently joyous, Camargo’s debut is a pleasant and unchallenging listen, 
reaching an apex on the warm organ tone and bluesy shuffle of Joey DeFrancesco feature “80 
Tears Of Joy.”  —Ammar Kalia

A no-frills debut from a skillful trumpeter who will surely command more attention in the future.   
 —John Murph

Shabaka, Perceive Its Beauty, Acknowledge Its Grace

Although pieces like “Body To Inhabit” and “Breathing” tease bubbling cross-currents — akin 
to a contemporary In A Silent Way — too much focuses inward, leaving the listener outside the 
experience.  —James Hale

Shabaka’s shift from saxophone to flutes arrives with depth and confidence. The spoken word 
elements can be jarring, but this is ultimately a record of immense promise for the artist’s latest 
chapter.  —Ammar Kalia

Arty titles and exotic cultural conceits camouflage a docile emptiness treading time in a trance-
like state. Wispy woodwinds whimper under a pixieish twinkle while vapid “poetry” distracts. 
Atmospheric but passive in its satiny ennui.  —John McDonough
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Dan Weiss
Even Odds
CYGNUS

★★★★

Dan Weiss is a devoted student of percussion, 
the kind of musician whose endless curiosity 
allows him to respect yet subvert jazz tradition 
on a granular level. He’s always interweaving 
complex concepts into his multifarious ensem-
ble work, enhancing rather than interfering. 
But for this new album with alto saxophon-
ist Miguel Zenón and pianist Matt Mitchell he 
decided to put the spotlight on hyper-specif-
ic rhythm ideas with original tunes built from 
the drums up. A few pieces follow tradition-
al post-bop behavior, like the sorrowful ballad 
“The Children of Uvalde,” one of several piec-
es where Weiss reflects on his life as a parent, 
or “Ititrefen,” which evokes the charged atmo-
sphere of Wayne Shorter’s best compositions.

But the album’s core is represented by per-
cussive set pieces. There are some trio tunes 
like the intensely fractured, high-velocity 
opener “It Is What It Is,” where Mitchell and 
Zenón morph from a mainly rhythmic role 
to increasingly pushing harder and hard-
er against the steeplechase lines. But much of 
the album is occupied by compositions Weiss 
wrote for solo drum set, which arrive in fasci-
nating pairs. We get to hear him crisply artic-
ulate a solo reading followed by a version with 
Zenón and Mitchell improvising their own 
lines on top. In a few instances that sequence is 
altered. Either way the concept is compelling, 
allowing us to focus on the jaw-dropping pre-
cision and invention of Weiss’ meticulously 
constructed pieces and to also hear how musi-
cians as astonishing as Zenón and Mitchell 
deal with them in real time.  

 —Peter Margasak

Even Odds: It Is What It Is; The Children Of Uvalde; Bu; Rising; Re-
cover The Mindset; M And M; Horizontal Lifestyle; Vertical Lifestyle; 
Five To Nine; Ititrefen; Too Many Outs; Runner-Runner; Nineteen 
To The Dozen; Max Roach; Bribes And Ultimatums; Royal Beatings; 
Fathers And Daughters; Peculiar Pathos Of Self Importance; 
Conversing With Stillness; Nusrat. (54:52)
Personnel: Miguel Zenón, alto saxophone; Matt Mitchell, piano; 
Dan Weiss, drums.

Ordering info: cygnusrecordings.bandcamp.com

Magnus Lundgren/
John Beasley
Butterfly Effect
ACT

★★★★1/2 

A new saxophone/flute-piano duet recording 
by the Swedish multi-instrumentalist and the 
American pianist-composer-arranger is a fol-
low-up to their previous collaboration, the 
Grammy-winning Bird Lives with the SWR 
Big Band. The opening title track finds John 
Beasley stacking his chords as the pair climbs 
up to the bridge, mixing form and free passag-
es. Lennon and McCartney’s “Come Together” 

Marta Sánchez Trio
Perpetual Void
INTAKT

★★★★1/2

Pianist Marta Sánchez’s style is hard to pin 
down. Her music has an abstract wanderlust, 
but it’s tempered by sharp focus and great dis-
cipline that manifests in everything from com-
positional structure to individual note choices. 
Almost every one of her albums has featured 
different personnel than its predecessor, allow-
ing her to showcase herself in a variety of con-
texts. This is her first trio recording since her 
debut, 2008’s Lunas, Soles & Elefantes, and it 
introduces a new rhythm section: bassist Chris 
Tordini and drummer Savannah Harris. 

The music on Perpetual Void was written 
during a period of great personal trauma, grief 
and loss for Sánchez, but one would be hard 
pressed to take that away from the album merely 
by listening with one’s eyes closed. Tracks have 
titles like “I Don’t Wanna Live The Wrong Life 
And Then Die,” “The Absence Of The People 
You Long For,” “The Love Unable To Give” and 
“This Is The Last One About You,” so over-
wrought they could have come off a Lana Del 
Rey album, but the actual performances leap 
with life. Sánchez’s melodies spin out like they 
were composed for a player piano, though her 

unfurls Beasley’s eerie left-hand passacaglia, 
while Magnus Lundgren’s overblown alto flute 
gives the illusion of chords. 

There’s a vaguely Middle Eastern vibe and 
an enchanting opening call-and-response on 
“Echoes Of Desert,” based around a distinc-
tive pointillistic four-note figure. There’s a del-
icate, crystalline quality with piano shifting 
tone center on “Celestial.” Meanwhile, John 
Beasley’s composition “Reverie” is just that: 
It’s through-composed and a lovely feature for 
Lundgren’s clarinet. “Heartbeat” is closest to 
the blues based on a descending pattern with a 
hip bridge and turnaround. “Infinity” is rumi-
native; in lesser hands this might be considered 
New Age. As is, it’s ethereal and delicate as if 
too perfect for this world. 

Lundgren’s saxophone tone is expressive 
with a light quavering vibrato. His flute work 
breathes fire and ice and his clarinet calms the 
waters. Beasley’s touch and sensibility encom-
passes all styles of jazz from free to rhapsodic. 
This recording is a free-flowing, mind-blowing, 
pan-stylistic mix of European and American 
traditions that displays verve and imagination. 
 —Larry Appelbaum

  
Butterfly Effect: Butterfly Effect; Echoes Of The Desert; Shifting 
Dunes; Reverie; Come Together; Infinity; Heartbeat; P’s and Q’s; 
Fyra; Galaha. (55:24)
Personnel: Magnus Lundgren, saxophones, flute; John Beasley, 
piano.

Ordering info: actmusic.com

actual playing infuses them with an unmistak-
able humanity. Tordini is a second lead voice, 
attacking the bass with the grip strength of an 
Olympic wrestler, and Harris’s drumming has 
a declarative crispness even at quiet moments. 
If this thrilling and inspiring album is indeed 
about grief, it sounds like someone powering 
through it, not wallowing in it.  —Phil Freeman

Perpetual Void: I Don’t Wanna Live The Wrong Life And Then 
Die; 3:30 AM; Prelude To Grief; The Absence Of The People You 
Long For; Perpetual Void; The End Of That Period; Prelude To A 
Heartbreak; The Love Unable To Give; Black Cyclone; This Is The 
Last One About You; 29B. (47:57)
Personnel: Marta Sánchez, piano; Chris Tordini, bass; Savannah 
Harris, drums.

Ordering info: intaktrec.ch
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Omar Sosa
Omar Sosa’s 88  
Well-Tuned Drums
OTA

★★★★

As music from the documentary of the same 
title, Omar Sosa’s 88 Well-Tuned Drums can 
be seen as a retrospective Cuban-born pia-
nist’s career to this point. Each selection comes 
from a distinct, previously released album. 
Yet together, they offer a coherent and mov-
ing curation of Sosa’s musical journey and pal-
ette producing a collection of music that could 
stand alone even if it were not tied to the film. 
Longtime Sosa followers may of course recog-
nize tunes from standout records like Eggūn 
(2013) and Sentir (2002). To those new to Sosa, 
it might serve as a quick introduction to his 
oeuvre. One can only hope that those in this 
category find their way to the award-winning 
Soren Sorenson documentary. 

Just as Sosa represents the range of Cuban 
musical stylings and influences, he is equally 
in conversation with the larger African conti-
nent and her diaspora. These are 88 well-tuned 
drums and they are tuned to the connecting 
spirit of African diaspora musics. Sosa’s career 
has seen him collaborate with many of the lead-
ing proponents of this connection and this 
soundtrack offers a sampling of the results. We 
find Sosa in solo and duo formats but also with 
larger ensembles. Yet, what is most affecting 
about this remains the way Sosa’s well-tuned 
“drums” serve as spiritual guidepost, as direc-
tion. That is what the drums were for. It is what 
this music is for.  —Josh Myers

Omar Sosa’s 88 Well-Tuned Drums: Sunrise; Toridanzón; 
Portrait; Promised Land; Cha Cha du Nord; So All Freddie; Angustia 
With Tumbao; Para Ella. (43:21)
Personnel: Omar Sosa, piano, ashtray, Fender Rhodes; Gustavo 
Ovalles, guiro, vocals (2); Martha Galarraga, clave, vocals (2); 
Moulay M’hamed Enneji Fakihan, guembri, qarqabas (2); Adam 
Rudolph, percussion (3); Tim Eriksen, vocals (4); Childo Tomas, 
electric bass (4, 6); Marcus Gilmore, drums (4); Leandro Saint-Hill, 
clarinet, alto saxophone (4, 6); David Gilmore, guitar (4); Roman 
Diaz, percussion (4); NDR Bigband (5); Ingmar Heller, bass (5); 
Ernesto Simpson, drums (5); Marcio Doctor, percussion (5); Marque 
Gilmore, drums (6); Joo Kraus, trumpet (6); Peter Afelbaum, tenor 
saxophone (6); Marvin Sewell, guitar (6); Pedro Martinez, percus-
sion (6), Lionel Loueke, guitar, vocals (6); Elliot Kavee, drums (8); 
Sheldon Brown, saxophone (8).

Ordering info: omarsosa.com

Dave Douglas
Gifts
GREENLEAF MUSIC

★★★★

Gifts, the new record from trumpeter/composer 
Dave Douglas, is a patient, open-hearted pil-
grimage predicated on this idea: “How often do 
we step back and realize what a gift it is to have 
this music in our life?” With so many challeng-
es in the world, Douglas says, we must remem-
ber “the blessings of music and life we share 
with each other.”

Featuring transcendent originals and fresh 
takes on Billy Strayhorn classics, Gifts captures 

Douglas’ new quartet, including saxophonist 
James Brandon Lewis as well as guitarist Rafiq 
Bhatia and drummer Ian Chang (both mem-
bers of Son Lux, an Oscar-nominated post-rock 
trio), conversing honestly and gratefully with 
the repertoire and each other.

We set out with the title track, cloaked in 
misty symbols, ambient soundscapes, and a 
bass-less spaciousness that sets an introspec-
tive tone for the rest of the record. From there, 
the bluesy shuffle “Kind Of Teal” and “Take 
The ‘A’ Train,” with a cleverly reimagined head, 
emerge on the hazy horizon. The journey con-
tinues with standout tracks like “Blood Count,” 
defined by Douglas’ tender dance around 
Bhatia’s haunting guitar, and the ebbing “Seven 
Years Ago,” with Lewis and Douglas soaring 
over time, space and eventually an arresting 
layering of sound effects.

The final track, “Goodbyes,” begins like 
many of the others: A lulling, percussion-led 
rubato ushers the quartet toward the next musi-
cal horizon. It’s a reminder of the perpetuity of 
this pilgrimage, that the conversation with the 
music never really ends and that much can be 
gained tuning in.  —Alexa Peters
Gifts: Gifts; Kind Of Teal; Take The ‘A’ Train; Rain Check; Blood 
Count; Day Dream; Seven Years Ago; Small Bar; Third Dream; 
Goodbyes. (62:28)
Personnel: Dave Douglas, trumpet; James Brandon Lewis, tenor 
saxophone; Rafiq Bhatia, guitar; Ian Chang,  drums.

Ordering info: greenleafmusic.com
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When people first started applying the word 
“fusion” to electrically amplified jazz, the term 
was meant to describe a mix of musical styles, 
much as fusion cuisine drew simultaneously 
from the traditions of French and Japanese 
cooking. These days, fusion has less to do with 
blending genres than with adapting tech-
niques and technology, applying pop staples 
like programmed beats and sound-sculpting 
software to improvisational music.

Before bringing any collaborators into the 
studio to play on Vision Is The Identity (Out 
of Your Head; 24:23 ★★★★), cellist Chris-
topher Hoffman had preprogrammed the 
drum machine and synth parts that provide 
each piece’s backbone. But despite the occa-
sionally cybernetic feel of a sequencer pat-
tern, there’s nothing mechanical about the re-
sulting music. Credit some of this to the caliber 
of his guests, as players like Henry Threadgill 
or Anna Webber understand how to use the 
rigidity of a structure to make their playing 
sound freer. Hoffman also has a keen ear for 
the textural subtleties of distortion, allowing 
him to coax delicious sonic splatter from gui-
tarist Ryan Scott on “Narc Drop” and using 
overdrive to play up the bite in his bowing, for 
an electric cello tone that’s more Slam Stewart 
than Yo Yo Ma.
Ordering info: christopherhoffman.bandcamp.com

Guitarist Brandon Ross takes a different 
tack with his group Phantom Station, apply-
ing electronics and sound manipulation to live 
improvisation. Or, as he puts it at the close of 
Off The End (Sunnyside, 1:05:57 ★★★1/2), 
it’s “real music, made in real time, by real peo-
ple.” Like Kurt Rosenwinkel’s Bandit 65 project, 
Phantom Station often seems more interested 
in timbre and texture than in addressing any 
particular playing style, and the music some-
times drifts into vaporous clouds of synth and 
pleasantly monotonous drones. But there’s 
often lightning behind those clouds, and real 
heat within the simmering groove, particular-
ly when keyboardist David Virelles and drum-
mer JT Lewis cut loose.
Ordering info: sunnysiderecords.com

Drummer/percussionist Kenny Wollesen 
splits the difference between live and studio 
sound with his new quintet LATRALA. Al-
though the core of LATRALA (Otherly Love, 
44:40 ★★★1/2) is standard acoustic jazz, with 
Wollesen on vibes, Nasheet Waits on drums, 
guitarist Tony Sherr and bassist Christopher 
Thomas, that flavor is cut with a liberal splash 
of electronica thanks to keyboardist Michael 
Coleman, whose synth squiggles move 
through the mix like quicksilver. On some 
tracks, like the album-opening “Agora,” the 
upbeat melodies and percolating percussion 
lend a bright pop sheen to the sound, but 

Electric / BY J.D. CONSIDINE

Technique Meets Technology

Christopher Hoffman: a keen ear for distortion
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Wollesen — a veteran of Sexmob and various 
John Zorn projects — is more than happy to 
take things outside, as during his solo on the 
Caribbean-tinged “Cavalier Da Baton.”
Ordering info: otherlyloverecords.bandcamp.com

French saxophonist Yann Jankielewicz 
played for a dozen years with Afrobeat legend 
Tony Allen’s band and was music director for 
the drummer’s 2017 album The Source, which 
he cites as a key inspiration for Keep It Sim-
ple (Local Tree, 39:53 ★★★). But where The 
Source was a largely acoustic album with mul-
tiple horns and a full rhythm section, Keep It 
Simple was recorded using only Jankielewicz, 
Jason Linder on keyboards and Josh Dion on 
drums and synth bass. If its sonic contours, 
which favor distortion, compression and a 
generally dusted production approach, have 
little in common with Allen’s album, the al-
bum’s approach to melody and rhythm are in 
the same continuum. Although the writing is 
uneven, when it works Jankielewicz and com-
pany come across like a lo-fi Weather Report, 
all melodic charm and giddy polyrhythms.
Ordering info: yannjankielewicz.com

Amirtha Kidambi’s Elder Ones 
emerged out of the same Brooklyn scene 
as the late jaimie branch, and New Monu-
ments (We Jazz, 43:30 ★★★1/2) is in part 
dedicated to the trumpeter. But the group’s 
ethos was forged during street protests after 
the murder of George Floyd, and an ongoing 
quest for social justice is the dominant sub-
text in its work. That said, Kidambi’s singing 
isn’t preachy or hectoring; indeed, some of 
her most affecting vocals are wordless. The 
overall sound could best be described as old-
school Afrofuturist, at times evoking late-’70s 
Sun Ra. “Farmer’s Song,” inspired by protests 
in India, has a similar flavor to Alice Coltrane’s 
devotional music, while the slow-building title 
tune offers a powerful lesson in how to turn 
free-jazz fury into an electric freakout.  DB

Ordering info: wejazzrecords.bandcamp.com

SticklerPhonics
Technicolor Ghost Parade
JEALOUS BUTCHER

★★★1/2

New Jersey-born Scott Amendola might not be 
well known back East, but the drummer has 
long been near the epicenter of all things cre-
ative radiating from his home base of Berkeley, 
California. He has teamed up with two other 
Berkeley prodigals, trombonist Danny Lubin-
Laden and saxophonist Raffi Garabedian, to 
form SticklerPhonics: a trio that is chord-less, 
bass-less, anything but tasteless. Their debut 
album explores tonal fields vacant of any dic-
tatorial harmonic information to create a pan-
oply of melodic and rhythmic colors and tex-
tures, assisted by some strategically placed 
audio effects.

The title track sets the tone for the album, 
starting with the first of Amendola’s energet-
ic, intricate grooves, horns alternating between 
dyadic chordal stabs, unison lines and one horn 
repeating an ostinato, creating just enough of 
a framework on which the other can hang his 
improvisations. “Well Blazed” lulls with a qua-
si-dubstep street beat and bass-like riff, the rev-
erie rudely interrupted by a quadruple-time 
burn ignited by Amendola’s furious drumming.

On “Thursday Night Dinner,” a languid 
melody alternates with a more spirited ver-
sion over Amendola’s punk-funk groove, where 
Garabedian allows himself to go crazy for a 
minute. “Unheard” sounds the horns in som-
ber unison, outlining a form to which compos-
er Lubin-Laden can flex his chops. Both he and 
Garabedian are formidable and imaginative 
improvisers, but somewhat overshadowed by 
Amendola’s variety, dexterity and undeniable 
intensity. Yet as this band comes into its own, 
there’s little doubt this pair will clear the high 
bar their bandleader has set. —Gary Fukushima

Technicolor Ghost Parade: Technicolor Ghost Parade; A 
Courting; Lion’s Heart; Well Blazed; Oumou; Skip To A Stop; Looking 
Outside To See In; Thursday Night Dinner; Bonfire Eclipse; Sharp-
tooth; Unheard. (57:05)
Personnel: Scott Amendola, drums; Danny Lubin-Laden, trom-
bone; Raffi Garabedian, tenor saxophone.

Ordering info: jealousbutcher.com
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Gustavo Cortinas
Live In Chicago
DESAIO CANDENTE

★★★1/2

Chicago-based drummer Gustavo Cortinas’ 
album Live In Chicago is his fifth as a leader, his 
first live album and the by his long-time sextet. 
The two-CD release documents two sets, with 
Cortinas, who wrote all 10 compositions, joined 
by tenor saxophonist Artie Black, trombonist 
Matthew Davis, trumpeter Drew Hansen, pia-
nist Joaquin Garcia and bassist Kitt Lyles.

The night actually starts out a bit slow. The 
opening “Overture” has a strong statement by 
Black, who plays against the rhythms during his 
spot, but also includes an overlong drum solo 
over pianist Garcia playing the same rhythmic 
phrase endlessly. While one admires the pia-
nist’s ability to not miss a note, it quickly gets 
tedious. The medium-tempo blues “Hanaki” 
includes some rambunctious trombone but 
another so-so drum solo (one misses the visu-
al element).

Fortunately, things pick up from that point. 
Among the highlights are Hansen’s adven-
turous trumpet solo on “La Balada Del Leon” 
and his two-minute unaccompanied opening 
cadenza on “Arete,” the complex polyrhythms 
and exciting ensemble riffs on “Dialetics Of 
Freedom,” the mournful ballad “The Man Of 
Flesh And Bone,” the hot tenor-trombone inter-
play on “La Ruta De Regresso A Guinea Está En 
El Arcoiris (The Route Back To Guinea Is In 
The Rainbow)” and a feature for pianist Garcia 
on the Afro-Cuban-flavored “Pax Britannica.”

Gustavo Cortinas’ group has its own sound 
within jazz’s modern mainstream; the horn 
soloists each display their own personality and, 
once they hit their groove on the third song, the 
rhythm section keeps the music invigorating. 
 —Scott Yanow
Live In Chicago: Overture; Hanaki; Wish I Could Be There Now; 
La Balada Del León; Arete; Dialetics Of Freedom; Timing Is Every-
thing; The Man Of Flesh And Bone; La Ruta De Regreso A Guinea 
Está En El Arcoiris; Pax Brittanica. (107:39)
Personnel: Gustavo Cortinas, drums; Drew Hansen, trumpet; 
Matthew Davis, trombone; Artie Black, tenor saxophone; Joaquin 
Garcia, piano; Kitt Lyles, bass.

Ordering info: gustavocortinasmusic.com

Michaël Attias
Quartet Music Vol. I:  
LuMiSong
OUT OF YOUR HEAD

★★★★

Alto saxophonist Michaël Attias has been a 
dynamic player on the New York scene for three 
decades, always forming new bands to interpret 
new music (and displaying a facility for creative 
lineups). He’s also a prolific composer. This 
quartet is one of Attias’ best outfits. Everything 
here is concise and symmetrical, with two short 
tunes that kick their messages out swiftly, and 
a pair of extended works, each around 10 min-

Dayna Stephens
Closer Than We Think
CELLAR LIVE

★★★1/2

Dayna Stephens has consistently released cele-
brated contemporary work, heralded by fans, 
colleagues and critics, constantly staying on 
the edge of the genre’s expectations. He’s a 
more than decent composer and a noteworthy 
player. His excellence in the field is so expect-
ed, one could almost approach it as if it were 
commonplace.

On Closer Than We Think, his take on 
Julian Lage’s bluesy “Ryland” floats along 
with soul, even though it acts more like a drag 
on the album rather than a tonal recenter-
ing. “Scrutiny” feels unfinished — weirdly so, 
even if that’s clearly its intention. Nevertheless, 
between its sudden stop and its short run time, 
the song seems to beg its namesake.

The cover of Wayne Shorter’s “E.S.P.” is 
playfully off balance; guest trumpeter Jeremy 
Pelt meets the moment perfectly, but he always 
does wherever he goes, so this was maybe the 
best decision on the whole album. That said, 
Kanoa Mendenhall’s bass holding this shifting 
rhythm adeptly isn’t a bad choice, either.

“Back Home” and “Placate (Reprise)” fea-
ture Stephens on an electronic wind instru-

utes, facilitating further elaborations. 
It’s on the edge of fusion, blending acoustic 

piano and keyboards (Rhodes, Wurlitzer), 
while Attias infuses discrete electronic effects 
on his horn. Even so, most of the action sounds 
hard and acoustic. Santiago Leibson keeps his 
keyboards circling while Attias dances around 
the thematic thrust, heading into the nervous 
skitter of “Mister Softee Is A Front,” now with 
jabbing acoustic piano, intricately rambling, 
as each player scrambles over the other to the 
next twisting corner. Attias overdubs multiple 
horn parts, at first thematic and then simulta-
neously soloing. The theme of “NME” snags 
the ears, then “Hexway Liner” shuts down the 
album with a curt propulsion, rapidly prob-
ing possibilities. Leibson’s piano is direct and 
percussive, Matt Pavolka’s bass pulses, Mark 
Ferber’s drums palpitate and guest cellist 
Christopher Hoffman provides sweetly bowed 
embellishments. 

There’s a vibrancy to this recording which 
will come over well on vinyl, especially as the LP 
spans barely 30 minutes, for maximum-groove 
high fidelity.  —Martin Longley

Quartet Music Vol. I–LuMiSong: #63 (Settled); Mister Softee 
Is A Front; NME; Hexway Liner. (29:39)
Personnel: Michaël Attias, alto saxophone; Santiago Leibson, pia-
no, keyboards; Matt Pavolka, bass; Mark Ferber, drums; Christopher 
Hoffman, cello (4).

Ordering info: michaelattias.bandcamp.com

ment, molding a place for the tool that works 
in this mix, easing into a groove that ends the 
album in the proper place. 

Perhaps it’s because everything on the 
album seems so in its proper place that it’s never 
quite exhilarating. With Stephens’ competence 
so commonplace, maybe it’s the brilliance that’s 
closer than we think.  —Anthony Dean-Harris

Closer Than We Think: Bubbly; The Nomad; Ryland; Scrutiny; 
Placate; E.S.P; A New Spring; Te; Blue Poles; Back Home; Placate 
(Reprise). (53:23)
Personnel: Dayna Stephens, saxophones, EWI; Emmanuel 
Michael, guitar; Kanoa Mendenhall, bass; Jongkuk Kim, drums; 
Jeremy Pelt, trumpet (6).

Ordering info: daynastephens.bandcamp.com
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One of the world’s preeminent Djangophiles, 
gypsy jazz guitarist Stephane Wrembel has 
released 17 albums as a leader, including six 
in his superb The Django Experiment series, 
which found him pushing the envelope in 
interpreting and expanding upon the mu-
sical innovations of Django Reinhardt. On 
the three-volume Triptych (Water Is Life; 
112:52 ★★★★1/2) — available as three sepa-
rate “phases” (each of which earns the four-
and-a-half-star rating) or one triple-disc pack-
age — the Parisian-born guitarist who grew 
up in Fontainebleau, where Reinhardt had re-
tired in 1951 and lived until his death in 1953, 
pays homage to his hero while also stretching 
well beyond the boundaries of gypsy jazz.

Some of the most delightful surprises 
here come in the contributions of special 
guest Jean-Michel Pilc, a formidable pianist 
and improviser. A fellow Parisian and long-
time New York resident who currently lives in 
Montreal, Pilc brings a sense of playful aban-
don and unpredictability in his solos, even on 
the Django set pieces. And his three sparse, 
crystalline solo piano improvisations spread 
throughout the collection offer a cleansing 
breath between the episodes of aggressively 
rhythmic “chunking” that invariably happen 
on the gypsy jazz staples.

Considering his total immersion into 
gypsy jazz over his career, it’s a given that 
Wrembel would tackle such ebullient Django 
fare as “Peche à la Mouche,” (Phase I) “Flèche 
d’Or” and “Minor Swing” (both Phase II) on 
this three-volume set. He succeeds mightily 
in summoning up that authentic Hot Club of 
France spirit. What’s surprising and ultimately 
rewarding are those moments when Wrembel 
and his crew veer off that expected path to 
create something new and provocative.

Pilc’s daring instincts, causing him to 
stretch the harmony or spiral off into whirl-
wind improvisations, come to the fore on 
Wrembel’s haunting, Middle Eastern-flavored 
“Mystic Circles” (Phase I) and Django-esque 
“Le Myth de Sisyphe” (Phase II). The pianist’s 
gentle minor key waltz “Your Lullaby” (Phase 
III) is another winning number that features 
expressive solos from both Wrembel and Pilc. 

The leader’s versatile working band of 
rhythm guitarist Thor Jensen, bassist Ari 
Folman-Cohen, saxophonist/clarinetist Nick 
Driscoll and drummer Nick Anderson offers 
consummate support throughout. Driscoll 
contributes some scintillating solos that occa-
sionally drift into the avant zone, as on Pilc’s 
dramatic, dirge-like “Demain sans Faute” 
(Phase III), which also finds Wrembel exploring 
on a 12-string guitar and the free-spirited pia-
nist launching into some dissonant excursions 
on the keys. 

Wrembel & Pilc / BY BILL MILKOWSKI

Gypsy Jazz Unbounded

Stephane Wrembel: total Gypsy jazz immersion
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They handle Reinhardt’s luxurious bal-
lad “Anouman” (Phase I) with tasteful re-
straint, then take the greatest liberties on an 
avant-garde intro to his “Douce Ambiance” 
(Phase III) before settling into the classic gypsy 
jazz rhythmic “chunking” that Django and The 
Quintet of the Hot Club of France popularized 
in the 1930s. Pilc’s two-fisted piano playing on 
this familiar gypsy jazz number is alternately 
virtuosic and devilishly irreverent (hear him 
drop in a quote from “Old Man River” in the 
middle of his turbulent solo). And Folman-Co-
hen delivers a rare electric bass solo that 
would make Victor Wooten proud. 

Wrembel, whose tunes have graced three 
Woody Allen films (Midnight in Paris, Vicky 
Cristina Barcelona and Rifkin’s Festival), shows 
a particular flair for non-Djangoesque song-
writing as well. His exhilarating “Ecce Homo” 
(Phase I) is sparked by Pilc’s shards of disso-
nance and Don Pullen-esque flurries on the 
keys, while his driving 5/4 number “Jonathan 
Livingston Seagull” (Phase II)  has Driscoll tak-
ing off on soprano saxophone and Pilc dip-
ping into some Cecil Taylor-isms in the middle 
of his cascading solo. And his lilting jazz waltz 
“Aleteia” (Phase II) highlights the guitarist’s in-
tricate string-skipping picking prowess on his 
manouche-style guitar while also showcasing 
Driscoll in a soaring clarinet solo.

Phase III’s impressive Wrembel-com-
posed suite “Life In Three Stages” opens on 
an evocative note with the spaghetti western 
themed “Part I: The Child And The Desert,” 
then “Part II: Building A World” unfolds grad-
ually and dramatically with the grandeur of 
a Spanish fandango. “Part III: Old Age, Grace 
And Wisdom,” an intimate duet between pia-
no and guitar, presents the most moving mo-
ments of this Triptych — an outstanding and 
often surprising effort that is bound to please 
Django purists and renegades alike.  DB

Ordering info: stephanewrembel.bandcamp.com

Perelman/Fowler/
Workman/Cyrille
Embracing The Unknown
MAHAKALA

★★★★

Improvisation leads to self-actualization on 
Embracing The Unknown, the debut album by 
Ivo Perelman and his quartet featuring reed-
man Chad Fowler, bassist Reggie Workman 
and percussionist Andrew Cyrille. Their cre-
ative synergy is palpable as they navigate the 
shifting contours of rhythm and tonality and 
traverse the boundaries of genre and tradition. 

On the title track, Fowler’s saxello is all 
high-octane energy while Perelman’s saxo-
phone grounds the discourse with method-
ical melody. The rhythm section serves as the 
anchor amidst the freewheeling chaos. This 
woodwind-percussion dynamic continues on 
“Soul Searching,” Perelman’s saxophone offer-
ing reflective melodic lines while Workman’s 
saw builds an intense, crescendoing backbeat. 

As the record progresses, the muscular 
woodwinds give way to the understated yet 
compelling resonance of the rhythm sec-
tion. Workman’s bass takes center stage on 
“Introspection,” his solemn, steady lines 
demonstrating the power of subtlety in convey-
ing musical and spiritual depth. 

In the album’s latter half, the quartet begins 
to find equilibrium. Perelman and Fowler’s 
mentholated lines are romantic and tender on 
“Self-reflection,” while Cyrille’s crystalline per-
cussion is in perfect harmony with the blustery 
reeds on “Self-analysis.” The quartet’s master-
ful improvisation reaches its zenith on “Self-
contemplation,” where the energy is magnet-
ic, and the dialogue among the instruments is 
sharp and incisive. With this debut offering, the 
quartet establishes itself as a new voice in the 
evolving landscape of free-jazz.  —Ivana Ng
Embracing The Unknown: Embracing The Unknown; Soul 
Searching; Self-reflection; Introspection; Self-analysis; Self-fulfill-
ment; Self-contemplation. (68:21) 
Personnel: Ivo Perelman, tenor saxophone; Chad Fowler, stritch, 
saxello; Reggie Workman, bass, saw, percussion; Andrew Cyrille, 
percussion.

Ordering info: ivoperelman.bandcamp.com
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Etienne Charles
Creole Orchestra
CULTURE SHOCK

★★★★

There’s sunny charm in the unabashedly retro 
big band sound of Etienne Charles’ Creole 
Orchestra, which the trumpeter-arranger says 
he’s had in mind for more than a decade. Not 
the only ingredient he taps for this nearly two-
hour romp: Pan- or quasi-Afro-Caribbean/
Latin American elements, especially deftly syn-

chronized syncopated percussion and coro-like 
horn section exchanges, underlie most of these 
tracks.

Charles cites his participation in Frank 
Foster’s Loud Minority as influential, and more 
so the history of his native Trinidad, which 
during  World War II had radio stations beam-
ing swing hits to GIs stationed throughout the 
islands. Being 39, he’s too young to have direct 
memories of that, but his chart’s bright colors, 
compelling dance tempi and swirling count-
er-movements bespeak the style of those days. 

René Marie’s bold and seductive vocals (on 
“Evil,” “Centerpiece,” “Colorado,” “Breath”), DJ 
Logic’s rap (“Poison”) and sophisticated flour-
ishes of featured soloists throughout assert au 
courant pleasures. Creole Orchestra ain’t a nos-
talgia trip, after all.

Like every Swing Era leader, Charles imbues 
his repertoire with measures of diversity, touch-
ing on samba, soca, reggae, hip-hop scratch-
ing, rock, CTI-fusion, the blues and sultry bal-
lads. Precise and fully embodied realizations of 
his complex charts is a constant. Charles’ horn 
solos are to the point and melodic; Hogans, 
Louis, Wirtz, Ebsersole, Dease, Ellis and Smith 
all create hot breaks; the rhythm team is uni-
fied. Pianist Fortner slips in subtle, Basie-like 
touches, Hancock-like on Rhodes in duo with 
Charles on “Holy City.” And René Marie — as 
evil as can be.  —Howard Mandel

Creole Orchestra: Old School; Poison; Think Twice; I Wanna Be 
Evil; Holy City; Ten To One Is Murder; Centerpiece; Douens; A Shade 
Of Jade; Colorado River Song; Stompin’ At The Savoy; Take My 
Breath Away; Night Train. (79:00)
Personnel: Charles, trumpet, percussion, arranger; René Marie, 
vocals; Brandon Rose, vocals; DJ Logic, turntables; Michael Thomas, 
Godwin Louis, alto and soprano saxophones; Brian Hogans, alto 
saxophone; John Ellis, tenor saxophone, bass clarinet; Seth Eber-
sole, tenor saxophone, clarinet; Paul Nedzela, baritone saxophone, 
bass clarinet; Gina Izzo, flute (5, 8, 10); Jumaane Smith, Walter Cano, 
Anthony Stanco, Giveton Gelin (1), trumpets; Dion Tucker, Corey 
Wilcox, Michael Dease, trombones; Chris Glassman, bass trombone; 
Sullivan Fortner, piano, Fender Rhodes; Alex Wintz, guitar; Ben 
Williams (2–7, 9, 13), Johnathan Miuchel (1, 8, 10–12), bass; Obed 
Calvaire, drums; Jorge Glem, cuatro (1, 8); Pascual Landeau, marac 
(1).

Ordering info: store.etiennecharles.com

Etienne Charles: unabashedly retro big band sound
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Nicole Glover
Plays 
SAVANT

★★★★1/2

Folks who think the mantra “jazz is dead” 
denotes the genre’s true condition might recon-
sider when they hear Plays, Nicole Glover’s sec-
ond Jeremy Pelt-produced swinging affair for 
Savant. Propelled by an endlessly on-point trio 
of bassist Tyrone Allen and drummer Kayvon 
Gordon, and augmented on four tunes by 
vibraphonist Steve Nelson, Glover brings forth 
the full measure of her formidable chops, cre-
ativity, discipline, erudition and narrative gifts 
while navigating five less-traveled songs, a stan-
dard and an original apiece by her and Allen. 
The end result could easily bear the title “The 
State of the Tenor Circa 2024.”

Never rushed, deploying a malleable, vocal-
ized sound that refracts the tonal personal-
ities of her inspirations into her own argot, 
Glover addresses the “tradition” on its own 
terms of engagement. She generates fresh 
melodies on sophisticated change-tunes like 
Kenny Dorham’s “The Fox,” Elmo Hope’s 
“One Second, Please” and Lucky Thompson’s 
“Munsoon.” 

On “I’ve Grown Accustomed To Her Face” 
and Allen’s stately “The A-Side,” her well-cal-
ibrated vibrato and penetrating concision 
raise the spirits of master “boudoir tenors” 
Thompson and Gene Ammons. Her torren-
tial solo on McCoy Tyner’s “Inception” seems 
to speculate on how John Coltrane might have 
addressed his pianist’s tune in 1965, had he 
been inclined to perform it. She ends the recital 
with an original, “Blues For Mel,” which sounds 
like something Coltrane might have written 
(but didn’t) for Coltrane Plays The Blues. It’s 
dedicated to drummer Mel Brown, a key men-
tor during Glover’s formative years in Portland, 
Oregon. He taught her well.  —Ted Panken
Plays: Open Or Close; The Fox; The A-Side; Munsoon; Inception; 
One Second, Please; I’ve Grown Accustomed To Her Face; Blues For 
Mel. (42:37)
Personnel: Glover, tenor saxophone; Steve Nelson, vibraphone (2, 
6–8); Tyrone Allen, bass; Kayvon Gordon, drums.

Ordering info: jazzdepot.com

Yes! Trio
Spring Sings
JAZZ&PEOPLE

★★★★

Yes! Trio — pianist Aaron Goldberg, bassist 
Omer Avital and drummer Ali Jackson — 
returns with Spring Sings: 10 tracks of colorful 
originality, as well as clever interpretations of 
Irving Berlin’s “How Deep Is The Ocean” and 
Cy Coleman and Carolyn Leigh’s “The Best Is 
Yet To Come.” The title track is a bit of a slow 
start but alongside the gradual ascension in 
dynamics is a solid demonstration of just how 
cooperatively the trio plays. Around six min-

Troy Roberts
Green Lights
TOY ROBOT

★★★★

On every record he makes, tenor saxophonist 
Troy Roberts is venturing into new sonic terri-
tory, whether it be through the conduit of tra-
ditional or contemporary jazz. He’s well versed 
in eclectic genres. But on his 16th record, Green 
Lights, he is forging yet another different path 
with a crop of fellow jazz heavyweights featur-
ing Paul Bollenback on guitar, John Patitucci 
on bass and Jimmy Macbride on drums.

Green Lights is a testament of Roberts’ com-
plexity as an artist: The record comprises all 
original compositions that straddle the fence 
between modal jazz, futurism and acous-
tic goodness. In each setting, Bollenback and 
Roberts are completely in sync, as if they’ve 
been playing together for years.

Tunes like “By Your Side,” the swinging 
“Stretch Armstrong” and the softer “Scotsman 
Ballad” give a taste of Robert’s more straighta-
head background. On “The Question” Roberts 
shifts into more intricate melodies with liq-
uid soloing throughout. Each track continues 
to build cosmic momentum such as on “Solar 
Panels,” one of the more rhythm-heavy tunes 
where Macbride takes full control in the intro 

utes in, Avital breaks out his bow to play in 
unison intermittently with Goldberg, while 
Jackson’s light but lively stick and cymbal taps 
both complement and contrast with the fluid 
melodic phrasings of his bandmates. There’s 
individuality but the song would undoubted-
ly suffer if this interconnectedness were altered 
even slightly. 

That said, the three gentlemen have plenty 
of opportunities to shine. Alternating solo sec-
tions in “2K Blues” and “Omeration” as well as 
the consecutive solo sections in the middle of 
“Shufflonzo” do well in this regard. The group’s 
appreciation for different musical structures 
isn’t lacking, either. “How Deep Is The Ocean” 
offers a bright, breezy swing perfect for the 
arrival of spring, while “Sanción” glides at a 
more relaxed tempo — the melody seemingly 
on a carefree stroll. This can be refreshing but 
it would also nice to have a stronger sense of 
where the music is going. 

The cheerful groove and tune of “Fivin’” 
ends the album on a decisive, unified note, 
apropos of Yes! Trio’s one-for-all approach to 
jazz writing and arranging.  —Kira Grunenberg

Spring Sings: Spring Sings; 2K Blues; Bass Intro To Sheikh Ali; 
Sheikh Ali; The Best Is Yet To Come; Sanción; Omeration; How Deep 
Is The Ocean; Shufflonzo; Fivin. (51:20)
Personnel: Ali Jackson, drums; Aaron Goldberg, piano; Omer 
Avital, bass.

Ordering info: jazzandpeople.com

bursting with electric energy.
The refreshing part of this new album is 

that just when you think the record is sailing at 
a smooth pace, Roberts shifts into another gear. 
He is continually testing the depths and pos-
sibilities of unconventional swing through his 
sound. Jazz purists may not get what Roberts 
set out to acscomplish. However, for those with 
eclectic ears, Green Lights will be a gratifying 
listening experience.  —Veronica Johnson
Green Lights: Green Lights; The Question; By your Side; Solar 
Panels; Harry Brown; Jive Dumpling; Up To No Good; The Scots-
man’s Ballad; Stretch Armstrong; Soundcheckin’. (71:58)
Personnel: Troy Roberts, tenor saxophone; Paul Bollenback, 
guitar; John Patitucci, bass; Jimmy Macbride, drums.

Ordering info: troyroberts.com
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Ghost Trees
Intercept Method
INDEPENDENT RELEASE

★★★★

As soon as anyone sees a tenor saxophone/
drums duo situation, they reach for compar-
isons with John Coltrane and Rashied Ali’s 
Interstellar Space, but it turns out that both sax-
ophonist Brent Bagwell and drummer Seth 
Nanaa, who’ve kept the Ghost Trees partner-
ship going for a decade, were both independent-
ly more affected by Sun Ship instead. 

Ironically, that was one of the few Coltrane 
albums not recorded at Rudy Van Gelder’s 
iconic studio — which is where Ghost Trees 
laid down this remarkable set, with Maureen 
Sickler supervising. So there are some nice 
symmetries and asymmetries. 

Like Coltrane, Bagwell and Nanaa are 
interested in digging deep into sometimes 
quite minimal materials. A couple of the tracks 
here, “Super Eight” and “Leevin,” seem to be 
built on the same chord structure, though it’s 
not much more than a basic armature. Others 
seem to trade on small melodic cells that aren’t 
a million miles from the Ascension code. The 
tenor sounds strong in the studio space, almost 
preacher-like in places. 

But one of the wonders of Ghost Trees, 
honed over a handful of albums going back 
to The New Gravity a full decade ago, and the 
more recent self-released The Fascination and 
Universal Topics, is not so much their ability 
to play together but rather each to play exact-
ly as and when he needs, almost oblivious to the 
other, and still make the music work resonant-
ly. To stretch the inevitable comparison, this is 
their inner rather than interstellar space, and 
they occupy it with total conviction.  

 —Brian Morton

Intercept Method: Carnation; Station Keeping; Spherical; 
Lesson In Renunciation; Super Eight; Lymars; Leevin; Tannhauser 
Gate; Meanwhile Gesture; Blush Response; Intercept Method; 
Amplitude. (48:40)
Personnel: Brent Bagwell, tenor saxophone; Seth Nanaa, 
drums.

Ordering info: ghost-trees.bandcamp.com

Rachel Z
Sensual
DOT TIME

★★★

Rachel Z possesses a unique skill for moving 
seamlessly across genres. She brought innate 
taste and technical command to her work with 
Wayne Shorter’s more electronic-flavored era 
and recorded Shorter tunes in piano trio for-
mat on 2000’s On The Milky Way. She dipped 
into the fusion-ish quarters of Steps Ahead and 
Stanley Clarke and demonstrated art-pop sen-
sibilities required to play with Peter Gabriel.

Elements of that background filter into 

Sensual, a mostly piano-trio outing with some 
digital glossing and effects along the way. As 
heard on the opening “Save My Soul” and 
other tracks, her compositions here can seem 
generic and occasionally smarmy, in sharp 
contrast to her playing, which never fails to 
excite the ear. 

She benefits from the solid yet flexible pres-
ence of drummer Omar Hakim (also her hus-
band, and dedicatee of her synth-basted pop-
jazz title track), drummer Mino Cinelu and 
bassists Jonathan Toscano, Matt Penman and 
Gabriel ally Tony Levin. Her deeper jazz DNA 
shines through the sometimes slick contem-
porary jazz-friendly surfaces. On “Sensual,” Z 
fleetingly quotes “Surrey With The Fringe On 
Top” in her solo and also in the melodic section. 

On her fresh version of the Foo Fighters’ 
“These Days,” the high-spirited groove sneakily 
shifts from odd meter (15/8) in the “A” section 
into a more smoothly rolling 7/4 “B” section. 
With this finale, finally, pop, jazz and post-fu-
sion dynamics come together in a heady, sneak-
ily hooky dance. Sensuality meets cerebralism, 
in happy accord.  —Josef Woodard

Sensual: Save My Soul; What I Fear; Bodhisattva; Forgive Me; 
What About the Kids; Inamorata Enamorata; Shepard’s Lullaby; 
Sensual; These Days. (58:20)
Personnel: Rachel Z, piano, electronica; Jonathan Toscano, 
acoustic bass; Omar Hakim, drums; percussionist Mino Cinelu; Tony 
Levin, Matt Penman, bass. 

Ordering info: dottimerecords.com
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The reissue — on vinyl for the first time since 
its original release — of Pete Jolly’s 1970 re-
cording Seasons (Light in the Attic/Future 
Days; 44:03 ★★★) sometimes features 
solos on select cuts, Jolly (playing grand pi-
ano, Wurlitzer electronic piano, accordion, 
musette, Sanovox accordion organ, and 
Hammond B-3) occasionally joined by bass-
ist Chuck Berghofer, guitarist John Pisano, 
percussionists Milt Holland and Emil Richards 
and/or drummer Paul Humphrey. Seasons 
offers a mostly Jolly program of tunes funky 
and festive (“Plummer Park”), sentimental 
(the standard “Younger Than Springtime”), 
spacey and dreamlike (“Spring”). The series of 
keyboard adventures here (sometimes quite 
brief) are, in some ways, akin to Sun Ra’s own 
sonic explorations. Their open-ended struc-
tures play like passing melodies that come 
and go with the (mainly) light breezes, sonic 
caresses that have a lighter-than-air quality to 
them. Sampled by Cypress Hill, Jay Dee and 
Busta Rhymes, Jolly suggests an inside/out-
side esthetic with an easy-listening veneer. 
It’s available as orange LPs, double LP or CD 
or in digital format.
Ordering info: lightintheattic.net

 Alice Coltrane’s 1971 The Carnegie Hall 
Concert (Impulse!; 79:25 ★★★★1/2) is new. 
Was her music then a period piece? An after-
shock from the New Thing jazz of the previous 
decade? Somehow this music seems more like 
an ongoing expression of something timeless 
that has echoes of distant voices but now 
feels altogether contemporary. Recorded just 
a week after the release of her seminal album 
Journey In Satchidananda, The Carnegie Hall 
Concert continued her focus on individual 
artistry, but even more on the community of 
sounds. It was a spirit that spoke to artists, pro-
claiming and celebrating her growing com-
mand of something uniquely magisterial, her 
own music, more than a post-John-Coltrane 
lament. A marvelous transition for Coltrane, 
we hear her generous accompaniments on 
harp and piano, most splendidly on John’s 
“Leo.” Bandmates sound very much in sync 
as everyone moves from section to section on 
these four elongated pieces. 

Moving from “Journey In Satchidanan-
da” through “Shiva-Loka,” both from her 
then-new album, the program ends with 
John’s “Africa” and “Leo” — the double quar-
tet presenting us with two bassists (Jimmy 
Garrison and Cecil McBee), two drummers 
(Ed Blackwell and Clifford Jarvis), two reed-
ists (Archie Shepp and Pharoah Sanders) and 
two under-recorded instrumentalists (Kumar 
Kramer on harmonium and Tulsi Reynolds on 
tamboura). It’s an ensemble echoing both Or-
nette Coleman and John’s (late) penchant for 

extended combinations of instruments, the 
focus not so much on who was playing but 
what was being played. I find the ensemble 
to be the star here: Coltrane’s playing is some-
thing akin to a tapestry for what everyone is 
expressing, almost a license to just keep go-
ing, the openness and freedom of the music 
somehow capable of inspired organization 
with no loose ends, unless intended. In 1971, 
this music may have been of its time, but to-
day, more than half a century later, it sounds 
like a clarion call for something worth listening 
to and playing as the New New Thing. 
Ordering info: impulserecords.com

Inside The Light World: Sun Ra Meets 
The OVC (Strut; 87:23 ★★★★) is a bit of a 
misnomer. The OVC refers to the late-1970s 
invention (by artist Bill Sebastian) of the Outer 
Space Visual Communicator, a machine that 
used color and light to let musicians “finger-
paint” visual accompaniments to their music. 
And since we are talking strictly audio here, 
we must settle with photos of this invention 
in the liner notes. A previously unreleased 
recording from 1986, classics include “Call-
ing Planet Earth,” “Sunset On The Nile” and 
“Theme From The Stargazers.” It’s a double LP 
or one CD, never intended for release with a 
good story to boot. 

Overall, the renditions suggest a project in 
the making, with some slightly less-than-ex-
ceptional takes on music we’ve heard else-
where; there’s a hint of a tentativeness to go 
all out, perhaps due to the visual component 
the Arkestra was dealing with (but that we 
don’t experience). “El Is The Sound Of Joy,” for 
example, lacks the free-spirited abandon of its 
original, otherworldly swing. And yet, as with 
the recent reissue of Ra’s solo works Monorails 
& Satellites, the all-Sun Ra corpus Inside The 
Light World contains essential, at times reve-
latory, additions to a library without peer.   DB

Ordering info: strut.k7store.com

Historical / BY JOHN EPHLAND

Psychedelic Explorations

Alice Coltrane: a marvelous transition
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Julieta Eugenio
Stay
INDEPENDENT RELEASE

★★★★

On her second album as a leader, Argentine 
tenor saxophonist Julieta Eugenio ambles 
stealthily through a sequence of rich, interior 
moods, punctuating her trio with three bright 
duets. She calls these interludes “Breaths,” 
which aptly suggests coming up for air. For 
despite her Lester Young lineage and piping 
tone, Eugenio’s playing aches with cool tension.

Five tunes move through a moody, minor/
modal territory that vaguely suggests the incan-
tatory, folkloric music of guitarist Eduardo 
Falou. The opening title track establishes a roll-
ing feel that swells to a climax, then slowly ebbs. 
“Out There” starts with a telegraphic riff from 
bassist Matt Dwonszyk, whose warm and crafty 
solos and counter-lines are as much an attrac-
tion as Eugenio’s clear-eyed improvisations. 
“Blue” begins with three minutes of brilliant a 
cappella saxophone, taking us from somber to 
sad, then the trio launches into an optimistic, 
Dave Holland feel. “Sunday Stranger” features 
athletic figures from Eugenio and a smacking 
solo from supersensitive drummer Jonathan 
Barber. “Trapped” explores an intriguingly 
off-kilter duple rhythmic feel.

Between these interior outings come the 
decidedly exterior “Breath I,” “Breath II” 
and “Breath III.” Leo Genovese’s celeste-like 
Rhodes on the first suggests a longing for inno-
cence; the repetitions of the second, a happy 
trance. The third explodes, with Eugenio spit-
ting through a slight chirp in her reed. 

Is the final track, “Sophisticated Lady,” the 
reward at the end of this emotional odyssey, or 
just a hope? Eugenio’s tender, chuffing declara-
tions, rippling, heartbreaking falls and trium-
phant cadenza suggest the former. Welcome 
home.  —Paul de Barros 

Stay: Stay; Trapped; Breath I; Out There; Blue; Breath II; Sunday 
Stranger: Breath III; Sophisticated Lady. (55:00)
Personnel: Julieta Eugenio, tenor saxophone; Matt Dwonszyk, 
bass; Jonathan Barber, drums; Leo Genovese, Fender Rhodes (3, 6).

Ordering info: julietaeugenio.bandcamp.com
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Rempis/Karayorgis/
Heinemann/Harris 
Truss
AEROPHONIC/DRIFF

★★★★

Greek pianist Pandelis Karayorgis moved to 
Boston in 1985, and he’s been there ever since. 
Not long after, Dave Rempis left the area to 
begin the journey that has established him as 
one of Chicago’s foremost saxophonists, band-
leaders and concert organizers. They’ve sus-
tained a musical association for a quarter cen-
tury, with each man visiting the other’s town to 
play in a series of bands and make a handful of 
records. 

When Karayorgis resumed visiting Chicago 
after a COVID-induced layoff of several years, 
Rempis arranged for the pianist to join him in 
playing with improvisers of a younger genera-
tion: bassist Jakob Heinemann and drummer 
Bill Harris. Truss documents the quartet’s first 
encounter, and it’s a fascinating study in the 
development of understanding and rapport. 

The younger musicians share with Rempis 
an attraction to timbral explorations and a 
readiness to treat interrupted rhythms as 
opportunities. The pianist initially parallels the 
Chicagoans’ interactions with a dense layer of 
sound, but as the action progresses, his play-
ing opens up and complements them. This 
adjustment reveals the essence of Karayorgis 
and Rempis’ partnership. Even in a completely 
improvised setting, they interact like co-com-
posers, each offering the other ideas for further 
elaboration. Heinemann takes a complementa-
ry stance, putting power behind Rempis’ wind-
ing forays and space into Karayorgis’ harmo-
nies. Harris keeps the door open to change by 
either leaving out parts of a rhythm or sustain-
ing two at once. 

It’s fascinating to hear these musicians 
cohere into a unit; here’s hoping that they keep 
the process going.  —Bill Meyer

Truss: Stone Fruit; Burning Bush. (53:24)
Personnel: Dave Rempis, alto, tenor and baritone saxophones; 
Pandelis Karayorgis, piano; Jakob Heinemann, bass; Bill Harris, 
drums. 

Ordering info: aerophonicrecords.com

Olivier le Goas
Sunland
DOUBLE MOON

★★★★

The 12 original compositions drummer Olivier 
le Goas, bassist Lukas Traxel and pianist 
Kristjan Randalu present on Sunland prove 
that the cerebral and the dramatic can be nat-
ural companions.

Le Goas’ well-rounded works are metrically 
complex, rhythmically daring and absorbing. 
Each instrument in his classically grounded 
European trio earns its prominence, though 
there are relatively few solos. While highly 

John Dokes
Our Day
SWING THEORY ENTERTAINMENT

★★★1/2

John Dokes came into his own in New York 
City, singing with George Gee’s Swing 
Orchestra. He formed his own group and cut 
two well-received quintet albums, Forever 
Reasons and True Love. Then COVID hit, his 
long-time drummer Lawrence Leathers died 
and Dokes moved to Chicago. On return trips 
to New York he often sang with Gee’s band and 
decided to do an uplifting swing album to com-
bat postpandemic unease. With the help of Gee 
and arranger David Gibson, he put together a 
nonet for this album.

 “Our Day Will Come” is a reinvention of 
the Ruby and the Romantics hit. The swinging 
arrangement is marked my Dokes’ mellow bari-
tone vocal and brief solos by trumpeter Freddie 
Hendrix and pianist Steve Einerson. Michel 
Legrand’s “I Will Wait For You” gets an inti-
mate, late-night reading. Einerson lays down a 
soothing backdrop to a warm vocal by Dokes, 
with a hint of vocalese on the bridge. Dokes digs 
deeper in his vocalese phrasing for “On The 
Red Clay,” drawing on Mark Murphy’s lyrics 
for the Freddie Hubbard standard. Saxophonist 
Patience Higgins plays solos between horn fan-
fares, leading up to Dokes’ brief scatting before 

structured, le Goas’ works flow.
Each tune bears surprise and beauty. On 

“Morning Light,” Randalu carries the melodic 
weight but doesn’t fall back on his virtuosity. He 
keeps the tune going, and its twists and turns 
maintain interest because the listener wants 
to know what’s next. There’s a wistfulness to 
“Sunland,” underscored by Randalu’s love-
ly rubato, le Goas’ shimmering cymbals and 
Traxel’s swelling bass. The melancholy of this 
tune is lovely. While “Song In A Song” finds 
each musician carving his own path, the shifts 
are smooth, the resolutions satisfying.

Tracking the rhythm in le Goas’ tunes can 
be daunting but invigorating. In his liner notes, 
le Goas explains the structuring of songs span-
ning the sweeping title track and “Survivor’s 
Song,” a work that features Randalu at his most 
aggressive and le Goas at his most versatile.

Infused with references to folk song, 
Metheny, Bach, Schubert and Vivaldi, le Goas’ 
tunes have a brightness all their own, framed in 
a dynamic of surge and relaxation. This supple 
trio never lets ego get in the way of its artistry. 
 —Carlo Wolff

Sunland: Good To Be Back (Vivaldi.21); Morning Light; E. Song; 
Cross The Undangered Spaces (US); Sunland; Surface; Song In 
A Song; Mirage; Life On Mars/Book Of Dreams; Residual Time; 
Survivor’s Song; Key Song. (72:58)
Personnel: Olivier le Goas, drums; Kristjan Randalu, piano; Lukas 
Traxel, bass.

Ordering info: challengerecords.com

the final verse. “Everything Must Change” clos-
es the album on an uplifting note. 

The horn section recalls a ’40s big band, 
with fills highlighting every line. Dokes lets his 
voice take flight, mimicking  the humming-
birds in the lyric, with fluttering melismas and 
long crooning notes that lead up to the impro-
vised tag line: “Music makes me cry.”  —j. poet

 
Our Day: Our Day Will Come; Moanin’; Suddenly; I Will Wait For 
You; On The Red Clay, L-O-V-E; Don’t Blame Me; This Can’t Be Love; 
Everything Must Change. (45:09)
Personnel: John Dokes, vocals; George Gee, conductor; Anthony 
Nelson Jr., alto saxophone; Michael Hashim, tenor saxophone; 
Patience Higgins, baritone saxophone; Freddie Hendrix, trumpet; 
Andy Gravish, trumpet; David Gibson, trombone; Steve Einerson, 
piano; Malik McLaurine, acoustic bass; Chris Latona, drums.

Ordering info: johndokes.com
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Embracing the Concept 
of Triple Diminished
In this article, I wish to introduce compos-

ers and performers to the concept of Triple 
Diminished. I was fortunate to learn about 

Triple Diminished from Yusef Lateef, who 
informed me that he had learned about it from 
Don Byas. In our 25 years of working togeth-
er, Yusef and I never ran out of new ways of 
looking at and applying Triple Diminished. 
I’ll contextualize this introduction by sharing 
again what I wrote in my previous DownBeat 
Woodshed article (November 2023), which 
focused on rhythm:

Inspiration, intuition and intellect are the 
touchstones of the creative process, while craft 
gives us freedom to express what we feel and 
discover. For the artist in music, the idea is 
to follow the basics. By the basics, I mean the 
fundamental elements of music and of sound 
itself. Understanding and embracing this sim-
plicity allows us to generate any complexity 
and depth of expression in our own way, and 
not merely to follow the styles of the day. This 
is what Sly Stone calls “simplexity.”

Just as the laws of physics simplify in the 
higher dimensions, so too do the elements 

of music unify as they transcend style and 
move towards essence. The essential unison 
— vibration — manifests as a duality: color 
and motion, or, as they are called in music ter-
minology, timbre and rhythm. The dialogue 
between color and motion is woven through 
the complex of space and time.

In that same article I introduced the idea 
of (3) odd and (2) even as the foundation-
al units of organizing rhythm. If that funda-
mental polymetric verticality of 3 against 2 
was moving fast enough it would sound as the 
interval of the perfect fifth, the second over-
tone. The overtones, or harmonic series, are 
the acoustic material that generates the pitches 
used in melody and harmony, as well as what 
Edgard Varese termed “sound mass.” By the 
mid-20th century creative improvising musi-
cians such as Ornette Coleman, Eric Dolphy,  
John Coltrane, Cecil Taylor and Yusef Lateef 
(to mention only a few) started moving away 
from using chord changes as the context and 
springboard for improvisation. They started 
looking at ways of organizing permutations of 
intervals in the pursuit of further developing 

“Projecting deep feeling into the sounds  
you discover will bring them to life,” says Adam Rudolph.
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BY ADAM RUDOLPHWoodshed

their musical language. As Yusef put it: “When 
you get rid of one thing, you have to replace it 
with something else.” 

What is Triple Diminished?
Triple Diminished is a way of organizing 

the 12 tones that are used in much of con-
temporary European-based music systems. 
The starting point is the three diminished 
seventh chords. A Triple Diminished pat-
tern is created by choosing any one note from 
one of the diminished seventh chords, fol-
lowed by choosing any note from one of the 
other diminished seventh chords, followed by 
choosing any note from the remaining dimin-
ished seventh chord. The next note is chosen 
by going back to the first diminished seventh 
chord and choosing any note other than the 
note already used. 

Keeping the same intervallic relationships, 
the next note will come from the second 
diminished chord previously used, fol-
lowed by the third diminished chord previ-
ously used, and so on until all 12 tones are 
used. This process will be more clear follow-
ing analytical study and playing inside of the 
Cosmogram examples. You can create your 
own Triple Diminished patterns following 
this process. Each Triple Diminished pattern 
has its own aesthetic qualities and function-
al applications. 

(Since we are not concerned here with 
major and minor keys, I am indicating the 
space between intervals as steps: semitone = 
one step; whole tone = two steps; minor 3rd = 
three steps; major 3rd = four steps; perfect 4th 
= five steps; tritone = six steps; perfect 5th = 
seven steps, and so on with all the inversions.)

Creating a Triple Diminished Pattern 
Start with the three diminished seventh 

chords. (See Example 1.)
Start on any of the 12 tones. For this exam-

ple I will start by choosing Eb from the dimin-
ished chord on the left. For my next note I 
choose F from the diminished chord on the 
right, and then G from the diminished chord 
in the middle. My next note must come from 
the first diminished chord I used, but since 
we cannot repeat notes, I must choose either 
C, Gb or A. For this example I will choose 
Gb. Since I must keep the intervallic pattern 
between the notes I have chosen (↑2, ↑2, ↓1), 
the rest of my notes are now determined. My 
next note must be a whole step (↑2) from Gb, 
which is Ab (from the chord on the right), and 
then another whole step (↑2) to Bb (from the 
middle chord), and then a semitone down (↓1) 
to A from the diminished chord on the left. My 
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Example 1

next note will be a whole step (↑2) to B (from 
the chord on the right) followed by another 
whole step (↑2) to Db (from the middle chord), 
and then a semitone down (↓1) to C (the only 
unused note from the diminished chord on 
the left). This is followed by a whole step (↑2) to 
D (the only unused note from the chord on the 
right), and then another whole step (↑2) to E 
(the only unused note from the middle chord). 
Continuing the intervallic pattern, a semitone 
(↓1) would bring us back to the starting note, 
Eb. (Example 2 shows what the created Triple 
Diminished pattern looks like.)

In a second example of how to create a 
Triple Diminished pattern, I again start on 
any of the twelve tones. (See Example 1 again.)

This time I will start by choosing D from 
the diminished chord on the right, then A 
from the diminished chord on the left, and 
then Bb from the diminished chord in the 
middle. My next note must come from the first 
diminished chord I used, but since we cannot 
repeat notes, I must choose either F, Ab or B. 
For this example I will choose B. 

Since I must keep the intervallic pattern of 
the notes I have chosen (↓5, ↑1, ↑1), then the 
following are determined. My next note must 
be a perfect fourth down (↓5) from B, which 
will be Gb (from the chord on the left), and 
then a semitone up (↑1) to G (from the mid-
dle chord), and then a semitone up (↑1) to Ab 
(from the chord on the right). My next note 
will be a perfect fourth down (↓5) to Eb (from 
the chord on the left), and then a semitone up 
(↑1) to E (from the middle chord), then a semi-
tone up (↑1) to F (the only note left from the 
diminished chord on the right). Next is a per-
fect fourth down (↓5) to C (from the chord on 
the left), and then another semitone up (↑1) to 
Db (from the middle chord). A semitone up 
(↑1) will bring us back to the starting note, 
D. (Example 3 shows this Triple Diminished 
pattern.)

Triple Diminished Cosmograms  
The next three examples are of what I call 

“Triple Diminished Cosmograms.” In creat-
ing these I used several Triple Diminished pat-
terns. Cosmograms are non-linear representa-
tions of organized intervallic potentialities. 
Unlike Western notation, they are not limited 
to being read left to right. We can read in any 
direction and move to any adjacent note: up, 
down, forward or backward. 

Furthermore, any one note or group of 
notes can be sounded in any range, timbre, 
attack or dynamic that is pleasing and inter-
esting. We can approach the next note by 
going up to it or down to it, skipping an octave, 
sliding up or down to it, leaving space before 
or after it, moving slowly, moving quickly, or 
leaving it by jumping to another place any-
where in the Cosmogram.

Example 2

Example 3

Cosmograms are similar to ragas in that 
they are more than scales, but less than pre-
determined melodies. They offer multiple 
perspectives and interpretations of interval-
lic, melodic and harmonic materials. The fun 
and the challenge is to find interesting shapes 
and bring out the expressive essence of each 
grouping of notes. 

Each arm of the Triple Diminished Galaxy 
(see Examples 4, 5 and 6 on the following 
page) has its own expressive potential wait-
ing to be brought to life by the sensitive musi-
cian. By playing and practicing inside the 
Cosmograms, a musician will develop dexter-
ity on any instrument in ways that are differ-
ent from practicing scales and arpeggios. This 
kind of creative involvement cultivates the 
capacity for spontaneous composition. 

These Cosmograms can be played by start-
ing anywhere and then moving in any direc-
tion for as many notes as seems musical to 
you, before moving to another part of the 
Cosmogram. As always, feel free to use any 
range, inversions, and phraseology you like. 

As a practice idea, I suggest choosing a few 
of your favorite Triple Diminished patterns 
and memorizing the intervallic pattern (for 
example (↑2, ↑2, ↓1). Practice this interval-
lic pattern starting from each of the 12 tones. 
Experiment with speed, range and dynam-
ics. After you become proficient, you can 
then proceed to add inversions wherever they 
sound good to you.

I have created many other Triple 
Diminished Cosmograms using the process 
outlined above. I use them to compositional-
ly structure the improvisational formats of my 
performing ensembles Go: Organic Orchestra, 

Moving Pictures and Hu: Vibrational, as well 
as in my through-composed works for string 
quartets, percussion groups and orchestras. 
For those who might wish to hear creative 
applications of Triple Diminished, I suggest 
you listen to recordings of these groups as well 
as to Yusef Lateef’s later recordings (some of 
which he and I collaborated on).

Playing Inside a Cosmogram 
• Start anywhere in the Cosmogram to 

find and create your own melodic shapes of 
any length and duration.

• Use your taste and judgment to find mel-
odies you like and then become fluent with 
them. 

• Use your own phraseology, dynamics, 
range and rhythm. 

• Repeat any note if you wish, as many 
times as you wish. 

• Any inversion of the intervals can be 
used. For example, ↑1 (up a semitone) can be 
played as ↓11 (down a major seventh), or it can 
be played up ↑13 (up a flat ninth) and so on.

• If you discover a melodic shape you like, 
memorize it. Then practice it starting in all 12 
keys. You can also practice it backwards. Vary 
the speed, range and dynamics.

• While the Matrices use the 12 tones of 
Western music, feel free to use any quarter 
tones and/or tuning systems you are familiar 
with or wish to become familiar with. 

• Practice approaching certain notes by 
sliding up or down to them in a way that 
sounds good to you. Then practice sliding 
down or up as you leave a note. Try this in dif-
ferent ranges and dynamics. 

• Examine the intervals. Slow down and 
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repeat any group of three or even two notes. How can you connect 
them? What is the rasa (the emotional color) implied in the interval? 
For example, does a minor third down (↓3) elicit a different feeling in 
you than a minor third up (↑3)? 

• Chords can be made by using groups of adjacent notes. Experiment 
with chord voicings and progressions.

• Listen to the “language” of what you play in the Matrices. Find the 
phrases and shapes that allow you to “speak” or “sing” on your instrument. 

• Bring your ideas, your music to it. Projecting deep feeling into the 
sounds you discover will bring them to life. 

In Your Own Voice 
When applying Triple Diminished, or any music concepts to our 

playing or composing, we should remember that it is intuition which 
reigns supreme in the act of creating music. I therefore invite you to let 
your own spirit and thoughts animate the Cosmograms. While craft 
gives us the freedom to say what we feel, and the intellect provides pro-
cess and context, it is intuition which is the voice of inspiration and 
the energetic core of playfulness in creativity. These music concepts are 
only pointers: The mystery of the unknown in music cannot be quan-
tified or written.

Music can sound like anything we can imagine. My hope is that 
these materials will provide an inspirational spark for both composers 
and performers to make their own discoveries and develop their own 
creative ideas in the context of the endless nature of what music can be. 
 DB

For the past four decades, composer and percussionist Adam Rudolph has performed extensively 
throughout North and South America, Europe, Africa and Asia. He has released more than 30 
recordings under his own name, featuring his compositions and percussion work. Rudolph 
composes for his ensembles Moving Pictures, Hu Vibrational and Go: Organic Orchestra, a 
30-piece group for which he has developed an original music notation and conducting system. 
He has taught and conducted hundreds of musicians worldwide in his Go: Organic Orchestra 
concept. Rudolph has performed with Don Cherry, Jon Hassel, Sam Rivers, Pharoah Sanders, 

Example 4

Example 5

Example 6

Muhal Richard Abrams, Shankar, Dave Liebman, Wadada Leo Smith, Philip Glass and Fred 
Anderson, among others. He toured extensively and recorded 15 albums with Yusef Lateef, 
including duets and large ensemble compositional collaborations. His compositions have been 
performed by the Momenta String Quartet, The Oberlin Percussion Group, Figura new music 
group and the Odense Percussion ensemble, among others. Rudolph is known as one the early 
innovators of what is now called “World Music.” In 1978 he co-founded, with Foday Musa Suso, 
the Mandingo Griot Society, one of the first groups to combine African and American music, and 
in 1988 he recorded the first fusion of American and Moroccan Gnawa music with sintir player 
Hassan Hakmoun. Rudolph has received numerous grants and awards for his work. His rhythm 
methodology book Pure Rhythm was published in 2006 and has been used by composers, 
performers, students and music institutions around the world. His newest book, Sonic Elements, 
expands to include Rudolph’s concepts of intervals, spontaneous composition and philosophy. 
For more information, visit metarecords.com or metarecords.bandcamp.com.
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Ingrid Laubrock’s Soprano Sax 
Solo on ‘The Last Quiet Place’
For me, the most difficult part of tran-

scribing Ingrid Laubrock’s sopra-
no saxophone improvisation on “The 

Last Quiet Place,” from her 2023 album of 
the same name on Pyroclastic, was the chord 

changes. (The solo is presented here in con-
cert key to accommodate all instrumental-
ists.) With violin, cello, bass and guitar all 
playing arranged parts, I got the feeling that 
Laubrock isn’t thinking chord changes — 

There’s a density to the arrangements Laubrock  
is improvising over that gives meaning to her choices.

Woodshed   BY JIMI DURSO
SOLO

especially with notes in the upper parts con-
flicting with the bass notes. (I’d debated not 
using chord symbols at all since I don’t feel 
they add to the transcription, but presenting 
the full arrangement is beyond the limits of 
the column). I generally consider it a good 
idea for readers to listen to the recordings 
these transcriptions are taken from, but for 
this one it’s almost essential. There’s a den-
sity to the arrangements she’s improvising 
over that gives meaning to (or at least give 
us a reference for) her choices.

Measure 13 is an example: Laubrock 
plays an Eb when there is clearly an E natu-
ral and an F in the guitar chord. If I’d notat-
ed that pitch as a D#, her line could be con-
ceived of as a B7(b5) arpeggio (though there 
is a G natural in there), which would be a 
tritone sub. But, using a dominant tritone 
substitute on what is mostly a major seventh 
chord? To my ear this section is not about 
chord changes, but more about intervals 
and the clusters they can create.

And yet, in spite of the vague nature of 
the harmonies, Laubrock’s phrasing is 
mostly scalar. There are the descending half 
steps in measure 9, but other than that the 
only non scalar motion we hear is across 
chord changes, such as across bars 25–26, 
where she switches to an A# after a G major 
run. This lick is coming very much from a 
jazz “lines over changes” approach, playing 
over the bar line and changing scales when 
the chord changes, though most of the rest 
of her improvising tends to eschew this 
approach. But the rest of her lines are gen-
erally discrete scales and arpeggios.

Laubrock’s use of space makes this even 
clearer. Most of her scale choices are sepa-
rated by large swaths of silence, long tones, 
or both. This makes the changes in scale 
less obvious, the opposite of that “lines over 
changes” jazz approach. There’s an Ab triad 
in bar 2, then a couple of measures off before 
we hear what’s basically a C major scale. 
Then, a full measure break before some-
thing that is definitely not a C major scale. 
Not enough to call it a scale, but it sort of 
implies a B7. Which is curious since after 
another break we hear that B7(b5) lick we 
already spoke about, as if she was setting up 
our ears for that sound. Then, after another 
short break we hear a descending G major 
scale followed by about a bar-and-a-half of 
silence and then some A major pentatonic.

She’s changing scales like a good jazz 
musician, but leaving large spaces between 
the switches, which goes against jazz con-
vention. But the effect is that it “masks” 
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Laubrock is changing scales like a good jazz musician,  
but leaving large spaces between the switches, which goes against jazz convention.

these changes somewhat, making the tran-
sitions smoother. Of course, the chang-
es in the bass and guitar make those divi-
sions clear, but Laubrock is choosing to not 
accentuate that in her improvisation. When 
improvising, we have the choice to go with 
or against what is going on around us. 
Sometimes creating contrast, as Laubrock 
is doing, can be more in line with the effect 
we wish to produce.

It’s also possible to create contrast with 
oneself. Laubrock’s phrasing is an example. 
At first glance it comes off as somewhat ran-
dom: a measure of notes in bar 2, a three bar 
phrase at 5–7, a bar of notes in measure 9 
ending with a long tone that takes up most 
of the next two measures, a bar-and-a-half 
starting in the middle of measure 12 with 
a half measure of notes leading from the 
end of bar 14 to the downbeat of the follow-
ing bar. But when we consider the spaces, it 
makes sense as four-bar phrases.

Measures 5–8 constitute a fairly clear 
four-bar phrase: three bars of notes with 
a one-measure break to separate it from 
the following phrase. The first four bars 
weren’t as clear, but having this more text-

book phrase creates the sense of the first 
four measures being a phrase. The next four 
bars (9–12) also fit this format: three bars of 
notes with a one bar break. Except it’s not 
a full bar, as another phrase starts right in 
the center of it. This pickup leads to anoth-
er three bars of notes followed by a one-bar 
break that also contains a pickup into the 
next four-measure break.

Is this an air-tight argument? No, of 
course not. Music doesn’t work that way. If 
everything were totally clear, it might not 
be as emotionally enticing (that applies 
to the harmonies as well as the phrasing). 
Laubrock could’ve made her four-bar phras-
es abundantly clear, or not played four-bar 
phrases at all, but I believe that wouldn’t 
have served the effect Laubrock was look-
ing to create. So, we can see those beginning 
phrases as four bars, as phrases of unequal 
lengths, or both, or neither. Same with the 
harmonies. This is a brave and also effective 
way of creating music.  DB

Jimi Durso is a guitarist and bassist based in the New York area. 
He recently released an album of Indian classical music played 
on the string bass, titled Border Of Hiranyaloka. Find out more 
at jimidurso.bandcamp.com.

When improvising, we have the 
choice to go with or against what 
is going on around us. Sometimes 
creating contrast — as Laubrock is 
doing — can be more in line with the 
effect we wish to produce.
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Yamaha Montage M Series
Advanced, Performance-Ready Synthesis in Motion

The first thing you’ll notice when 
you’re about the fire up Yamaha’s 
new Montage M — if you’re a syn-

thesizer player or sound designer who’s 
familiar with the company’s original 
Montage released in 2016 — is that things 
have changed a lot. For one thing, there’s a 
512 x 64 LCD screen above the knobs 
on the left side of the keyboard that 
wasn’t on the previous model. And 
when you look a little closer, you’ll 
start to notice that things like scene 
buttons and multi-function but-
tons that used to be located under-
neath the faders are now closer to 
the center of the Montage M, 
where they’re easier to get to. 
It’s all part of a major update to 
the user interface, which now 
provides direct access to key-
board control.

“The instant access to key-
board control, being able to 
turn things on and off on the 
fly, that’s really powerful,” said 
Blake Angelos, a Yamaha senior 
product marketing specialist, during an interview and demo via Zoom. 
“There are six display knobs underneath the touchscreen now that give 
you more direct access to parameters inside the screen itself. Before, with-
out those knobs, you’d have to be in the touchscreen a lot more. Well, this 
allows you to change the view mode, to change display mode when you’re 
in the main performance area. And as you go into the edit mode, you can 
get to stuff a lot faster, because when you select something to edit the dis-
play knobs will update to what is directly above them.”

The Montage M’s vastly improved user interface is just one of a slew of 
enhancements the Yamaha team built into its new flagship synthesiz-
er line, which includes three models: the 61-key M6 for synthesists, the 
76-key M7 for keyboardists and the 88-weighted-key M8x with polyphon-
ic aftertouch for pianists. “The Montage M8x’s brand new action uses an 
electromagnetic induction sensor, so it’s much like Yamaha’s hybrid pia-
nos that use similar technology,” Angelos said. “One of the reasons why we 
picked that action is it feels great; it’s very precise and nice to play. Montage 
M is moving forward to MIDI 2.0 compatibility, and one of the things that 
MIDI 2.0 allows is much higher resolution control. So this action on the 
M8x supports that as well, looking to the future.”

Designed to provide highly realistic, imitative and creative sound of a 
quality that surpasses its predecessor by leaps and bounds, Montage M 
features a new AN-X analog engine and improved AWM2 engine that, 
combined with the FM-X engine, give a total of 400 notes of polyphony. 
Musicians can also achieve optimal workflow integration through the 
Montage M’s USB MIDI and audio interface, an Expanded Softsynth plug-
in (coming this summer, along with an OS update) and faster and easier 
navigation. Other important features of the Montage M include 9.97 GB 
of preset waveROM, 16 libraries (640 performances per library), 3.8 GB 

of user flash memory and a sweet-sounding 
VCM rotary speaker simulation.

It’s also abundantly clear that the OS is 
much faster on the Montage M. “Everything 
about it is faster,” Angelos said. “In fact, one 
thing we have is Smart Morph, which is a 
machine learning sort of process that takes 

an FM sound and does a quick analy-
sis of it and then places it across a grid 
on the panel and allows you to morph 
around. On the old Montage, it took 
like 20 seconds to run that, and on 
the new Montage M it takes like one 
second.”

The 16-voice AN-X polyphonic 
virtual analog sound engine opens 

a whole new range of synsthe-
sis capabilities to Montage users. 
“It has three oscillators plus one 
noise oscillator,” Angelos said. 
“Each of the oscillators has its 
own self-sync, so that brings you 
into a different world of sound. 
There are tons of these analog 
modeling engines out there, and 
AN-X has a very unique sound 

because of things like oscillator-sync and noise oscillator. You also have 
some nice-sounding saturation, especially on the filters, which gives the 
sounds more power and fullness.”

Yamaha nearly doubled the amount of waveROM on the Montage M 
and increased flash memory by a similarly large factor. Users now have up 
to 128 elements (Yamaha-speak for the building blocks of an AWM sam-
ple-based sound) per part. That’s a huge deal, and perhaps the best illus-
tration of this is in the all-enveloping 9-foot Yamaha CFX concert grand 
sound. “All of the sounds on the Montage M are much more expressive 
and engaging,” Angelos said. “There are some wonderful orchestral per-
cussion sounds that have up to 56 elements per part that are really dynam-
ic. For sound designers who want to make some cool sampled sounds, this 
is ready to go.”

Motion Control is yet another exciting feature of the Montage M. It 
bascially records controller gestures inside of a grid, with up to 16 steps 
constituting a motion: “It could be on/off (hold), or it could be a step 
sequence up or down, and you can syncronize them to tempo,” Angelos 
said. “You can apply them to a filter, for example, where you play a pad and 
it will automatically play a filter suite that’s in tempo with the music. You 
can expand up to 6,400% of a 16-measure motion, so it takes it out maybe 
32 measures for an entire motion to play. You have these things that devel-
op over long periods of time as you play them. And you can have up to four 
lanes happening at the same time, and each of those lanes can be assigned 
to different controllers. It’s bascially a controlled sequence, and if you need 
things that are pad-like or rhythmic, that’s what the motion sequencer 
can do effectively. There’s a lot of cinematic-type stuff you can do with the 
motion sequence over time.”  —Ed Enright
usa.yamaha.com

Toolshed
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Toolshed     GEAR BOX

1. Impact Resistance
The Gator Grooves series of drum cases from 
Gator Cases offer durability and impact 
resistance. Crafted with weather-resistant, 
roto-modeled polymer, they ensure maximum 
protection for drums in any environment. 
The series features an exterior lid design with 
interlocking channels that facilitate stacking to 
optimize storage space. 
More info: gatorco.com

 
2. Vibrant Splashes
Toca Percussion’s EP Splash Congas and Bongos 
— a collaboration between the company and 
percussionist Erik Piza — feature a gloss black 
base coat adorned with vibrant splashes of 
yellow, teal and Piza’s signature orange. The 
artistic expression of the drums, each of which 
is a one-of-a-kind creation, draws inspiration 
from the works of Jackson Pollock. 
More info: tocapercussion.com

3. Clean Acoustic Power
 Fishman’s Loudbox Micro packs 40 watts of 
clean acoustic power into a lunchbox-sized 
acoustic combo. A sealed-cabinet design 
paired with a bi-amplified driver configuration 
generates full tone from acoustic instruments. 
The amp features a dedicated microphone 
channel alongside an instrument channel with 
a master volume knob and Fishman’s preamp 
and tone control design.
More info: fishman.com

 
4. Flat Active Guitar Cabinet
The Model 22 active flat-panel guitar cabinet 
from Eminent Technology can act as an FRFR 
speaker for acoustic guitar and instrument 
modeling, or switch it into Amp+Cab mode and 
run it with pedals while accessing 350 watts 
of clean headroom. The 16-pound speaker 
measures 16 inches high by 22 inches wide by 
5 inches deep and has an open back design 
with ports allowing for extra clarity in the lower 
register. The Model 22 has a preamp mode, a 
cab voice-only mode and a Amp+Cab mode to 
emulate an electric guitar for the player who 
just wants to plug in and play. 
More info: etprospeakers.com

5. Superb Clarity
Samson’s EarAmp EWM100 wireless in-
ear monitoring system delivers superior 
audio and superb clarity. EarAmp enhances 
performance, reduces clutter and provides 
protected listening, empowering performers 
with customizable mixes, reliable connectivity 
and sound isolation. The ER100 receiver is a 
compact stereo bodypack featuring a 1/8-inch 
stereo output connector for in-ear monitors. 
More info: samsontech.com

6. Bridge the Tuner Gap
Peterson Strobe Tuners’ StroboClip HDC has a 
long-lasting, rechargeable lithium-ion battery, 
a high-definition multi-color display and more 
than 65 sweetened and guided tunings. 
Accurate to .01 cents, the StroboClip HDC 
bridges the gap between Peterson’s clip-on and 
pedal tuners. 
More info: petersontuners.com
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INDIE LIFE

Christopher Zuar and his wife/collaborator, Anne Beal.

CHRISTOPHER ZUAR: 
FORGING A SUBTLE BIG BAND 

But big band life can also represent a 
compelling and uniquely rewarding cre-
ative process and sound palette, for those 

who are called. Just ask just ask Christo-
pher Zuar, the gifted composer/arranger/
bandleader whose new album, Exuber-

Tending the soil of large ensemble jazz culture can be a chal-
lenging, labor-intensive and sometimes thankless job. The 
stakes rise considerably for independent operators, without 
the support system of an institution or government-based art 
funding.
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D ance, arrives as a promise-affirming fol-
low-up to his acclaimed 2016 Sunnyside 
debut, Musings. 

On the new Christopher Zuar Orchestra 
album — conducted by another big band 
specialist, Mike Holober — Zuar’s sophisti-
cated and subtle ensemble inventions are 
fortified with lyricism and strong soloing 
(by tenor saxophonist Jason Rigby, gui-
tarist Pete McCann, pianist Glenn Zaleski, 
guest violinist Sara Caswell and others). 
The individual pieces are stitched into a 
integrated seven-piece collection, with a 
cohesive conceptual ethos.

If an implicit sense of narrative is con-
veyed by the album’s sequence, one un-
derscoring theme might be an unfolding 
love story. Seeds of the project were sown 
in 2017, when he started making musi-
cal sketches at the Fellows at MacDowell 
artist’s residency in New Hampshire. Ser-
endipitously, he also met his future wife, 
animation filmmaker Anne Beal, at the res-
idency, and the pair collaborated on vari-
ous aspects of the album.

As Zuar relays, “Just as the project was 
picking up steam, the pandemic hit, which 
threw a lot of uncertainty into the mix. 
A large chunk of the record was written 
during the lockdowns — it’s one of the 
things that kept me sane during that time. 
I feel really fortunate to have had a cre-
ative project to consume my mind with. So 
many of my friends and colleagues were 
not so lucky. 

“It can be challenging to stay motivat-
ed on one project for that long, especially 
considering how demanding I am of myself 
and the people I work with. We saw the 
project through to the end and I’m really 
proud of what we made.”

Thinking big, musically, is a trait from 
childhood for Zuar, who grew up on Long 
Island, New York. He explains that “for one 
reason or another, orchestral music has al-
ways spoken to me. Whether it’s big band 
or symphonic orchestra, the power of a 
large group of musicians playing together 
has moved me since I fell in love with both 
jazz and classical music as a 4th grader 
who just picked up the trumpet.”

In his formative era, Zuar was also drawn 
toward big band music via childhood 
friend Theo Katzman, a musician and son 
of West Coast trumpeter Lee Katzman, who 
worked with Stan Kenton and Gerry Mulli-
gan. Zuar “sought out, and consumed, ev-
ery record Lee played on. I started writing 
big band music in high school, trying to 
figure some things out. Twenty years later, 
and I’m still trying to figure things out — 
but the passion hasn’t died. The possibili-
ties within writing for a jazz orchestra feel 
endless.

“While the orchestral palette is a defin-
ing characteristic of my music — lots of 
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woodwinds, muted brass, percussion — 
some of the pieces on Exuberance tap 
into the string band world with the use of 
violin, mandolin, banjo, dobro. I’m hav-
ing a blast working with those tonalities 
in an orchestral jazz context. When I re-
visit some of my early musical influences, 
in the music that my parents listened to 
[Jackson Browne, Joni Mitchell, Carole 
King, Cream, Yes and Steely Dan], I hear 
how that music and its use of strings and 

lyricism has crept into my compositional 
language, too.”

Asked to cite a handful of prime in-
fluences on his own musical voice, Zuar 
says, “Jim McNeely, Maria Schneider and 
Mike Holober are a few composers who I 
have gotten to know and learn from over 
the years.” He had a near-miss studying 
with Bob Brookmeyer, who left the New 
England Conservancy just as Zuar arrived 
there, but he says, “I would add him to 
that list of early influences as well as 
Thad Jones and Kenny Wheeler. 

“I would be remiss if I didn’t mention 
Arnold Schoenberg, Alexander Scriabin, 
Charles Ives and J.S. Bach as composers 
whose work deeply influenced me and 
continues to do so. These days I’m also in-
spired by contemporary composers who 
push the boundaries of their mediums, 
like Gabriel Kahane.”

By this point, Zuar has earned a re-
spected position in the big band world, 
having had his music played by such leg-
endary transatlantic groups as the WDR 
Big Band, the Danish Radio Big Band and 
the Brussels Jazz Orchestra. His resume 
includes arrangements for Ben Wendell, 
Joel Ross, Theo Bleckmann and others.

“I love working with European big 
bands,” he exclaims. “Miho Hazama, the 
composer and chief director of the Dan-
ish Radio Big Band, is a friend, and I’m 
always honored when she asks me to 
contribute arrangements for her proj-
ects. These are exceptional bands with a 
wonderful history and a love for new and 
adventurous music.”

Exuberance is at once new and adven-
turous and rooted in redefined tradition. 
Zuar and Beal interacted in various ways 
during the creative process on the proj-
ect. She gave advice and helped with 
production, responded to his music with 

her imagery and penned the lyrics to the 
album’s poignant finale, the title track 
“Exuberance.” Together, they formed the 
music and art entity/record label aptly 
named Tonal Conversations. Future in-
teractive plans include Zuar’s musical re-
sponses to her visual impetuses.

Zuar admits that “collaborating with 
your partner can be challenging; you 
don’t leave the work in the studio at the 
end of the day like you would with oth-

er collaborators. All of the successes and 
failures, agreements and disagreements 
follow you home, and it can be hard to 
know where to draw the line — for your 
work and your marriage. 

“That being said, sharing in the cre-
ative act with someone you love, espe-
cially when the work is about the life 
you are building together, is a beautiful 
experience, one I wouldn’t trade for any-
thing.” He adds that “the lyrics she wrote 
for ‘Exuberance’ are deeply meaningful 
to me and elevated the music to another 
level emotionally.”

In an unorthodox album-structuring 
move, the sequence reaches its endgame 
with that sumptuously lyrical (and lyr-
ic-fitted) vocal song (glowingly sung by 
Emma Frank). As Zuar comments, “We 
went through many different iterations 
of the order, but ultimately landed on 
one that takes the listener on a journey 
sequentially through time, from when I 
met Anne at MacDowell, to our marriage 
six years later. This album is in large part 
about growth.

“To fully grasp the meaning of ‘Exuber-
ance,’ I wanted the listener to experience 
the journey, all the joys and sorrows that 
led me there. It was also the last piece I 
composed. I wanted to leave the listen-
er with the words Anne wrote, which felt 
like a poignant response to the first 50 
minutes of the record.”

Zuar’s creative workflow continues in 
various directions, in alliance with Beal 
and beyond. 

“I try to always have something on my 
writing desk,” he says, “even if it’s just for 
myself. Currently I’m working on a collec-
tion of short pieces for solo piano. It’s a 
nice break from all the large ensemble 
music I’ve been writing.”

  —Josef Woodard

‘I love working with 
European big bands.’
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With her new crowdfunded release From Here, Allgood is hitting the big leagues.

ALYSSA ALLGOOD ENJOYS 
THE VIEW FROM HERE 

Chicago’s Alyssa Allgood was only half 
kidding when she quipped, “We’re mad 
good!” about her professional partnership 
with saxophonist Chris Madsen at Winters 
Jazz Club in April, where they performed a 
superb set of Ellingtonia alongside Chris-
tian Dillingham, Greg Artry and Ben Waltz-
er. “We hope you’ll agree,” she bashfully 
added before faultlessly frolicking through 
“I’m Beginning To See The Light,” “Just 
Squeeze Me” and a rambunctious “I Ain’t 
Got Nothing But The Blues.” Yet at 31, while 
pointing out that Strayhorn wrote the song 
as a teenager, she also tackled “Lush Life” 
and more poignantly still, “I Didn’t Know 
About You.”

Although Allgood is well known in Chica-
go for her consummate command of rep-
ertoire and a consistent string of albums 
under her own name — as well as her work 

as an educator (she directs the Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble at University of Illinois Chicago 
and teaches arranging) — with her latest of-
fering, a crowdfunded release on the Next 
label, she’s hitting the big league.

From Here, produced by vocalist Jeff Bak-
er and recorded at Gradwell House in New 
Jersey last August, boasts world-class per-
sonnel with bassist John Patitucci, pianist 
Geoffrey Keezer, drummer Kendrick Scott 
and quicksilver saxophonist Greg Ward.

It takes a minute to grow into a truly in-
dividual artist, but a potent enquiry from 
course director Dana Hall while studying for 
her master’s degree in jazz studies at De-
Paul hastened the Westmont, Illinois-raised 
Allgood’s agenda: “Are you ready to commit 
to yourself?”

“That question really helped push me 
to intention,” recalled Allgood, before per-

forming at Winters, the picturesque down-
town Chicago riverside club with a reputa-
tion as a singers’ room. Allgood had been 
working up originals for a while, including  
“Time Told,”  a co-write with bassist Dennis 
Carroll from her excellent 2021 album What 
Tomorrow Brings (Cellar Music) that serves 
as a vehicle for her scat skills. However, a 
serendipitous meeting with Next Label 
founder Baker at the JEN conference in Or-
lando offered opportunity (with additional 
help from Luminarts Cultural Foundation) 
to double down on her egalitarian message 
of self-belief and positivity.

“We started Next Records in 2019 to 
serve as a launchpad for emerging artists 
we felt were worthy of wider recognition,” 
commented Baker via email. “Alyssa is the 
first artist we’ve signed who arrived with 
an established career to match her ex-

Jazz singers are a rarified breed. Only a handful actually make it and sustain a career with any 
degree of national or international notoriety. They have to be uniformly steely and tenacious, 
yet translate tenderness and vulnerability, too.
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traordinary talent, so her needs as an art-
ist were different.”

The expectant What Tomorrow Brings 
gave notice of Allgood’s boldness, swagger, 
surefooted musicianship and a thirst for 
mature songs like Abbey Lincoln’s regret-
fully defiant “Should Have Been.” The exis-
tential shrug of Lincoln’s line “But here we 
are, we are here” might well have sublimi-
nally suggested the title “From Here,” but 
it’s clear in the soaring-against-odds con-
ceits of her new songs — “Your Wings,” “Still 
Searching” and the alchemically optimistic 
“Turn To Gold” — that Allgood knows how 
to flip lingering lamentation into booster 
packs for collective uplift.

After a dramatic press roll from Kendrick 
Scott, Ward’s fleet-and-feathery alto her-
alds “Burn (For Betty),” the opening track 
from the Next album, which alternates 
slow strut with bristling quadruple time 
from bass ace Patitucci. Keezer punctuates 
and coruscates as Ward darts, ducks and 
dives. These dudes provide a wild ride, but 
Allgood is more than surf-ready and scats 
back on the tide, then glides. When pressed 
to comment about working with these 
master musicians, she encapsulates in one 
word: “Open,” she states, “they’re incredi-
bly open.” 

The burning Betty in question is Betty 
Carter, and like that formidable forebear, 
Allgood is a jazz musician first, who’s instru-

ment is the voice. Not invested in represent-
ing the pretty thing who stands in front of 
the band, she’ll wear pants and jumpsuit 
ahead of frilly frock. “I love the way Kurt 
Elling, for example, takes responsibility for 
shifting energy and dynamics,” she enthus-
es, “shapes the flow, occupies the music.” 
You can hear such activity on “No Good,” 
an eat-my-dust original that whiffs of a Bob 
Dorough or Johnny Frigo ditty. After echo-
ing a woodpecker riff from Scott’s snare, ev-
idence she’s a listener as well as a forceful 
leader, Allgood ascends with a poised scat 
line two minutes in. 

Ella is clearly an influence (Allgood was 
the first winner of the Ella Fitzgerald Jazz 
Vocal Competition in 2017), as is Joni Mitch-
ell (beyond the rendition here of “Both 
Sides Now”); perhaps portions of Flora Pu-
rim powder the fade of “Still Searching.” 
But Allgood has forged her own hard-won, 
distinct message about personal empower-
ment. Where Mitchell found the devil in de-
tail, Allgood opts for universal sentiments, 
her lyrics communing with each other in a 
blossoming, triumphant suite, buttressed 
with structural ideas, such as the boppish 
pas de deux with Patitucci on “Your Wings,” 
and the budding beginning of “Brave Little 
Flower,” which grows into klaxon stomp.

“Turn To Gold” bears close inspection, 
the cliché of the title belied by an autum-
nal metaphor: “Listen to the leaves/The sigh 

that each one breathes/They whisper to the 
wind ‘Let’s begin’/Ready to let go/Their col-
ors show.”

“Dream” is a lovely moment; it trumps 
“On A Clear Day,” which follows with All-
good’s own manifesto. “Stop wishing on 
the moon/Start working for you/That’s 
when your dreams come true,” she sings 
as Ward curlicues round her. “At one point 
I thought I must have added a harmony but 
it was Greg perfectly shadowing me,” com-
ments Allgood about the session, which was 
sumptuously recorded by Matt Weber and 
mixed by Chicago veteran Brian Schwab.

Making a beautiful record ain’t all she 
wrote, though. You’ve got to shop the 
wares, and to that end Allgood, who books 
her own gigs, already had vinyl pressed to 
accompany her CD release residency at Chi-
cago’s Jazz Showcase, where she was joined 
by Ward, Scott, pianist Julius Tucker and 
bassist Ethan Philion.

“I think working with Next has allowed 
Alyssa to tap into the larger jazz commu-
nity, and to assert herself as a composer, 
arranger and creative artist,” said Baker. “I 
also believe the label helped her galvanize 
her ‘tribe’ of fans and listeners, and pour 
the support and resources directly into the 
project. Alyssa is a force of nature, and I 
believe From Here is finally her music, her 
voice and her vision presented, without 
compromise.”  —Michael Jackson
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WILLY RODRIGUEZ: 
GIVE THE DRUMMER SOME LOVE!

He’s like a sonic astronaut, comfortable jam-
ming on genres that are as far apart as Mars’ 
fiery plains are from the Moon’s cool, cratered 
landscape.

Rodriguez’s debut album, Seeing Sounds, 
sees the 41-year-old Latin Grammy winner in-
vestigating post-hard-bop, Afro-Cuban tradi-
tionalism, avant-garde and drum solo terrain, 
a not-unusual menu for a thinking jazz musi-
cian’s debut as a leader. But when Rodriguez 
trades his thinner 7A sticks for a heavier 5B 
model, his Dr. Jekyll transforms into Mr. Hyde.

After graduating from New England Con-
servatory with his master’s, Rodriguez made 
his mark on recordings by Dave Liebman, Mon 
Laferte and Domino Saints; he has gigged ex-
tensively with Jason Palmer, John Ellis, Melis-
sa Aldana and with his salsa group The 427 
Flavah Factory, an ensemble that frequently 
lit up Wally’s Jazz Café in Boston. But it’s with 
progressive doom-rock band The Mars Volta 
where Rodriguez’s alter-ego — as a seemingly 
multilimbed, double-brained, odd-meter-de-
vouring Hercules — surfaced.

On The Mars Volta’s 2022 release, Que Dios 
Te Maldiga Mi Corazon, Rodriguez drums with 
fire and intensity, injecting hard-shelled tradi-
tional rhythms into Mars’ manic arrangements 
and complex metric challenges.

“It’s literally like being a boxer,” Rodriguez 

said from his home in New York. “I had to lock 
myself in a room, grab the 5B sticks and punish 
my body every day. I had to condition myself. 
It’s two different worlds, man. It’s messed up 
because I had to stop playing jazz for months 
and just practice that hardcore, loud music. I 
had to get physical, sweaty, with strong head-
phones, practicing loud the whole time be-
cause it’s all about building stamina.”

Flipping to the jazz side, joined by trum-
peter  Jason Palmer,  saxophonist  Hery 
Paz,  pianist  Leo Genovese,  bassists  John 
Hébert  and  Kenneth Jimenez  and special 
guest artist Dave Liebman on saxophone, Ro-
driguez’s Seeing Sounds is equally demanding, 
if less physically abusive.

The album begins in a spiritual mood with 
“Beyond The Struggle,” inspired by John Col-
trane’s “Psalm.” “It’s about how we learn from 
our failures, that feeling of coming out of 
something messed up but growing out of it,” 
Rodriguez reflected. “The way I was trying to 
do something, of course, influenced by Col-
trane, but sometimes when you put musicians 
in an uncomfortable zone, that’s when their 
real soul comes out. That’s the sound I was 
looking for, to show the heart of the musicians 
instead of their muscle memory or their skills. I 
was thinking of how you learn from failure and 
how you acknowledge it.”

Puerto Rican-born drummer/composer Willy Rodriguez now calls 
New York City his home, but he isn’t afraid to push boundaries. 

“Roy’s Masterplan” honors eternal jazz 
drumming godfather Roy Haynes, spreading 
Rodriguez’s percolating pocket under Palmer 
and Paz’s sultry improvisations as the rhythm 
section darts and dives around the front line.

“I needed their spontaneous, magical, mys-
tical, mysterious exploratory vibe,” Rodriguez 
said. “For ‘Roy’s Masterplan’ I produced a line 
of numbers, let the musicians choose their key, 
then we played to that series of numbers, com-
binations of odd meters.”

Rodriguez trades dissonant ideas with Lieb-
man on “Guani”; traverses Art Blakey-styled 
bop into more impressionistic terrain on “Fixed 
Goal”; and offers an homage to his instructors, 
Ralph Peterson Jr. and Bob Gullotti, in “Praise.” 

On the drum solo vehicle “Self Love,” Rodri-
guez combines washy crash cymbals, pointil-
list full-set punctuations and Roy Haynes-like 
snare drum accents amid a minimalist, recur-
ring theme. “That’s a funny thing here in New 
York,” Rodriguez said. “At gigs, everyone solos 
for 40 hours, yet they never let the drummers 
do a solo. We say, ‘Where’s the love to the 
drummer?’ I called it ‘Self Love,’ because no 
one cares. I just love myself. If you go to Smalls, 
everyone plays long solos. No one thinks about 
the drummer.”

“The Red-Tailed Hawk Is Going To Eat Your 
Babies” combines field recordings by produc-
er Tehn Vega with Rodriguez’s approximation 
of his noisy backyard in Puerto Rico. Amid bird 
calls, rustling trees and ambient city sounds, 
Rodriguez, Hébert and Paz quake, propel and 
jab, the sum effect like a band of whirling der-
vishes flying among the trees. 

“I grew up in Puerto Rico, in my ‘jungley’ 
backyard, where we had mango trees and the 
birds were always there, eating and singing 
loudly. And I was practicing drums. One day 
a hawk was eating someone’s mess or some-
thing, and the noise was crazy. I’ve always had 
a funny idea that I was going to have some-
thing wacky on the record. I got my friend Tehn 
Vega, amazing producer and sound engineer, 
to record different birds from my town. And I 
improvised with the guys, and we put it all to-
gether, man. It worked out beautifully.”

Equally compelling, the album’s eerie cov-
er art depicts black tar dripping over a ballet 
dancer’s legs, with one foot held aloft — and a 
black horn growing from its ankle.

“In Puerto Rico, they still have cock fights or 
rooster fights,” Rodriguez recalled. “I was work-
ing with a Cuban painter who lives in P.R., he 
has a raw perspective on the culture, and the 
African thing in the Caribbean. This painting 
reflects Cuban folklore, and Yoruba dancers 
with spikes like roosters. I fell in love with it, be-
cause we had ‘The Red-Tailed Hawk Is Going To 
Eat Your Babies,’ and the relationship between 
birds and dancers. The dancers don’t literally 
have rooster’s horns on their feet. I wanted to 
get something to show sounds visually without 
showing instruments. I thought it was the per-
fect creative license.”        —Ken Micallef

“I had to lock myself in a room, grab the 5B sticks and punish my body every day,” 
Rodriguez said of preparing to record with the band Mars Volta.
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47th ANNUAL

This year’s SMA winners 
show hard work pays off!

Jazz Vocal Soloist Lucia Nuñez of Florida International University  
is an Outstanding Performance honoree.
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Funk Fu, from the University of Music and Performing Arts, Graz earned 
an Outstanding Performance Award in the Graduate College Division.

WELCOME TO THE 

110 COMPOSERS
This year, we take a 
close look at our top 
student Composers, 
focusing on those stu-
dents creating music for 
large ensembles. It’s a 
promising group, includ-
ing one participant who 
took on the challenge as 
an eighth-grader! 

WINNER LISTINGS
  78  Jazz Soloists
  80 Small Jazz Combos
  84  Large Jazz Ensembles
  90 Vocal Jazz Soloists
  92  Small Vocal Jazz Groups
  93  Large Vocal Jazz Ensembles
1 00  Blues/Pop/Rock Soloists
 105  Blues/Pop/Rock Groups
 107  Latin Jazz Groups
 108  Original Composition — Small Ensemble
 113  Original Composition — Large Ensemble
 115  Jazz Arrangement
 117  Engineered Live Recording
 118  Engineered Studio Recording
 119  Judging Criteria

FEATURES

82 THE SOLOISTS
This year’s crop of win-
ning Soloists spans the 
full range of jazz educa-
tion — from junior high 
phenoms to graduate 
student veterans. From 
the East to the Midwest 
to the West, these stu-
dents opitimize the vir-
tues of hard work lead-
ing to true talent!

94 LARGE 
ENSEMBLES
How do you make a dis-
parate group sound like 
a finely tuned machine? 
This year’s Large 
Ensemble honroees know!

Sam Taylor
Ricardo Arana 

The “Z” Big Band
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COMPLETE RESULTS

STUDENT MUSIC AWARDS

Bailey Giles, William Paterson University, Co-Winner

Taylor Lee, L.A. County High School, 
Outstanding Performance

Lue Shen, Shanghai Conservatory, 
Outstanding Performance

Jordan McAllister, New World 
Arts High School, Winner

Benjamin Schwartz, Newark Academy, Co-WinnerJoshua Wong, UCLA, Outstanding Performance

Kellin Hanas, Manhattan School of Music, 
Outstanding Performance

 JAZZ SOLOIST

Junior High School Winner
Griffin Kelleher
Guitar
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

Junior High School 
Outstanding Performance
Grace Chen
Organ & Piano
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

High School Winners
Benjamin Schwartz
Drums
Newark Academy
Julius Tolentino
Livingston, New Jersey

Jasper Zimmerman
Piano
Hastings High School
Eric Day
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York

High School 
Outstanding Performances
Benjamin Collins-Siegel
Piano
Newark Academy
Julius Tolentino
Livingston, New Jersey

Laesio Littlejohn
Bass
Plano West Senior High School
Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

Nicolo Boselli
Alto Saxophone
Plano West Senior 
High School
Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

ER
IC

 E
B

A
R

Performing Arts  
High School Winner
Jordan McAllister
Alto Saxophone
New World School of the Arts
Jim Gasior
Miami, Florida

Performing Arts High School 
Outstanding Performance
Taylor Lee
Piano
Los Angeles County High School
for the Arts
Alex Hahn
Los Angeles, California

High School Honors Winner
Cosmo Lieberman
Alto Saxophone
Colburn Community School
Lee Secard
Los Angeles, California

High School Honors  
Outstanding Performance
Jack Lieberman
Tenor Saxophone
Colburn Community School
Lee Secard
Los Angeles, California

Community College Winner
Aidan Farrell
Tenor Saxophone
Santa Monica Community 
College
Frederick (Keith) Fiddmont
Santa Monica, California

Community College  
Outstanding Performance
Roman Goron
Piano
Bellevue College
Brian Shaw
Bellevue, Washington
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Valley_Christian High School Combo 1, Winner
Pacific Jazz Ambassadors, 

University of the Pacific, Winner

McGill Jazz Conglomerate, McGill University, Outstanding Performance

Undergraduate College Winner
Alexander Nicodemus
Piano
University of Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music
Sergio Pamies
Cincinnati, Ohio

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Akihiro Kokufukata
Trumpet
Berklee College of Music
Tiger Okoshi
Boston, Massachusetts

Joshua Wong
Piano
University of California, Los 
Angeles
Otmaro Ruiz
Los Angeles, California

Kellin Hanas
Trumpet
Manhattan School of Music
Ingrid Jensen
New York, New York

Lue Shen
Guitar
Shanghai Conservatory of Music
Xiongguan ZHANG
Shanghai, China

Parker Sibley
Drums
University of Northern Colorado
Jim White
Greeley, Colorado

Graduate College Winners
Bailey Giles
Alto & Tenor Saxophones
William Paterson University
David Demsey
Wayne, New Jersey

Harvard-Westlake Middle School 
Jazz Explorers, Co-Winner

Sam Taylor
Tenor Saxophone
DePaul University
Scott Burns
Chicago, Illinois 

Graduate College  
Outstanding Performances
Adam Gang
Tenor Saxophone
University of Denver
Remy Le Boeuf
Denver, Colorado

Thomas Molina
Trumpet
California State University, 
Sacramento
Steve Roach
Sacramento, California

  SMALL JAZZ COMBO

Junior High School Winners
Derby Academy  
Organ Trio
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

Jazz Explorers
Harvard-Westlake 
Middle School
Starr Schaftel Wayne &  
Wes Smith
Los Angeles, California

Junior High School  
Outstanding Performance
Eckstein Middle School 
Combo
Eckstein Middle School
Moc Escobedo
Seattle, Washington

High School Winner
Valley Christian Combo l
Valley Christian High School
Dr. Michael Jones
San Jose, California

High School 
Outstanding Performance
Jazz “A” Band
Crossroads School for Arts and 
Sciences
Ramsey Castaneda
Santa Monica, California

Performing Arts 
High School Winner
Hamilton High School  
A Combo
Alexander Hamilton High School 
Academy of Music and 
Performing Arts
Philip Topping
Los Angeles, California

Performing Arts High School 
Outstanding Performances
Egor Tokarev and  
All Colors of Jazz Union 
Conservatorium van Amsterdam
Simon Rigter
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Combo Prime
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Patrick Bowen
Las Vegas, Nevada

High School Honors  
Ensemble Winners
Colburn Jazz Workshop 
Thursday Night Band
Night Band
Colburn Community School

Lee Secard
Los Angeles, California

Kian T. Linam Trio
Eric Byrd Trio Private Jazz 
Improvisation
Eric Byrd
Frederick, Maryland

High School Honors Ensemble 
Outstanding Performances
Advanced High School 
Jazz Workshop I
The Jazzschool at California Jazz 
Conservatory
Peter Horvath
Berkeley, California

Colburn Jazz Workshop 
Monday Night Band
Colburn Community School
Lee Secard
Los Angeles, California

Community College Winner
SMC Jazz Small Group
Santa Monica College
Frederick (Keith) Fiddmont
Santa Monica, California
Outstanding Soloist:
Aidan Farrell, Tenor Saxophone

Community College  
Outstanding Performance
KCKCC Jazz Workshop
Kansas City Kansas Community 
College
Brett Jackson
Kansas City, Kansas

Undergraduate College Winner
Pacific Jazz Ambassadors
University of the Pacific
Patrick Langham
Stockton, California
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GENERATIONAL TALENT, DEEP DIVES AND 
the passing of the Student Music Award 
torch served as common themes among this 
year’s Jazz Instrumental Soloist honorees.

Junior High School honoree Griffin 
Kelleher, a guitarist at Derby Academy in 
Hingham, Massassachusetts, made quite 
the first impression on his band director, 
Brian Martin.

“We did a virtual talent show early into 
the pandemic, and he submitted a video of 
himself as an 11-year-old guitarist playing 
Jimi Hendrix,” Martin said. “And I was like, 
‘Who is this kid?’ And I quickly realized we 
had a fairly monstrous musician coming in 
at that age.”

Initially “resistant” to jazz, according 
to Martin, Kelleher went from honoring 
electric guitar pioneer Hendrix to studying 

Charlie Parker and later Wes Montgomery 
and Grant Green. Kelleher also connected 
with classmates Grace Chen (organ/piano 
plus some bass and cello) and drummer 
Nate Ward to form a middle school organ 
trio.

As the Derby Academy Organ Trio, the 
three have won SMAs in multiple catego-
ries over the past three years. Having been 
awarded the Blues/Pop/Rock Soloist award 
in 2022 (as well as this year), Kelleher set a 
goal to also win it in the Jazz category, says 
Martin — himself an SMA honoree in 2020 
for Outstanding Arrangement for Studio 
Orchestra in the Graduate College category 
while at University of Massachusetts Am-
herst.

And what’s the word on high school 
honoree Jasper Zimmerman? “He just keeps 

getting better and better,” says Eric Day, 
the pianist’s band director at Hastings High 
School in Hastings-on-Hudson, New York. 
“I met Jasper, who’s now a junior, when he 
was a seventh grader, and he just blew me 
away. He was just playing so maturely and 
had such a command of the jazz language 
already at that young age.

“At first, he was really into stride. So 
here’s this little seventh grader who’s a 
stride pianist,” he continues. “And as time 
goes by, he has gotten so versatile and can 
play in all different styles. And his improvi-
sation is just so creative and seems to come 
out of him freely.”

With the Big Apple close by, Zimmer-
man has already taken advantage of the 
City that Never Sleeps’ robust performance 
opportunities. “He’s very tied into the New 

Jasper Zimmerman

DB AWARD WINNERS — THE SOLOISTSDB AWARD WINNERS — THE SOLOISTS

Aidan Farrell

Sam Taylor

Griffin Kelleher

Alexander Nicodemus
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York City scene already,” Day reports. “I’ve 
seen him play gigs in Queens and Manhat-
tan as well as in Westchester County, where 
he lives.

“We have a lot of really super-talented 
kids here, but what Jasper does is pretty 
singular,” Day concludes. “I think of him as 
a once-in-a-career student.”

Community college honoree Aidan Far-
rell may have you believing in Carl Jung’s 
theory of the collective unconscious.

“It is phenomenal and kind of spooky: 
He plays with a vocabulary that you would 
not even think that he would be exposed 
to,” says Keith Fiddmont, Farrell’s professor 
at Santa Monica College in Southern Cali-
fornia and a fellow saxophonist. “The first 
time I heard him play, I said, ‘You’re doing 
a lot of things like Pete Christlieb.’ And he 
goes, ‘OK. I really haven’t listened to him 
much.’ He seems to get it through the at-
mosphere somehow.

“Now, we just talk informally about 
things to check out because he already has 
a direction,” Fiddmont adds. “In fact, he’s 
incorporated altissimo range stuff into his 
language. So his lines, going from  altissimo 
to the meat of the horn, are flawless. He’s 
got that more together than 99.9% of the 
people I’ve ever heard.”

Farrell’s solo on his SMA submission of 
“On the Sunny Side of the Street” encapsu-

lates his playing, Fiddmont notes. “Chorus 
after chorus, he says interesting stuff. And 
he swings the whole way through.”

The saying, “If you want to get some-
thing done, ask a busy person to do it,” 
might as well be college honoree Alexander 
Nicodemus’ mission statement. The pianist 
is double-majoring in jazz and computer 
engineering at the University of Cincinnati 
and is “a top student in both disciplines,” 
according to Sergio Pamies, assistant pro-
fessor of jazz piano. “We always advise not 
to do a double-major in jazz with all of the 
rehearsals and concerts and gigs. But he’s 
managing, and he’s doing great.”

Nicodemus’ curiosity about zeroes and 
ones is matched by his interest in jazz piano 
masters — from Earl Hines, Art Tatum and 
Nat “King” Cole to Wynton Kelly, Bill Evans 
and Chick Corea. “He’s very focused right 
now on getting that sound of early Herbie 
Hancock,” Pamies says. “There are many 
young musicians who want to find their 
own style from an early age. But Alex, he’s 
just so passionate about finding out every-
thing in jazz piano history. And as a result, I 
think he has found his own voice.”

Pamies himself received a combined 
seven individual and group SMAs from 
2012 to 2014 while at University of North 
Texas. “And when Alex played me some of 
his recordings, I just knew we had to submit 

them,” he recounts.
Graduate students enter programs at 

different stages of their lives and careers. 
When he enrolled in the Jazz Studies Mas-
ters of Music program at DePaul Universi-
ty in Chicago, saxophonist Sam Taylor was 
already an established professional who 
performed at venues like Snug Harbor in 
New Orleans, the Jazz Kitchen in Indianap-
olis and Monks Jazz in Austin and gigged 
with the likes of bassist Roland Guerin and 
drummer Jason Marsalis. “Sam came in as 
probably the most advanced student I’ve 
ever had,” says Scott Burns, DePaul’s direc-
tor of jazz studies. “He’s got a lot together. 
And he’s still working professionally around 
Chicago.

“Sam’s very driven and curious, espe-
cially about composition and harmony,” 
Burns observes. “He and I work on improvis-
ing from records and recordings and play-
ers that he likes. Sam’s also a good piano 
player, which is a part of his ability to be 
able to transcribe some very difficult music 
from leading contemporary jazz artists like 
Immanuel Wilkins.

“He also still practices a lot and is play-
ing great music that can be difficult at 
times with mixed meters,” Burns reflects. 
“Sam’s got strong aural skills and is just a 
formidable musician all around.”   

 —Yoshi Kato
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Egor Tokarev and All Colors of Jazz Union, 
Conservatorium van Amsterdam, Outstanding Performance

Undergraduate College  
Outstanding Performances
Owen Cramer Quartet
Western Michigan University
Carlo De Rosa
Kalamazoo, Michigan

The McGill Jazz 
Conglomerate
McGill University
Camille Thurman-Green &  
Darrell Green
Montreal, Quebec
Canada

Graduate College  
Winners
JazzArts Oregon
University of Oregon
Keith Brown
Eugene, Oregon

Julia Kasimova Trio/
Quartet
Hochschule für Musik Basel 
FHNW, Jazz Institute
Hans Feigenwinter, Shai Maestro 
& Rainer Böhm
Basel, Switzerland

Graduate College  
Outstanding Performance
Grad Ensemble l
The City College of New York
Steve Wilson
New York, New York

Graduate College  
Outstanding Soloists
Toscha Comeux, Vocalist 
Tristan Selzler, Trombone
Joe Williams Scholarship Combo

University of Nevada,  
Las Vegas
Dave Loeb
Las Vegas, Nevada

Austin Ford, Trumpet 
Elisee Ngbo, Piano 
Jacob Chung, Tenor 
Saxophone
MSM VSOP Ensemble
Manhattan School of Music
Jaleel Shaw
New York, New York

 LARGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Junior High School Winner
Jazz Band I
Prairie Grove Junior High School
Jeff Crylen
Crystal Lake, Illinois

Junior High School  
Outstanding Performances
Jazz Ensemble
Farmington Junior High School
Heath Wolf
Farmington, Utah

Jazz Ensemble
Hinsdale Middle School
George Andrikokus
Hinsdale, Illinois

Las Vegas Academy of the Arts 
Jazz Ensemble, Co-Winner
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Alexander W. Dreyfoos School of the Arts Jazz Ensemble l, Outstanding Performance

University of Miami Frost Jazz Orchestra, Outstanding Performance

Junior High School Honors Winner
The Little Big Band
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Winners
AM Jazz Ensemble
Rio Americano High School
Joshua Murray
Sacramento, California

Concert Jazz Ensemble
William H. Hall High School
James Antonucci
West Hartford, Connecticut

Plano West Jazz 
Orchestra
Plano West Senior High School
Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

High School Outstanding 
Performances

Newark Academy Big 
Band, “Chameleon”
Newark Academy
Julius Tolentino
Livingston, New Jersey

Jazz Band l
Decatur High School
Jeff Chang
Federal Way, Washington

Decatur High School Jazz Band l, Outstanding Performance

Jazz Ensemble I
Oswego High School
Kevin Schoenbach
Oswego, Illinois

Performing Arts High  
School Winners
Jazz Band A
Osceola County School for the 
Arts
Jason Anderson
Kissimmee, Florida

Jazz Ensemble
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Patrick Bowen
Las Vegas, Nevada

Performing Arts High School  
Outstanding Performances
Jazz Ensemble I
Alexander W. Dreyfoos School
of the Arts
Christopher De León
West Palm Beach, Florida

Jazz Ensemble I
Douglas Anderson School of the 
Arts
Don Zentz
Jacksonville, Florida

High School Honors Winners
Greater Kansas City Youth  
Jazz Orchestra
Greater Kansas City Youth Jazz 
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Jim Mair
Kansas City, Kansas

Studio Band
The Jazzschool at California Jazz 
Conservatory
Dave Eshelman
Berkeley, California

SFJAZZ High School 
All-Stars Big Band
SFJAZZ
Paul Contos
San Francisco, California

High School Honors Outstanding 
Performance
Voodoo Orchestra

Caleb Chapman’s  
Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Community College Winner
RCC Jazz Orchestra
Riverside City College
Charles Richard
Riverside, California

Community College 
Outstanding Performance
Oceanside Jazz  
Orchestra
MiraCosta College

University of the Arts “Z” Big Band, Winner

Jazz Ensemble I
Kutztown University
Kevin Kjos
Kutztown, Pennsylvania

Graduate College Winners
Concert Jazz Orchestra
California State University, Long 
Beach
Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Jeff Jarvis
Long Beach, California

Jazz Ensemble I
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dave Loeb & Nathan Tanyoue
Las Vegas, Nevada

Graduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Frost Jazz Orchestra
University of Miami,
Frost School of Music
John Daversa
Coral Gables, Florida

Eastman Jazz Ensemble
Eastman School of Music
Christine Jensen
Rochester, New York

KU Jazz Ensemble I
University of Kansas
Dan Gailey
Lawrence, Kansas

Steve Torok
Oceanside, California

Undergraduate College Winner
“Z” Big Band
University of the Arts
Matthew Gallagher
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

 
Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Blair Big Band
Vanderbilt University
Ryan Middagh
Nashville, Tennessee
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Yoseph Henry, Western Michigan 
University, Outstanding Performance

  VOCAL JAZZ SOLOIST

Junior High School Winner
Emily Chen
Eckstein Middle School
Moc Escobedo
Seattle, Washington

 
Junior High School Honors 
Winner
Anya Ustin
Tri-C JazzFest Academy
Alyssa Boyd
Cleveland, Ohio

Raymond Roberts
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Jolie Demesmin
Osceola County School for the 
Arts
Jason Anderson
Kissimmee, Florida

High School Honors  
Winner
Nash Clevenger
Caleb Chapman’s 
Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Community College  
Winner
Kiersten Conway
Southwestern Community 
College 
(The School for Music Vocations) 
Tobi Crawford
Creston, Iowa

Community College  
Outstanding Performances
Daysia Reneau
Kansas City Kansas Community 
College 
Justin Binek
Kansas City, Kansas

Morgan Delaney, California State 
University, Long Beach, Co-Winner

Jolie Demesmin, Osceola County School 
for the Arts, Outstanding Performance

Junior High School Honors 
Outstanding Performances
Cami Errami
Central Oak Academy
Timothy Buchholz
University of Wisconsin-Stevens 
Point
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Saipele Fredricksen
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Winner
Madison Lazark

Rio Americano High School
Joshua Murray
Sacramento, California

Performing Arts High School 
Winner
Leah Rutherford
Fine Arts Center
Steve Watson
Greenville, South Carolina

Performing Arts High School 
Outstanding Performances
Dystince Robertson
Milwaukee High School of the Arts
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University of Miami Frost Extensions, Winner

University of Northern Colorado Voices, Outstanding Performance

Katie Graham
Southwestern Community 
College 
(The School for Music Vocations) 
Tobi Crawford
Creston, Iowa

Undergraduate College Winners
Hannah Goodwin
University of North Texas
Jennifer Barnes
Denton, Texas

Morgan Delaney
California State University,  
Long Beach
Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Christine Helferich Guter
Long Beach, California

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Aanya Sengupta
Oberlin Conservatory of Music
La Tanya Hall
Oberlin, Ohio

Lillian Alter
Western Michigan University
Gregory Jasperse
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Lucia Nuñez 
Florida International University
Lisanne Lyons
Miami, Florida

Graduate College Winner
Bailey Hinkley Grogan
University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
Kate Reid
Coral Gables, Florida

Graduate College  
Outstanding Performances
Kelsey Wallner
University of Northern Colorado
Marion Powers
Greeley, Colorado

Yoseph Henry
Western Michigan University
Gregory Jasperse
Kalamazoo, Michigan

  SMALL VOCAL JAZZ GROUP   

High School Winner
Vocal Jazz Ensemble
Leyden High Schools
Stacy Cunningham
Franklin Park, Illinois

Community College Winner
First Take
Southwestern Community 
College
(The School for Music Vocations)

KCKCC Blue Devil Funk Band, Outstanding Performance
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Jeremy Fox
Creston, Iowa

Community College  
Outstanding Performances
Audio Radiance
Southwestern Community College
(The School for Music Vocations)
Tobi Crawford
Creston, Iowa

BMCC Jazz Ensemble
CUNY Borough of Manhattan
Community College
Can Olgun
New York, New York

KCKCC Blue Devil Funk Band
Kansas City Kansas Community College
Justin Binek
Kansas City, Kansas

Undergraduate College Winner
Gold Company Songbird
Western Michigan University
Gregory Jasperse
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Graduate College Winner
Frost Extensions
University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
Kate Reid
Coral Gables, Florida
Outstanding Soloist:
Kaleen Barton on “My Favorite Things”

Graduate College  
Outstanding Performance
Northern Colorado Voices
University of Northern Colorado
Marion Powers
Greeley, Colorado

 LARGE  VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Junior High School Winner

Eckstein Vocal Jazz Combo
Eckstein Middle School
Moc Escobedo
Seattle, Washington
Outstanding Soloist:
Ramona Canwell on
“St. Louis Blues”

High School Winner

Two N’ Four Vocal Jazz Ensemble
Valencia High School
Christina Tavares Mocha
Valencia, California
Outstanding Soloists:
Emily Dibene & Isabel Pierson on
“I’ll Fly Away”

High School  
Outstanding Performances
Impressions
Meadowdale High School
Jeff Horenstein
Lynnwood, Washington
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RECEIVING A DOWNBEAT STUDENT MUSIC 
Award in the Large Jazz Ensemble catego-
ry is an exciting achievement for any band 
director, no matter whether they’re teach-
ing junior high, high school, community 
college, four-year college or graduate stu-
dents. There are challenges for band direc-
tors at each level, but the goal is always the 
same: to build a group of students into a 
cohesive, confident team … that can swing!

Jeff Crylen, band director at Prairie Grove 
Junior High School in Crystal Lake, Illinois, 
has been building that program since 2018. 
He now teaches six bands for the district.

“It’s a small school district and the ele-

mentary and junior high buildings are con-
nected on campus. I teach students starting 
in grade 4 through junior high. The first 
band students can join is Beginning Band, 
then they can move to Cadet Band, Concert 
Band, Advanced Band, Jazz Band 1 or Jazz 
Band 2,” he said. “Our Jazz Band 1 can in-
clude students from grades 5 to 8, depend-
ing on how well they play.”

Crylen and Jazz Band 1 attended the 
2024 JEN Convention in New Orleans for 
the first time, and that led to the band 
entering the SMA competition for the first 
time as well.  

“JEN was a big-time win for the stu-

dents, getting to hear, see and talk to older 
musicians,” added Crylen. “It also was for-
tunate, because someone from DownBeat 
mentioned the Student Music Awards to 
me, and we decided to apply.” The result? 
A win for Jazz Band 1 in the Junior High 
School category for Large Jazz Ensemble.

Under the direction of Patrick Bowen, 
the Las Vegas Academy of the Arts Jazz En-
semble won the 2024 Large Jazz Ensemble 
High School honors, adding to a lengthy list 
of more than 24 SMAs earned by the school. 
Bowen began teaching there as the percus-
sion instructor in 1992, leading the school’s 
Percussion Ensemble to numerous Nevada 

University of the Arts “Z” Big Band

DB AWARD WINNERS —  LARGE ENSEMBLESDB AWARD WINNERS —  LARGE ENSEMBLES

California State University, Long Beach, Concert Jazz Orchestra

Riverside City College Jazz Ensemble

Las Vegas Academy of the Arts Jazz Ensemble
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all-state competition awards.
“In 2001, I became full-time at the Acad-

emy,” said Bowen. “At that time jazz was just 
part of the music department, but several 
years later we started a separate jazz studies 
program. I have a great team — especially 
with Julian Tanaka and Dr. Sue Mirman, the 
“Jazz Boss.” The whole team is absolutely es-
sential for our growth in  jazz studies. 

We have a structured and specific pro-
gram that has grown to four jazz bands and 
four combos. We’ve also developed a strong 
relationship with Vic’s Jazz club here. When 
they put the club together, they wanted the 
students to be an integral part of the per-
formances. Now we have student combos 
playing early sets almost every night.”

Charlie Richard, professor of music at 
Riverside City College in Riverside, Califor-
nia, returned to teach at his alma mater in 
1990, after earning advanced degrees at 
Cal State University Los Angeles and the 
University of Texas Austin. Richard is the 
director of the RCC Jazz Ensemble, which 
has earned numerous SMAs over the years, 
including this year.

“We’ve been very fortunate,” he said. 
“In 2015, the college built a facility for the 
music and the performing arts with a con-
cert hall separate from the main campus.” 
The Henry W. Coil Sr. and Edna Coil School 
for the Arts is now home to seven big bands 

associated with the college. 
“We have four full-time student big 

bands and three community bands,” said 
Richard. “The community bands are made 
up of recent graduates and a lot of area 
band directors. That’s been a great thing 
and really connects the college to the 
community and to area school bands. It’s 
helped build the program and helped us 
achieve our main goal — getting our top 
music students ready to transfer when they 
graduate. The majority go to Cal State cam-
puses, as well as USC, Northern Colorado 
and Eastman.”

Matt Gallagher, trumpet chair and direc-
tor of the “Z” Big Band at the University of 
the Arts in Philadelphia, has strong ties to 
the University that go back to 1999 when 
he was a graduate student there. He’s led 
the “Z” Big Band to another Student Music 
Award in 2024, following up on previous 
SMAs won in 2023, 2016 and 2015. 

When asked about the unusual name for 
the band, Gallagher related that it’s called 
the “Z” Big Band in honor of Bill Zaccagni, 
who taught at U of the Arts and led the Big 
Band for many years. Zaccagni passed away 
in 2007 at the age of 57.

“Bill Zaccagni took the program to a dif-
ferent level,” recalled Gallagher. “He was 
one of my biggest mentors as both a teach-
er and a player. After he passed away, we 

decided to name the band the ‘Z’ Big Band 
in his honor.

“I’ve been teaching here for 15 years, 
and we want to keep the musical standards 
high. All the students are performance ma-
jors, and we start out spending time work-
ing in traditional styles first, then expand-
ing the repertoire.”

Jeff Jarvis, director of jazz studies at 
California State University Long Beach and 
director of the school’s Concert Jazz Orches-
tra, didn’t begin his teaching career until 
he was 53, but he’s built a strong culture 
at the school’s Bob Cole Conservatory since 
he began serving as director of jazz studies 
in 2005. This year, the university’s Concert 
Jazz Orchestra won the SMA in the Gradu-
ate College category.

“Although I come from a family of music 
educators, I played trumpet professionally 
and ran a publishing company for many 
years,” he said. “When I was asked to be-
come director at Long Beach, I decided to 
take a leap of faith and took the job. It took 
several years to build the culture of the pro-
gram, but now everyone is like-minded, and 
the students feel ownership as well. We really 
try to focus on getting the students to play the 
best they can and go from there in terms of 
recording and entering competitions. In fact, 
the last time we entered the SMAs was 2015 — 
and we won that year, too.”  —Terry Perkins
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Coastline A Capella Ensemble,  
California State University, Long Beach, Winner

Vocalese
Valley High School
Heather Nail
West Des Moines, Iowa
Outstanding Scat Soloist:
Marisa Cravero on
“Caravan”

High School  
Outstanding Soloists
Adwaith “Adi”  
Hithesh
Soloist on “Where The Streets 
Have No Name”
Blue Notes

Saugus High School
Kaitlyn Pi
Santa Clarita, California

Angel Cazachkoff
Soloist on “On the Sunny Side  
of the Street”
EPIC Jazz Choir
Downey High School
Corneliu Olariu
Downey, California

Performing Arts High School 
Outstanding Performance

Singers At Grand Arts

Ramon C. Cortines School 
of Visual and Performing Arts
Drew Lewis
Los Angeles, California

High School Honors Winner
Arizona All-State Jazz 
Choir 2023
Various Arizona High Schools
Guest Conductor: Christine 
Helferich Guter
California State University, Long 
Beach
Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Long Beach, California

High School Honors  
Outstanding Soloists
Ella Penico
Soloist on “Capillary”
Missouri Choral Directors 
Association
All-State Vocal Jazz Ensemble
Guest Conductor: 
John Stafford II
Kansas City Kansas Community 
College
John Stafford II
Kansas City, Kansas

Lucas Santos
Soloist on “Fly Like an Eagle”

Tomi Lessis
Vocal Percussionist on  
“Fly Like an Eagle”

Sara Panameno 
Soloist on “Reset”
SCVA Vocal Jazz Contemporary 
A Cappella Honor Choir 2023 
Guest Conductor: Matt Falker
SCVA Vocal Jazz Contemporary 
A Cappella Chair 
Sara Logsdon
Los Angeles, California

Community College Winner
Singcopation
Mt. San Antonio College
Bruce Rogers
Walnut, California

Two N’ Four Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Valencia High School, Winner
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Arizona All-State Jazz Choir, Winner

Outstanding Soloists:
Emily Zarza & Lyric Guidry 
on “Ain’t No Mountain High 
Enough”
 
Community College 
Outstanding Performance
The Standard Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble
Kansas City Kansas Community 
College

John Stafford II
Kansas City, Kansas
Outstanding Soloist:
Sunae Fisher on “PYT”
 
Undergraduate College Winner
Coastline A Capella 
Ensemble
California State University,  
Long Beach
Bob Cole Conservatory of Music

Rebecca Ramirez
Long Beach, California

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Advanced Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble
Berklee College of Music
Ned Rosenblatt
Boston, Massachusetts
Outstanding Soloist:

Gabrielle Dodaro on
“Hit Me”

OneVoice
Millikin University
Benjamin Hawkinson
Decatur, Illinois
Outstanding Soloist:
Starling Merideth on  
“Strangers of the Heart”

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Scat Soloist
Charles Murdock
Soloist on “It’s All Right With Me”
Mason Jazz Vocal Ensemble
George Mason University
Darden Purcell
Fairfax, Virginia

Outstanding Soloist
Sarah Stevenson
Scat Soloist on “I Didn’t Know 
What Time It Was”
McGill Jazz Choir
McGill University
Bohdanna Novak
Montreal, Quebec
Canada

Graduate College Winner
Pacific Standard Time
California State University, Long 
Beach
Bob Cole Conservatory of Music

UNT Jazz Singers, University of North Texas, Outstanding Performance
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Pacific Standard Time, California State University, Long Beach, Winner

The Standard Vocal Jazz Ensemble, KCKCC, Outstanding Performance

Christine Helferich Guter
Long Beach, California
Outstanding Scat Soloist:
Makayla Forgione on
“Bones”

Graduate College  
Outstanding Performances
KU Jazz Singers
University of Kansas
Kerry Marsh
Lawrence, Kansas

UNT Jazz Singers
University of North Texas
Jennifer Barnes
Denton, Texas
Outstanding Scat Soloist:
Katelyn Robinson on
“Find Your Way”

Graduate College  
Outstanding Soloists
Lillian Alter
Soloist on “Blue Rondo”
Gold Company
Western Michigan University
Gregory Jasperse
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Märta Dahlström
Soloist on “Splanky”
Avenue C

University of North Texas
Julie Coggiola
Denton, Texas

 BLUES/POP/ROCK SOLOIST

Junior High School Winners
Griffin Kelleher
Guitar
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

Nate Ward
Drums
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

Junior High School  
Outstanding Performance
Grace Chen
Organ
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

Junior High School Honors Winner
Saipele Fredricksen
Vocalist
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Ava Preston, Kent State University, 
Outstanding Performance

Zachary Zwelling, Crossroads School, 
Outstanding Performance

Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Junior High School Honors  
Outstanding Performance
Grey Nielsen
Guitar
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Winner
Matthew Moore
Tenor Saxophone
Plano West Senior High School
Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

 
High School 
Outstanding Performances

Jaq Adelman
Vocal, Piano & Guitar
Crossroads School for the Arts 
and Sciences
Mary Ann Cummings
Santa Monica, California

Zachary Zwelling
Guitar
Crossroads School for the Arts 

and Sciences
Ramsey Castaneda
Santa Monica, California

Performing Arts High School 
Winners
Akira Harris
Vocalist
Milwaukee High School of the 
Arts
Raymond Roberts
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Camila Quintero
Vocalist
Osceola County School for the 
Arts
Monica Anderson
Kissimmee, Florida

Performing Arts High School  
Outstanding Performance
Lily Elon Edmond
Vocalist
Milwaukee High School of the 
Arts
Raymond Roberts
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

High School Honors Winners
Max Smith
Guitar

Edward W. Hardy, University of Northern 
Colorado, Outstanding Performance

Dalton Standland, University of 
Kentucky, Winner
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Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Sadie Dahl
Vocalist
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Honors  
Outstanding Performances
Charley Chambers
Vocalist
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Sam Cassil
Guitar
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Turner Geddes
Saxophone
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

Community College Winner
Maddie Huwe
Vocalist
Kansas City Kansas 
Community College
Justin Binek
Kansas City, Kansas

Maddie Huwe, 
Kansas City Kansas Community College, Winner

Jaylen Ward, Kansas City Kansas 
Community College, Outstanding Performance

Camila Quintero, 
Osceola County School for the Arts, Co-Winner

Akira Harris, 
Milwaukee High School for the Arts, Co-Winner

Community College 
Outstanding Performances
Jasione Veil
Vocalist 
Southwestern Community College
(School for Music Vocations)
Tobi Crawford
Creston, Iowa

Jordan Faught
Bass
Kansas City Kansas Community College
Justin Binek
Kansas City, Kansas

Jaylen Ward
Drums
Kansas City Kansas Community College
Justin Binek
Kansas City, Kansas

Undergraduate College Winner
Dalton Stanland
Alto & Tenor Saxophones
University of Kentucky
Miles Osland
Lexington, Kentucky

Undergraduate College  
Outstanding Performances
Ava Preston
Vocalist
Kent State University
Bobby Selvaggio
Kent, Ohio
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Cary-Grove Jazz Combo, Outstanding Performance

Cayli Ballenger
Vocalist
University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
Timothy Buchholz
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Coleman Hovey
Keyboard
University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst
Jeffrey Holmes
Amherst, Massachusetts

Levi Ballenger
Voice & Guitar
University of Wisconsin-
Stevens Point
Timothy Buchholz
Stevens Point, Wisconsin

 
Graduate College Winner
Derris Lee
Drums & Global Percussion
University of Florida
Dr. José Valentino Ruiz
Gainesville, Florida

Graduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Edward W. Hardy
Violin
University of Northern 

Jaden Bueno
Salt Lake City, Utah

Junior High School Honors 
Ensemble Outstanding 
Performance
Groove Trader
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Jaden Bueno
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Winner
Plano West Jazz Sextet
Plano West Senior High School

Colorado
Jubal Fulks
Greeley, Colorado

Jorge Galvan
Alto & Tenor Saxophones
University of Florida
Dr. José Valentino Ruiz
Gainesville, Florida

Kevin Venier
Guitar
University of Miami,
Frost School of Music
Steve Rucker
Coral Gables, Florida

 BLUES/POP/ROCK GROUP
 
Junior High School Winner
Derby Academy  
Organ Trio
Derby Academy
Brian Martin
Hingham, Massachusetts

Junior High School  
Honors Winner
Infinite Mellon Collie
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
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Soular Wave, Kent Denver School, Outstanding Performance

Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

High School Outstanding Performances
Cary-Grove Jazz Combo
Cary-Grove High School
Patrick Whalen
Cary, Illinois

Soular Wave
Kent Denver School
Justin Adams
Denver, Colorado

Performing Arts High School Winner
Combo Prime
Las Vegas Academy of the Arts
Patrick Bowen
Las Vegas, Nevada

Performing Arts High School  
Outstanding Performance
MIDI: A Fusion Jazz  
Experiment
Booker T. Washington HSPVA
Terence Hobdy
Dallas, Texas

High School Honors Ensemble Winners
Max Headroom
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

The Crescent Super Band
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse

Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Honors Ensemble 
Outstanding Performances
Secret Nobody
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Jaden Bueno
Salt Lake City, Utah

Synchronicity
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Jordan Saucier
Salt Lake City, Utah

Vicious Beat
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Jaden Bueno
Salt Lake City, Utah

Community College Winner
BMCC Jazz Ensemble
CUNY Borough of Manhattan
Community College
Can Olgun
New York, New York

Community College  
Outstanding Performance
Spitfire Sarcasm
Kansas City Kansas Community College
Justin Binek
Kansas City, Kansas

Undergraduate College Winners
Fredonia Jazz Flextet
The State University of New York

The American Music Ensemble, University of Miami, Frost School of Music, Outstanding Performance
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Frontline, Mt. San Antonio College, Outstanding Performance

at Fredonia
Nick Weiser
Fredonia, New York

Stunkland Stink Stank
University of Kentucky
Miles Osland
Lexington, Kentucky

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Performances
After Six
Cornell University

Paul Merrill
Ithaca, New York

AME: The American  
Music Ensemble
University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
Daniel Strange
Coral Gables, Florida

Explorations in Remixing
Manhattan School of Music
Marc Cary
New York, New York

Frost Funk Ensemble
University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
Steve Rucker
Coral Gables, Florida

Graduate College Winner
Frost Fusion Ensemble
University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
Steve Rucker
Coral Gables, Florida

Graduate College 
Outstanding Performances
Funk Fu
University of Music and 
Performing Arts, Graz
Ed Partyka
Graz, Austria

UMASS Studio  
Orchestra
University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst
Jeffrey Holmes
Amherst, Massachusetts

 LATIN GROUP

High School Winner
Hall High School Concert 
Jazz Ensemble
William H. Hall High School
James Antonucci
West Hartford, Connecticut

High School Outstanding 
Performance
Newark Academy Big 
Band “Chameleon”
Newark Academy
Julius Tolentino
Livingston, New Jersey

Duo Brasil, University of North Texas, 
Outstanding Performance
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Performing Arts High School Outstanding Performance
MAS Ritmo Latin Band
Miami Arts Studio 6-12 at Zelda Glazer
Erich S. Rivero
Miami, Florida

High School Honors Ensemble Winner
La Onda Caribena
Caleb Chapman’s Soundhouse
Caleb Chapman
Salt Lake City, Utah

High School Honors Ensemble Outstanding Performance

Greater Kansas City Youth Latin  
Jazz Orchestra
Greater Kansas City Youth Jazz
Jim Mair
Kansas City, Kansas

Community College Outstanding Performance
Frontline
Mt. San Antonio College
Jeremy Fox
Walnut, California

Undergraduate College Winner
Dalton Stanland  
Latin Jazztet
University of Kentucky
Miles Osland
Lexington, Kentucky

Undergraduate College Outstanding Performance

UMASS Vocal Jazz Ensemble
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Catherine Jensen-Hole
Amherst, Massachusetts

Graduate College Winner
Latin American Ensemble
University of Arkansas
Fernando Valencia
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Graduate College Outstanding Performance
Duo Brasil
University of North Texas
Dave Meder
Denton, Texas

 ORIGINAL COMPOSITION — SMALL ENSEMBLE

Junior High School Honors Outstanding Compositions

Aria Song, “The Lucky Life of a Fish”
Mayflower Art Center
Yiming Wu
Andover, Massachusetts

Ethan Liao, “The Starlit Mirage”
Children’s Day School
Dwight Okamura
San Francisco, California

High School Winners

Agustin Palao Osorio, “Dusk Hour”
Plano West Senior High School

MAS Ritmo Latin Band, Miami Arts Studio  
@ Zelda Glazer, Outstanding Performance

Newark Academy Big Band, Newark Academy High 
School, Outstanding-Performance

Latin Group_
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Stephen Cai, Mayflower Art Center, 
Outstanding Composition

Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

Clayton Bristol, 
“Night Shift”
Plano West Senior High School
Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

High School 
Outstanding Composition
Benjamin Collins-Siegel, 
“Midnight Reverie”
Newark Academy
Julius Tolentino
Livingston, New Jersey

Jasper Zimmerman, 
“Nocturne”
Hastings High School
Eric Day
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York

Laesio Littlejohn, “Time”
Plano West Senior High School
Preston Pierce
Plano, Texas

Performing Arts  
High School Winner
Egor Tokarev,  
“Eight Winds”
Conservatorium van Amsterdam
Simon Rigter
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Adolfo Mendonca, University 
of Iowa, Winner

Fabian Leung, Mayflower Art 
Center, Outstanding Composition

Aria Song, Mayflower Art Center, 
Outstanding Composition

Kiersten Conway, Southwestern Community 
College, Outstanding Composition

Egor Tokarev, Conservatorium 
van Amsterdam, Winner
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COMPOSING FOR A LARGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
is a complex task, requiring a unique set 
of skills. Large ensemble composers must 
balance harmony, melody and instrumen-
tal voicings — as well as understanding the 
capabilities of the musicians in the band. 
The promising young composers honored in 
the Composition–Large Jazz Ensemble cate-
gory for this year’s Student Music Awards 
showcased their compositional talents and 
bear watching as they continue to develop 
their craft.

Ethan Liao, an eighth-grade student at 
Children’s Day School in San Francisco, re-
ceived an SMA in the Junior High Honors 
category for his composition “December.” 
Liao also received SMAs in two arrangement 
categories. He started classical piano les-
sons at the age of 3, but when he reached 
junior high, he decided to focus on jazz.

“When I’m playing or composing, I 
think of harmony, not melody,” said Liao. 
“And jazz emphasizes that. I began tak-
ing jazz composition lessons from Dwight 
Okamura, who lived next door to my clas-
sical piano teacher.”

“December” started as a solo piano 
piece, but Liao decided to expand it for 
a large ensemble and submit it with his 
application to study at the San Francisco 
Conservatory. 

“I only composed piano pieces before 
that and wanted to expand my boundar-
ies,” explained Liao. “The piece started from 
a piano improvisation, and Dwight encour-
aged me to build it into an ensemble work. I 
learned a lot writing this piece.”

“I started teaching Ethan composition 
last year,” added Okamura. “He assim-
ilates everything quickly. He has the tal-

ent and mind for musical creativity and a 
promising future in whatever musical ave-
nue he takes.”

Jeremy Darrow, a senior at Valley Chris-
tian High School in San Jose, California, re-
ceived the SMA in the High School category 
for his composition “I’ll Take What I Can 
Get.” According to Michael Jones, director 
of bands and Jazz at Velley Christian High, 
Darrow studied classical music on piano, 
and first became interested in jazz in his 
sophomore year.

“Jeremy began getting into jazz harmo-
ny his sophomore year, and he’s run with it,” 
said Jones. “He’s got great ears, command 
and mastery of the piano and can write and 
perform at a high level. He’s a rare student 
who has so many things together at such 
a young age. He also received DownBeat 
Awards in 2021 and 2022 for Jazz Combo. 

DB AWARD WINNERS — COMPOSERSDB AWARD WINNERS — COMPOSERS

Ethan Liao

Jeremy Darrow

Ricardo Arana Tobias Hoffmann Luciano Soriano
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He’s humble and works and prepares well. 
Jeremy is one of those students you can re-
ally build a program around. It’s going to be 
cool to see what he can accomplish at the 
next level.”

Luciano Soriano studies music at Col-
burn Community School in Los Angeles 
after his daily studies at Westlake High 
School. He received the SMA in High School 
Honors for his composition “Of Little Conse-
quence.” He’s won previous SMAs in 2020 
and 2023. Lee Secard, chair and director of 
the Colburn Jazz Workshop first met Sori-
ano when he attended a rehearsal of Col-
burn’s Thursday Night Band on the sugges-
tion of a friend. 

“From the beginning it was clear that Lu-
ciano was a remarkable trombonist, compos-
er and arranger,” said Secard. “Not only is he 
a great small-group composer and arranger, 
he’s also a remarkably mature composer 
and arranger for large ensembles. He’s pro-
lific and has brought in compositions almost 
every time we rehearse — including 10 to 12 
large ensemble pieces over the last couple 
years. I’ve had some wonderful students 
over the years, but Luciano is special.”

“I really started working on composition 
in 2019,” said Soriano. “The late trombon-
ist Randy Aldcroft showed me the basics of 
arranging and theory for both small groups 
and big band. I later studied with pianist 
Matt Harris, and I’m now taking lessons from 

Bill Cunliffe. I dedicated “Of Little Conse-
quence” to Randy to thank him for starting 
me on this path.”

Ricardo Arana, a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Nevada Las Vegas, received the 
SMA in the Undergraduate College cate-
gory for his composition “Onto the Next.” 
Now a graduate student at the University of 
North Texas, Arana began playing trumpet 
in grade school, first got into jazz in junior 
high and continued playing in high school 
and at UNLV. In college he began focusing 
on composition.

“My professors, especially Nathan Ta-
nouye, asked for arrangements for small 
ensembles, and I actually had a lot of fun 
doing it,” recalled Arana. “Eventually I began 
to write for our large ensembles and liked 
it more than playing trumpet. I decided to 
dedicate my career to writing and compos-
ing at that point.”

“UNLV has a tradition of excellent bands, 
and this year we have several strong writers, 
including Ricardo,” added Tanouye. “It ben-
efits the writers and the musicians. Duke El-
lington would write for the musicians in his 
band, and Ricardo and our other writers do 
the same thing.”

“When I was composing “Onto the Next,” 
I knew there was a trumpet player in the 
band who was a great soloist, and that the 
pianist was great as well,” explained Arana. 
“I knew I could write to their strengths.”

Tobias Hoffmann, a graduate composi-
tion student at the University of Music and 
Performing Arts in Graz, Austria, received an 
SMA in the Graduate College category for his 
composition “Innuendo.” 

This is the third year in a row that Hoff-
mann has received an SMA — the first two 
were in the Original Outstanding Composi-
tion category.

Hoffmann plays saxophone and has both 
a nonet and a jazz orchestra album on his re-
sume, and “Innuendo” will be the title tune 
on his next album with a release planned in 
September.

Ed Partyka, professor for Jazz Theory & 
Composition and department chairman of 
the Jazz Institute at Graz, was impressed 
when he first met Hoffmann at the Universi-
ty’s jazz composition contest in 2017.

“Tobias was one of our 10 finalists,” said 
Partyka. “He got to see our jazz composition 
curriculum and decided to get his master’s 
degree here. I’m the only composition teach-
er, so we only take 10 students at a time. 
It’s small enough to create a community of 
like-minded musicians who share problems 
and support each other.”

“The program is small in terms of size, 
but great as far as opportunities,” said Hoff-
mann. “It’s a hot spot for jazz composition, 
especially in terms of really getting the 
chance to work with Ed and the other com-
posers in the program.”  —Terry Perkins
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Performing Arts High School 
Outstanding Composition 
Jacob Hart, “Bear Lake”
Detroit School of Arts
Scott Gwinnell
Detroit, Michigan

High School Honors Winner
Nathan Tatsuta, “Zero G”
Colburn Community School
Lee Secard
Los Angeles, California

High School Honors  
Outstanding Compositions
Abe Effress,  
“Cathedral of Salt”
Harvard-Westlake School
Dr. Chris Sullivan & Dr. Michael Stein
Los Angeles, California

Fabian Leung, “Nomura’s Jellyfish”
Mayflower Art Center
Yiming Wu
Andover, Massachusetts

Joey Kim-Weigandt, “Poached 
Eggs with Grandpa”
Young Lions Jazz Conservatory
Gilbert Castellanos
San Diego, California

Stephen Cai,  
“A Fallen Sky”
Mayflower Art Center
Yiming Wu
Andover, Massachusetts

Community College Winner
Roman Goron, “Wormling”
Bellevue College
Brian Shaw
Bellevue, Washington

Community College  
Outstanding Compositions
Caden Bradshaw, “Partial”
Kansas City Kansas Community College
Brett Jackson
Kansas City, Kansas

Kiersten Conway, “Black Eyed 
Susan”
Southwestern Community College
(The School for Music Vocations)
Tobi Crawford
Creston, Iowa

Undergraduate College Winner
Dylan McHann, “Stinger”
University of Miami, 
Frost School of Music
Chuck Bergeron
Coral Gables, Florida

Undergraduate College Outstanding 
Compositions
Alex Merk,  
“Land of the Living”
University of Cincinnati
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Conservatory of Music
Scott Belck
Cincinnati, Ohio

Lana Drincic, “I Dreamt You Had a House in 
Melrose”
California State University, Northridge
Tina Raymond
Northridge, California

Graduate College Winner

Adolfo Mendonca, “Brazilian Childhood”
University of Iowa
Jeremy Mantemach
Iowa City, Iowa

Graduate College Outstanding Composition
Connor Rohrer, 
“Quiet Hours”
University of Miami 
Frost School of Music
Chuck Bergeron
Coral Gables, Florida

 ORIGINAL COMPOSITION — LARGE ENSEMBLE

Junior High School Honors Winner
Ethan Liao, “December”
Children’s Day School
Dwight Okamura
San Francisco, California

High School Winner
Jeremy Darrow,  
“I’ll Take What I Can Get”
Valley Christian High School
Dr. Michael Jones
San Jose, California

High School  Outstanding Composition

Jasper Zimmerman, “Redemption of Eris”
Hastings High School

Joseph Hernandez, Texas A&M, 
Outstanding Composition

Zhengtao Pan,  
Berklee College of Music, Co-Winner

Kevin Du, Berklee College of Music, 
Outstanding Composition

David Bernot, University of Northern 
Colorado, Outstanding Composition
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Eric Day
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York

High School Honors Winner
Luciano Soriano,  
“Of Little Consequence”
Colburn Community School
Lee Secard
Los Angeles, California

High School Honors Outstanding 
Composition
Charles Chen,  
“Galaxies”
Mayflower Art Center
Yiming Wu
Andover, Massachusetts

Undergraduate College Winners
Ricardo Antonio Arana,  
“Onto the Next”
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Nathan Tanouye
Las Vegas, Nevada

Zhengtao Pan,  
“Windy Days”
Berklee College of Music
Bob Pilkington
Boston, Massachusetts

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Compositions
Joseph Hernandez,  
“Pyrology”
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Kyle Millsap
Kingsville, Texas

Kevin Du,  
“His Last Breath”
Berklee College of Music
Jeff Claassen
Boston, Massachusetts

Kirby Galbraith,  
“Pantone 7461 C”
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Nathan Tanouye
Las Vegas, Nevada

Graduate College Winner
Tobias Hoffmann,  
“Innuendo”
University of Music and Performing Arts, 
Graz
Ed Partyka
Graz, Austria

Graduate College 
Outstanding Compositions
David Bernot,  
“Lonesome Log”
University of Northern Colorado
Drew Zaremba
Greeley, Colorado

Joshua Chapple,  
“Aegis”
University of Miami
Frost School of Music
Stephen Guerra
Coral Gables, Florida
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 JAZZ ARRANGEMENT

Junior High School Honors  
Winner
Ethan Liao,  
“Turn Out the Stars”
Children’s Day School
Dwight Okamura
San Francisco, California

High School Winner
Alexander Makeev,  
“Infant Eyes”
Carlmont High School
Brian Switzer
Belmont, California

High School Outstanding 
Arrangement
Paloma Cobbs Silva,  
“Martha’s Prize”
Rio Americano High School
Joshua Murray
Sacramento, California

High School Honors  
Winner
Jack Benson,  
“But Not For Me”
The Rivers School
Greg Hopkins
Natick, Massachusetts

Jared Cathey, University of Northern 
Colorado, Outstanding Arrangement

Jack Lanhardt, U. of North Texas, 
Outstanding Arrangement

Tsu Hao Ken Kuo, University of 
Northern Colorado, Winner

Dakota Noxon, California State University, Long Beach, Outstanding Arrangement
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Community College Winner
Daniel Munoz,  
“I Won’t Need to Dream”
Mt. San Antonio College
Jeremy Fox
Walnut, California

Community College 
Outstanding Arrangement
Jackson Watson,  
“All of Me”
Black Hawk College
Corey Kendrick
Moline, Illinois

Undergraduate College Winners

Daniel Cohen, “Nancy with the 
Laughing Face”
The Juilliard School
Michael Mossman
New York, New York

Zhengtao Pan, “It Could Happen to 
You”
Berklee College of Music
Bob Pilkington
Boston, Massachusetts

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Arrangement
Gergö Kormányos, “Again”
University of Music and Performing
Arts, Graz
Ed Partyka
Graz, Austria

Graduate College Winner – Vocal 

Maël Idris Mercier, “Izinkonjana”
(composition by Nduduzo Makhathini)
Hochschule für Musik Basel FHNW, Jazz 
Institute
Shai Maestro & Rainer Böhm
Basel, Switzerland

Graduate College 
Outstanding Arrangement – Vocal 
Dakota Noxon, “Too High”
California State University, Long Beach
Bob Cole Conservatory of Music
Christine Helferich Guter
Long Beach, California

Graduate College Winner Small Ensemble

Tsu Hao Ken Kuo, “East of the Sun”
University of Northern Colorado
Drew Zaremba
Greeley, Colorado

Graduate College Outstanding  
Arrangement – Small Ensemble 
Jaehyun Cho, “Black Nile”
University of Miami, Frost School of Music
Chuck Bergeron
Coral Gables, Florida

Graduate College Winner – Big Band
Jack Lanhardt,  
“Tainos Y Caribes”
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University of North Texas
Richard DeRosa
Denton, Texas

Graduate College Outstanding  
Arrangements – Big Band
Dan VanZeeland,  
“Yo No Bailo”
University of Miami, Frost School of Music
Stephen Guerra
Coral Gables, Florida

Joshua Chapple,  
“McNeely Bros (Mario Bros)”
University of Miami, Frost School of Music
Stephen Guerra
Coral Gables, Florida

Graduate College Winner 
Studio Orchestra 
Brian Lawrence, “Portal”
University of North Texas
Richard DeRosa
Denton, Texas

Graduate College Outstanding  
Arrangements – Studio Orchestra 
Jared Cathey, “Chime”
University of Northern Colorado
Drew Zaremba
Greeley, Colorado

Keenan Asbridge,  
“Mother Nature’s Son”
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Jeffrey Holmes
Amherst, Massachusetts

 ENGINEERED LIVE RECORDING

Performing Arts High School 
Outstanding Recording
Idris Soke
New Orleans Center for Creative Arts
Joseph Ceponis
New Orleans, Louisiana

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Recording
Nino Baker
Millikin University

Juan Gómez Torres, Frost School of 
Music, Outstanding Recording

Nino Baker, Millikin University, 
Outstanding Recording
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DownBeat would  
like to thank our  

world-class adjudicators 
for making the  

47th Annual Student 
Music Awards  

a success.

47th ANNUAL

Jim Anderson
Jeff Baker

Janice Borla
Don Braden
Jeff Coffin
Claire Daly

John Daversa
Orbert Davis
Miho Hazama
Fred Irby III
Bart Marantz
Miles Osland
Bob Parsons
Dave Rivello
Albert Rivera
John Santos

Gregory Tardy
Roger Treece

Ryan Truesdell
James Warrick

THANK THANK 
YOU!YOU!

Kevin Guarnieri
Decatur, Illinois

Graduate College  
Outstanding Recording
Juan Gómez Torres
University of Miami, Frost School
of Music
Stephen Guerra
Coral Gables, Florida

 ENGINEERED STUDIO REC0RDING

Performing Arts High School  
Outstanding Recording
Reese Hamaker
New Orleans Center for Creative Arts
Joseph Ceponis
New Orleans, Louisiana

High School Honors Winner
Jennavieve York
SMV Vocal Jazz Camp
Tyler Thomas
Creston, Iowa

High School Honors Outstanding Recordings
Isaiah Brody
New Roads School
Student-Led
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Tyler Waltner
Lakeridge High School
Student Led
Lake Oswego, Oregon

Community College Winner
Jaylen Ward
Kansas City Kansas  
Community College
John Stafford II
Kansas City, Kansas

Undergraduate College Winner
Yoni Kessler
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Gil Kaupp
Las Vegas, Nevada

Undergraduate College 
Outstanding Recording
Jack Dobosh
Cornell University
Paul Merrill
Ithaca, New York

Graduate College  
Outstanding Recording
Christian Rhen
West Virginia University
College of Creative Arts
Joshua Swiger
Morgantown, West Virginia

Isiah Brody, New Roads School, Outstanding Recording
Christian Rhen, West Virginia University, 
Outstanding Recording

Jack Dobosh, Cornell University, 
Outstanding Recording Jennavieve York, SMV Vocal Jazz Camp, Winner
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
1) Overall sound 
2) Presence or authority 
3) Proper interpretation of idiom 
4) Improvisation or creativity 
5) Technique 
6) Intonation 
7) Phrasing 
8) Dynamics 
9) Accurate rhythm/time
10) Material 

ENGINEERING CRITERIA 
1) Perspective: balance of channels; amount and  
     type of reverb; blend (Do all sounds seem to  
     have been performed at the same time and  
     place? Do solos seem natural or do they stick 
     out?).
2) Levels: saturation or other overload, under  
     modulation resulting in excessive hiss,  
     consistency of levels, left/right balance, etc.
3) Transparency and apparent transient response.
4) Special effects: Are they appropriate?  
     Do they add or detract?
5) Extraneous noises, clicks, hum, etc. (for a non- 
     live performance, any non-musical sound).
6) Professional etiquette.

AWARDS & PRIZES 
Plaques are awarded to the music department 
of each winning middle school, high school and 
college. Certificates are awarded to each Winner 
(or Outstanding Performance honoree) and to the 
director of ensembles.

JUDGES 
Jim Anderson: Professor with the Clive Davis 
Institute of Recorded Music, President of the AES 
Educational Foundation.
Jeff Baker: Recording artist, educator, producer, 
composer and co-founder of The Reality Book, the 
Jazz Forward Competition and Next Records.
Janice Borla: Vocalist; Director of Vocal Jazz, North 
Central College; vocal jazz camp founder.
Don Braden: Saxophonist, flutist, composer, 
arranger; Director, Harvard Jazz Combo Initiative.
Jeff Coffin: Saxophonist, composer, bandleader, 
educator/clinician.
Claire Daly: Baritone saxophonist, recording artist, 
composer, educator and clinician.
John Daversa: Chair, Department of Studio Music 
and Jazz, Frost School of Music, University of Miami.
Orbert Davis: Emmy Award-winning trumpeter, 
composer, educator; co-founder and conductor of 
the Chicago Jazz Philharmonic.
Miho Hazama: Composer, arranger, bandleader, 
Chief Conductor of Danish Radio Big Band, Permanent 
Guest Conductor of Metropole Orkest.
Fred Irby III: Howard University coordinator of 
Instrumental Music, trumpet instructor and Director 
of the Howard University Jazz Ensemble.
Bart Marantz: Legendary jazz educator whose bands 
have won 245 DownBeat Student Music Awards.
Miles Osland: Saxophonist; Director of Jazz Studies, 
University of Kentucky.
Bob Parsons: Saxophonist, arranger and composer.
Dave Rivello: Eastman School of Music Assistant 
Professor of Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media, 
and Director, New Jazz Ensemble.
Albert Rivera: Saxophonist, composer, educator; 
Director of Operations, Litchfield Jazz Camp.
John Santos: Percussionist, clinician, label owner; 
U.S. Artists Fontanals Fellow; writer/historian.
Gregory Tardy: Recording artist, Assistant Professor 
of Jazz Saxophone, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Roger Treece: Arranger/composer, UNC Jazz Press 
author and educator.
Ryan Truesdell: Bandleader, composer, arranger, 
trombonist, clinician.
James Warrick: Educator/clinician, former Director 
of Jazz Studies at New Trier High School.

JUDGING CRITERIA
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DB Buyers Guide

92NY – Jazz In July ..............43
92NY.org/jazz
Alexander Hamilton High 
School Academy of Music  
and Performing Arts ...........114
hamiltonmusic.org
Artwork Records ..................35
pias.com
Bari ......................................55
bariwoodwind.com
Bart Marantz ...................... 98
bartmarantz.com
Blue Engine Records ............37
blueenginerecords.org
Blue Note Records .................5
bluenote.com
Booker T. Washington High 
School for the Performing and 
Visual Arts .......................... 99
dallasisd.org/bookert
Brian Bromberg ................... 71
brianbromberg.net
California State University, 
Long Beach .......................... 81
csulb.edu/music
Cannonball Music ..................7
cannonballmusic.com
Challenge Records ............... 71
challengerecords.com
Chicago Symphony Center ... 12
cso.org/jazz
City College of New York ....114
jazz.ccnysites.cuny.edu
Cornell University ...............116
jazz.arts.cornell.edu
Crossroads School for the  
Arts and Sciences ...............112
xrds.org
Dennis Ferreira ................... 69
dennismferreira@gmail.com
DePaul University .............. 102
music.depaul.edu
Derby Academy ..................112
derbyacademy.org
Douglas Anderson School of 
the Arts ................................95
dcps.duvalschools.org/anderson
DownBeat .... 4 ,65, 74, 103, 118
downbeat.com
Eastman School of  Music .. 109
esm.rochester.edu/jazz

ET Prospeakers .................... 64
ETprospeakers.com
Fishman ............................... 19
fishman.com
Gator .....................................11
gatorcases.com
George Colligan ................... 71
georgecolligan.com
Hal Leonard ......................... 21
halleonard.com
Hochshule for Music Basel 
Institute of Jazz  ................106
musik-akademie.ch/de
Howard University ..............115
howard.edu
Iowa City Jazz Festival ......... 14
summerofthearts.org
J Mood Records ...................73
jmoodrecords.com
JEN – Jazz Education 
Network ............................... 61
jazzednet.org
Jim Schapperoew ............... 69
jimschapperoew.com
Jody Jazz ........................... 124
jodyjazz.com
John Stites Jazz 
Organization ..................... 107
johnstitesjazzawards.org
Kansas City Kansas 
Community College ............ 89
kckcc.edu
Kirk Edwards ........................73
kirksmusic.net
Kutztown University of 
Pennsylvania .......................97
kutztown.edu/music
Mack Avenue Records ....17, 53
mackavenue.com
Manhattan School of  
Music....................................79
msmnyc.edu
Millikin University ............... 91
millikin.edu
Milwaukee High School of  
the Arts .............................. 105
schools.milwaukee.k12.wi.us/mhsa/
Montavilla Jazz Festival ......55
montavillajazz.org
Monterey Jazz Festival ........27
montereyjazzfestival.org

Mt. San Antonio College ......93
mtsac.edu/music
Music Masters
Collective ....................... 10, 64
musicmasterscollective.org
MVD Entertainment 
Group .............................47, 49
mvdshop.com
National Trumpet 
Competition .......................108
nationaltrumpetcomp.org
Newport Jazz Festival .......... 41
newportjazz.org
Next Music .......................... 44
nextmusiccompany.com
Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music .................................. 86
oberlin.edu/con
Origin Records .....................23
origin-records.com
Ozella Music ....................... 49
ozellamusic.com
P. Mauriat .......................... 123
pmauriatmusic.com
Peterson Tuners ................... 15
petersontuners.com
Pittsburgh Jazz Festival .......36
pittsburghjazzfest.org
Pro Marketing 
Entertainment .....................73
promarketingentertainment.com
Riverside City College .........116
rcc.edu
Rochester Jazz Festival ........ 31
rochesterjazz.com
Rovner MC LLC. ......................8
rovnerproducts.com
The School for Music 
Vocations at Southwestern 
Community College ............ 84
swcciowa.edu
Shanghai Conservatory of 
Music .................................106
en.shcmusic.edu.cn
Shifting Paradigm 
Records ................................73
shiftingparadigmrecords.com
Southern California 
Vocal Association 
(SCVA) ................................ 90
scvachoral.org
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DB Music Shop
For Rates: call (630) 941-2030. All ads are prepaid, no agency commission. Check, money order, and all major 
credit cards are accepted. Deadline: Ad copy and full payment must arrive 2 months prior to DB cover date.  
Send your advertisement by MAIL: DownBeat Classifieds, 188 W. Industrial Drive, Ste. 310, Elmhurst, Illinois, 60126,  
EMAIL: dank@downbeat.com.

ALBUMS & VIDEOS

ONLINE JAZZ LESSONS.  
Study all styles & aspects of jazz 

improvisation and saxophone with  
Jeff Harrington, Berklee Professor, 

MIT Affiliated Artist, Harvard 
University MLSP Instructor. 

www.jeffharrington.com
Email: lessons@jeffharrington.com.

617-332-0176.

JAMEY AEBERSOLD JAZZ
World famous play-a-longs, books,  

CDs, and DVDs for every improvising  
musician from novice to pro.

jazzbooks.com

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIESLESSONS

JAZZ DVD’S / VIDEO
Concerts, documentaries, movies, TV,

DVDs, Videotapes, Laserdiscs

We take requests at:
service@jazzwestdvd.com

JAZZWEST, 
BOX 842 (DB), Ashland, OR 97520

(541) 482-5529 www.jazzwestdvd.com

OVER 2,000 PRACTICE TRACKS
STREAMING.JAZZBOOKS.COM

SteepleChase
Sundance/Stunt – Nordic Music Society

Ilk –  Music For Dreams 
(from Denmark)

Red Records – Philology 
(from Italy)
Timeless  

(from Holland)
DA Music  

(from Germany)
Videoarts  
(from Japan)

And much more

www.statesidemusic.com
WHOLESALE/RETAIL IMPORT JAZZ SPECIALIST

VINYL & CD

Email info@statesidemusic.com  
for full mail-order catalog

State University of New York 
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steeplechase.dk
Stefán Stefánsson ...............42
stefanstefansson.net
Syracuse Jazz Festival ..........29
syracusejazzfest.com
Toca Percussion .................... 4
tocapercussion.com
Troy Roberts ........................73
troyroberts.com
University of Arkansas .......114
uark.edu
University of Kansas ..........100
ku.edu
University of Kentucky ....... 111
finearts.uky.edu/music
University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst ..............................119
umass.edu

University of Miami, Frost 
School of Music ...................77
frost.miami.edu
University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas .............................87
unlv.edu/music
University of Northern 
Colorado ..............................85
jazz.unco.edu
University of Oregon .......... 96
uoregon.edu
University of The Arts ..........83
uarts.edu
University of the Pacific ..... 88
pacific.edu/music
University of Wisconsin, 
Stevens Point ......................119
uwsp.edu 
Vanderbilt University ........ 101
blair.vanderbilt.edu
Vandoren ...............................3
dansr.com

Vermont College of Fine 
Arts .....................................116
vcfa.edu
Walnut Hill School for the 
Arts ......................................92
walnuthillarts.org
West Virginia University ....104
wvu.edu
Western Michigan 
University ........................... 98
wmujazz.com
William H. Hall High School ...112
hall.whps.org/
William Paterson 
University ...........................117
wpunj.edu/jazz
WJ3 Records ........................ 10
wj3records.com
XO Brass .................................9
xobrass.com
Yamaha .................................2
usa.yamaha.com
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Tim Warfield
Saxophonist Tim Warfield doesn’t actually hail from Philadelphia 

— his roots are a couple of hours west, in York, Pennsylvania — 
but the city has been one of his musical homes throughout his career. 
He honed his skills alongside frequent collaborator Terell Stafford at 
Ortlieb’s Jazzhaus, which ushered him into the band of organ great 
Shirley Scott. Warfield’s first-ever Blindfold Test was also Philly’s 
first, hosted by Temple University’s Boyer College of Music and 
Dance, where Warfield is a longtime member of the faculty.  “We’ll 
see if I’m up to the challenge,” Warfield said at the outset, in front of 
an audience of students and the public. He granted a 5-star rating 
across the board, saying, “This is a lifestyle; it’s a belief system. It’s 
art, which is very challenging, and it takes a lot of energy. You have 
to believe in what you do, put it out there and not be afraid to be vul-
nerable. So from that premise alone, I’ll give five stars to everybody.”

Jeremy Pelt 
“Backroad” (Men Of Honor, HighNote, 2010) Pelt, trumpet; JD Allen, tenor saxophone; 
Danny Grissett, piano; Dwayne Burno, bass; Gerald Cleaver, drums.

I’m going to make an educated guess based on stuff I listen to in trying 
to understand how people play. JD Allen has a really distinct way that 
he plays time as well as a melodic approach. JD is one of those young 
people that I actually can identify pretty well. It sounds like he spent a 
lot of time being very particular about [the elements] he wanted to be 
a part of his improvisational aesthetic as well as his artistic aesthetic.

Melissa Aldana 
“Alegria” (Back Home, Wommusic, 2016) Aldana, tenor saxophone; Pablo Menares, 
bass; Jochen Rueckert, drums.

It’s one of two people. I’m going to say Melissa Aldana. This has 
shades of the Fly trio with Mark Turner, but I grew up with Mark 
Turner. We’re from a similar era, so I’ve heard his music a lot. I real-
ly admire his playing, and I know that Melissa’s influenced by him, 
but she has a lot of her own sonic identifiers. She has a very specific 
way she likes to bend notes, even in her melodies. I’m not a big social 
media person, but she posted herself playing “Body And Soul,” and I 
found her choice of inflections to play the melody interesting. We’re 
at a point in jazz music where it seems as if proficiency is the highest 
part of the value system, but it can’t just be that. It has to be about our 
art, and she certainly has that.

George Coleman 
“Lo-Joe” (Amsterdam After Dark, Timeless, 1979) Coleman, tenor saxophone; Hilton 
Ruiz, piano; Sam Jones, bass; Billy Higgins, drums.

I don’t know if it’s the recording or this room, but his tone sounded a 
little bit more harsh than what I’m normally used to hearing. But 
judging off the content, melodies that I heard, I’m guessing Eric 
Alexander? George Coleman? Well, Eric was kind of an understudy. 
I’ve had a chance to play with George. He was nice enough to let me 
sit in with him on the bandstand. I’m the artistic director and on 
the board of the Central Pennsylvania Friends of Jazz, and one of 
the reasons is that I was a little kid that they championed. So I got 
a chance to meet a lot of jazz musicians before I got to college, and 
George was one of them. Later on, when I first started to come here to 
Philly, I got an opportunity to work with Shirley Scott on a very reg-
ular basis, and I performed with George at the Mellon Jazz Festival 
down on the waterfront. George Coleman is one of the people that I 

“Nicholas Payton is brilliant,” Tim Warfield 
said during his live Blindfold Test at Temple 
University. “He’s never ceased to surprise 
or amaze me. He’s a bad dude.”Blindfold Test    BY SHAUN BRADY

use as an example. Every generation has their own sonic culture in 
terms of how they manage through harmony. What he does is a very 
a very informed and specific thing, and watching him and Shirley do 
it together, it was like breathing. 

Dexter Gordon 
“Jumpin’ Blues” (American Classic, Elektra, 1982) Gordon, tenor saxophone; Grover 
Washington Jr., soprano saxophone; Shirley Scott, organ; Eddie Gladden, drums.

I have this record. It’s Dexter Gordon, Shirley Scott and Grover 
Washington Jr. I’ve listened to this record over and over. I went through 
a big Dexter phase. Dexter Gordon was probably the first personali-
ty — probably for a lot of saxophone players — that I tried to, try to, 
copy. When I finally got an opportunity to hear him live, I realized how 
unsuccessful I was. His sound is so huge. He’s huge! The way that he 
leans on the beat, I was able to do that, and I learned a lot about time, 
where you can play on the beat, on top of the beat or behind the beat. 
That’s a really important component to factor in when you choose per-
sonalities for your band: how they play the beat. I got that from Dexter. 

James Brandon Lewis 
“A Lotus Speaks” (Molecular, Intakt, 2020) Lewis, tenor saxophone; Aruán Ortiz, piano; 
Brad Jones, bass; Chad Taylor, drums.

Believe it or not, this is the most difficult for me. Their tone was so 
robust that it reminded me of one person. But the aesthetic itself, what 
they chose to chose to play and the time signatures, make me think it’s 
another person. I’m not as versed with this other person. The way that 
they played in in the upper register, particularly when it got intense, 
reminded me of James Brandon Lewis. I’ve just started listening to him 
because I’ve been hearing his name, and I really do try to keep up on 
who’s doing what. He’s something else. He really has a frequency. 

Al Foster 
“Pent-Up House” (Reflections, Smoke Sessions, 2022) Foster, drums; Chris Potter, tenor 
saxophone; Nicholas Payton, trumpet; Kevin Hays, piano; Vicente Archer, bass.

I think Nicholas sent me this when it first came out. This is with Al 
Foster and Chris Potter. Chris plays the full range of the instrument 
and beyond, and he plays it with a certain vigor. He’s an amazing 
saxophone player, for sure. I remember he was so unassuming at the 
Thelonious Monk Competition, but when he would play it was really 
beautiful. [Nicholas Payton is] my brother from another. I’ve got two 
trumpet brothers, Terell Stafford and Nicholas Payton. Nicholas is bril-
liant. He’s never ceased to surprise or amaze me. He’s a bad dude.  DB

The “Blindfold Test” is a listening test that challenges the featured artist to discuss and identify 
the music and musicians who performed on selected recordings. The artist is then asked to rate 
each tune using a 5-star system. No information is given to the artist prior to the test.
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